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Abstract 

Before the 1970s, Canada’s Aboriginal peoples (First Nations, Inuit, and the Metis) 

were hugely underrepresented in Canadian literature. This was multiply true of the Metis 

Nation, whose mixed First Nations and Euro-Canadian heritage implied multiple 

roadblocks in any forms of self-expression. Although some scholarly attention had been 

given to mixed-blood writers who straddled multiple racial and ethnic categories, focusing 

on either ethnic minority immigrants to Canada or on mixed-blood Aboriginal authors, the 

discursive strategies used by Metis authors to create and sustain positions of "in-between-

ness" remained under-theorized before the 1970s. 

From the Canadian literary canon, Metis characters were either excluded entirely 

from or received marginal and stereotypical roles. Since the 1970s on, though, spurred by 

the intellectual movements of the time, Metis authors like Maria Campbell, Beatrice 

Culleton Mosionier, Joseph Boyden, or Lorraine Mayer have gained discursive control 

over their self-representation and launched their campaign for the inclusion of Metis voices 

in Canadian literature. Their literary prolificacy resulted in an increasingly growing 

number of Native life-writings emerged to fill in this discursive void and counterbalance 

the heavy weight of the strictly selective mainstream literature. 

My dissertation explores specific thematic patterns related to these Twentieth-

Century Metis autobiographical self-representations in Canada applying theoretical 

concepts and viewpoints relevant to the Canadian social context. Having familiarized 

myself with the Metis life-writings, I have observed some prominent shifts in their subject 

matter, which are worthy of a thorough examination given that no similar study has ever 
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been done before. What I focus my attention on is the nature of the shifts in thematic 

pattern, the causes that inflicted those shifts, and what kind of social, psychological, 

political, and economic development they reflect. I explore the significance of these Metis 

life-writings in terms of the Metis people’s lives and how they fit in the Canadian literary 

canon. I discuss the emerging Metis awareness and pride through these life-writings as 

well as the didactic, aesthetic, and ideological functions they have. In order to perform 

such an analysis, I deploy the concept of hybridity, the determinative factors of social 

environment in identity formation, the shifting perception of gender complexities, the 

centrality of education as a long-term healing tool for cultural reclamation, and the impact 

of traumatic experiences on future generations. 

Drawing on the insights of Postcolonial Theory, Queer Theory, and Indigenous 

Studies, I provide the analysis of five autobiographical books (fictional and non-fictional) 

written solely by self-declared Metis authors in order to identify some relevant and 

frequently addressed themes. My exclusive choice of novels is explained by my ambition 

to analyze literary pieces reflective of ordinary speech of the most silenced and to reflect 

on the thematic patters of more comprehensive works.  The methodology applied is a 

comparative thematic examination of the representations of Metis reality with a multi-

disciplinary approach. 

 I divide my study into six chapters. In chapter 1, I consider the path leading to the 

genesis of Metis life-writings. In order to do so, I provide a brief overview on the 

development of the genre of autobiography and the authorial agency. Moreover, I explore 

the intellectual movements of the second half of the Twentieth Century that had mobilizing 

impact on Metis prosaic self-representation. In the following five chapters I provide close-
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readings of Maria Campbell’s Half-breed (1973), Beatrice Culleton Mosionier’s In Search 

of April Raintree (1983), Gregory Scofield’s Thunder Through My Veins (1999), Herb 

Belcourt’s Walking in the Woods (2006), and Raymond Tremblay’s Riding the Tides of 

Life (2010). The narratives I chose are from five consecutive decades with the aim of 

showcasing some detectable thematic changes in the evolution of Metis life-writing, 

encompassing about fifty years up to the recent past. 

My study examines the literary strategies the aforementioned Metis authors adopted 

to express themselves, the recurring themes they addressed, and the detectable thematic 

changes in their work between the 1970s and today. With my study, I intend to move 

beyond the long-dominating Riel studies and create a monograph on Metis life-writing to 

identify its centrality in cultural reclamation, and to contribute to the critical discourses 

related to Metis literature. 
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Introduction 

 Canada, the world’s second largest country with its current population of thirty-five 

million, constitutes a colorful mosaic of a multitude of ethnicities. It celebrates the equality of 

all racial, ethnic, and religious backgrounds of the people inhabiting her territory. With the 

Pierre Trudeau government in 1971, it became the first country in the world to adopt 

Multiculturalism as an official policy to affirm the value of all Canadians regardless of their 

origin, and to put a major emphasis on the importance of immigration to its country. Today 

Canada has the highest per capita immigration rate in the world and receives immigrants from 

over two hundred countries of origin (Statistics Canada 12.statcan.gc.ca).  

 The first immigrants to Canada, though, were not the French or English settlers 

arriving in the Fifteenth Century, but its Aboriginal people whose ancestors migrated across 

the Bering Strait from Asia. Anthropologists continue arguing about the approximate time of 

the Natives’ arrival on the continent but they all agree that the Aboriginals had constituted the 

population of North America long before European Colonization began. Since the colonization 

of the land, the relationship between the Crown and Indigenous people has been in constant 

evolution and has been affected by economic pressures, shifting alliances, and policies of 

subordination. Currently the Native population of Canada is about 1.4 million, though this 

number is constantly growing. They are, in fact, Canada’s fastest growing peoples. In 2009, 

June was declared the National Aboriginal History Month and June 21st the National 

Aboriginal Day to recognize not only the historic contributions of Aboriginal peoples to the 

development of Canada, but also the strength of present-day Native communities. 
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 Today, three major groups of Aboriginal peoples are distinguished in Canada. The 

First Nations are spread across the country and have cultures spanning thousands of years. 

Currently they prefer being referred to themselves by their tribal names rather than the term 

“Indians.” First Nations broadcaster Wab Kinew explains this aversion with the negative 

tagging: ‘Part of the reason I hate the word Indian so much is because when I was growing up 

I never heard it used without an ugly adjective before it. Dumb. Drunk. Dirty’ (original 

emphasis 53). In 2011, Statistics Canada estimated 851,560 First Nations of which nearly half 

live on reserves (Statistics Canada 12.statcan.gc.ca). The Inuit are another Indigenous group 

mostly inhabiting the Arctic regions of Canada. About 59,445 people identify themselves as 

Inuit and the population has grown rapidly over the past few decades. The Metis, a people of 

mixed European and Indigenous ancestry, have been the third recognized Native group in 

Canada since 1982. Their estimated number in 2011 was 451,795 which is also constantly 

growing (Statistics Canada 12.statcan.gc.ca). 

 Giving home to people of mixed Native and European descent is not a unique 

characteristic of Canada; the phenomenon is observed in Latin America, the U.S., and 

Australia, too. In Latin America, people of mixed-blood origins do not strongly identify with 

Indigenous nations. They tend to reject their Aboriginal ways in favor of their national culture. 

Mestizo nations like Mexico, El Salvador, or Honduras segregate their Indigenous 

communities and maintain hostile and repressive political relations. Assimilated Mestizos 

embrace the values of the national culture, which openly rejects their Indigenous fellows. In 

the U.S., the situation is more complex because there is no official designation of a mixed-

blood nation. Mixed-blood individuals can choose tribal membership depending on the tribe’s 

blood quantum. Mixed-bloods who do not qualify for tribal membership may be U.S. citizens 
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with no Indigenous rights. Many mixed-bloods consider Aboriginal ancestry as one ancestral 

line among several nationalities that came to the U.S. During the forced assimilation (1890s-

1960s), a considerable number of mixed-bloods rejected their Indigenous identity. 

Notwithstanding, with the rise of the American Indian Movement (AIM), more and more 

individuals have proudly re-claimed Indigenous descent. In Australia, the task of deciding who 

is Aboriginal is increasingly that of state-based organizations, such as universities and 

government departments. The subject of identity is often decided by subjective assumptions 

and outdated stereotypes. Research-base for Aboriginal descent and connection is rarely 

considered. 

The Metis of Canada have been present since the Colonization of North America and 

emerged from Rupert’s Land as a result of the French and then English fur trade in the 

Seventeenth Century. Many historians have joked about the Metis having their origins nine 

months after the first Europeans arrived in the Americas (Purich 15). From the Nineteenth 

Century on, the development of a unique Metis culture began to unfold. They have developed 

their own language, arts, music, and crafts. The blending of their two cultural backgrounds 

places the Metis in a special position in the Canadian society. Canadian poet Duke Redbird 

declares that ‘THE METIS ARE THE ONLY ETHNIC GROUP INDIGENOUS TO THE 

CONTINENT. All other races, including Indian and Inuit, came from elsewhere at some other 

time’ (original emphasis 54). Similarly, Hartmut Lutz highlights and rephrases Louis Valdez 

words saying that the Metis did not come to Canada, but Canada came to them (“Métis and 

Others” 243). 

Defining the term Metis is extremely difficult because it refers to both a racial and an 

ethnic group, and to insist on the singularity of one or the other would mean the ignorance of 
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the complex history of the population’s creation and development over several hundred years. 

During Colonisation, the Metis were identified according to their racial heritage, but by the 

1940s, academics like Marcel Giraud had altered the term, and started to use it to refer to a 

distinctive ethnic group (Andrews canadianpoetry.ca). 

To this day the term “Metis” is the most widely used referent to this nation of mixed 

heritage grown out of the colonization of present-day Canada. It has gone through a long 

evolution and is still a fluid term. It comes from Late Latin “mixticius” and was first applied to 

describe people of mixed race born to Indigenous women and French men in New France. 

Since the European Colonization, many mixed-race people have married within their own 

groups or with people of other European ancestry and the term evolved in association with 

these particular communities. Terms, such as “half-breed,” “Bois-Brûlés,” “Mongrel,” or 

“Bungi” are considered pejorative today. 

In the Canadian context, “Metis” used to be applied in three different meanings: (a) 

Native people who are not Status Indians (Natives defined as Indians according to the ruling 

of the Indian Act of 1876) or Inuit, (b) non-Status Indians (legal term referring to any First 

Nations individual who is not registered with the Canadian federal government), (c) and Metis 

as a distinct ethnic people (Purich 8). The usage of the term and its meaning varied from 

region to region. In Manitoba, for instance, “Metis” was almost unknown before the 

Nineteenth Century. Then it became used more and more in government and Church reports as 

an alternative to “half-breed,” which they considered racial. By the 1970s, “half-breed” had 

almost totally been replaced by “Metis” among the people themselves.  
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Today academics often attempt to theoretise “Metis-ness” by emphasizing the difference 

between mixed-bloods of French paternity (Métis) and of British paternity (“Half-breed”) to 

create clear categories. They are preoccupied with how to classify the Metis: are they more 

French or more English? But as the mixed-bloods intermarried with Aboriginals or European 

people, the fractions of mixtures became more and more complex: first “half-breeds,” then 

“quarter-breeds,” then “eighth-breeds” with no end, making the fractional classification 

impossible (Sealey and Lussier 1). As Owens explains ‘Anyone who has ever tried to mix 

disparate elements knows that it is very hard to achieve a pure blend. […] Mixed-bloods […] 

are the products of motion’ (Mixedblood 149). Furthermore, the problem with this 

differentiation, Brenda Macdougall claims, is that ‘any attempt to meet the criteria of being the 

one or the other denies the authenticity of a singular Metis identity’ (426). To neutralize the 

French and British bias of the terms “Métis” and “Half-breed”, Macdougall suggests using 

“Metis” without an accent on “e.” That way she can be ‘inclusive of cultural backgrounds and 

experiences that are grounded within a shared historical context and community experience’ 

(423).  

Academics also make a distinction between “Metis” with capital “M” and “metis” with 

lower case “m.” Peterson and Brown explain that “Metis” follows the English-language usage 

for national identities, whereas the lower case usage reflects the original French term (6). The 

Métis National Council makes a similar distinction but it reserves “Metis” for those who were 

part of the New Nation born in the Red River area in the Nineteenth Century. It refers to a 

particular socio-cultural heritage, whereas “metis” defines those who were mixed racially but 

who did not have a political sense of distinctiveness (Macdougall 424). “Metis,” though, is not 

the only term to be applied to address the new nation. Macdougall articulates that although 
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scholars tend to rely only on European languages to establish the appropriate terminology for 

the Metis, Aboriginal people also have specific words to address the new nation. The Cree 

“Otipimsuak” meaning “their own bosses” defines the buffalo hunters of the Great Plains 

(Macdougall 430). The Anishinaabe “aayaabtawzid” translates as “one who is half” and 

indicates the connection between the Anishinaabe and the Metis (Macdougall 431).  

In Contours of a People, Macdougall analyses the trajectory of the changing scholarly 

approach to Metis classification. She mentions some pioneering scholars in the area such as 

Marcel Giraud or George Stanley, who described Metis history as a battle between civilization 

and savagery (433). Frits Pannekock focused on religious differences as a source of conflict 

between Protestant and Catholic Metis of the Red River area in the Nineteenth Century 

(Macdougall 434). As for genetic differentiation, Irene Spry does not believe in the existence 

of racial divisions between French and British lines of the Metis population (Macdougall 435). 

In alignment with her views, Macdougall articulates the mistake of any dualistic approach to 

the understanding of Metis-ness. She claims that in order to apprehend the Metis experience 

and identity formation, kinship is the best starting point. Beside kinship, geographic 

associations and involvement in the fur trade are also relevant in identifying with the Metis 

Nation. And finally, gender plays a pivotal role, too, since the Metis defined their relationship 

to each other on the basis of their paternal and maternal ancestry (Macdougall 437).  

The Metis have forged complex relationships amongst each other based on kinship, 

shared homeland and historical interconnections to land and women. They claim to be a 

distinct nation, not a people “in-between,” not “caught between two worlds,” and definitely 

not a manifestation of some “middle ground” (Macdougall 450). For the Metis, the discourse 

of hybridity does not provide a transgressive third space of enunciation. Instead, it represents 
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the space into which they have been shoehorned as part of the Canadian state’s growing racial 

imaginary (Andersen 38). Metis hybridity is not innate but, rather, actively produced and 

reproduced (Andersen 39). Macdougall declares that the idea of cultural ambivalence comes 

from non-Metis people, and not from the Metis themselves (450). Emma LaRocque agrees 

that the categorisation of the Natives from the outside and not from the inside is the 

fundamental problem. People of other cultures want to tell who a Native individual is 

supposed to be and who he or she is not. They are categorized by books, missionaries, 

educators, anthropologists, and with LaRocque’s term by “every-other-ologists.” Fortunately, 

owing to the persistent battle of a number of Metis activists and scholars for their recognition, 

considerable measures have been taken in acknowledgement of a distinct Metis Nation 

(Defeathering 8). 

To describe this distinct nation, the term Metis is, no doubt, the most widely used one 

today. It has different pronunciations in North America and in France. In Canadian English it 

is /meɪ’ti:/, in American English it is /meɪ’ti:s/, in Canadian French it is /’metsis/, and in 

French it is /métis/. The use of the term, to some extent, is still subjective. The way the Metis 

are referred to varies depending on ‘who calls whom what’ (Lutz “Métis and Others” 242), 

and the meanings attached to the term continue to elude dominant and settled signification 

(Andersen 44). LaRocque, for instance, expresses her preference for “half-breed” to “Metis” 

in Hartmut Lutz’s Contemporary Challenges (191) since she believes “Metis” sounds too 

aristocratic and she is not from an aristocratic family. Likewise, Maria Campbell entitled her 

book “Half-breed,” perhaps, in order to express her political struggle against stereotypes. 

Metis folksinger Buffy St. Marie, on the other hand, thinks it would be better to be described 

as a “doublebreed” claiming to have the best of the two races in her blood line (Alberta 
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Federation 13). In my dissertation, I will adopt Macdougall’s accent-less term with capital 

“M” in order to employ an ethnically and religiously neutral term, commonly used to describe 

the distinct Metis Nation of Canada. 

To determine the exact date of the Metis genesis is impossible. The new nation evolved 

slowly and its evolution was interrupted by several frictions between them and the Euro-

Canadian authorities (Sealey and Lussier 6). Most historians agree that it all started with the 

mixed unions between French settlers and Algonquin women at the Red River settlement. The 

growing fur trade between the Natives and the settlers led to the Metis expansion westward 

and their families dispersed with them between 1815 and 1850.  

Today, most scholars have consent that the first time when the Metis as a distinct group 

united was in the Battle of Seven Oaks, a violent confrontation between the English Hudson 

Bay Company (HBC) and the French North West Company (NWC) in 1816. It was the first 

time that the Metis flag was flown (Lussier) and the first time that a Metis victory was 

commemorated in a song: “Chanson de la Grenouillère” (Ens 107). Although it was a crucial 

event in the formation of a collective Metis identity, it was in the interest of the NWC rather 

than of the Metis to have the Metis considered to be a “new nation.” Declaring the Metis an 

independent tribe allowed the NWC to render them responsible for the attack of the Red River 

Settlement (Ens 103-6). Moreover, although it is true that the well-known blue flag with the 

infinity symbol was flown during the battle for the first time, it happened at the instigation of 

the NWC, and any attempt to read its meaning back then meets serious roadblocks. All this 

may suggest that the Battle of Seven Oaks (1816) was mainly the product of the NWC. Ens 

admits, though, that the battle did act as a powerful spur for the English and French Metis to 

re-imagine who they were, and as a result, a sense of nationalism soon began to form. The 
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Metis started to develop a separate population that was neither assimilated, nor fully First 

Nations (J. Brown 4). 

Although a distinct Metis identity started to shape in the middle of the Nineteenth 

Century, the colonizers did not consider the Metis as a group of valid rights. When the 

Confederation of Canada purchased the land of the HBC in 1869, no Metis representative was 

involved. The Metis feared that they would be placed under the authority of such despised 

figures of the Canadian Party as Dr. John Schultz and Charles Mair, who were reputed to be 

passionately pro-Canadian (Sealey and Lussier 80). The Metis worried about their 

deteriorating economic predicament, thus they established a provisional government to fight 

for their land rights. They mounted a rebellion in 1869, known as Red River Rebellion, which 

led to the creation of Manitoba in 1870, Canada’s fifth province, and the emergence of Metis 

leader Louis Riel (1844-1855), a hero to his people and many in Quebec. The subsequent 

Manitoba Act in 1870 supported the creation of a provisional government dominated by Riel. 

Although the Manitoba Act guaranteed the Metis titles to their land, Canada started to 

employ a patrilineal system with the Indian Act (1876), which stripped Indian women and 

their descendants of their status rights in the event that they married European men. The 

purpose of the government was clearly to encourage assimilation, and make the First Nations 

slowly vanish. This unfair treatment of Indigenous women and their mixed descendents as 

well as the growing famine and malnutrition led to the next Metis uprising in 1885. With the 

leadership of Riel the Metis took arms to fight for their Native rights. Although the rebellion 

was defeated and Riel was hanged for the execution of Thomas Scott (1842-1870), a Canadian 

adventurer under the influence of the Canadian Party, Riel became ‘the father of Manitoba, the 
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voice and the symbol as [the Metis] fought for their rights as free men of the Northwest’ 

(Sealey and Lussier 89). 

Several Metis communities emerged along the routes of the fur trade and across the 

Northwest within the Metis Nation Homeland. They acted collectively to protect and fight for 

their rights and existence as a distinct nation. They went through physical and mental abuse as 

a result of the Euro-Canadians’ prejudice against their mixed heritage. The Canadian 

Government’s scrip policy of the late Nineteenth Century was designed to extinguish Metis 

Aboriginal title, it forced the Metis to “squat” on Crown’s Land, and pushed them into 

extreme poverty. They did not fit in the taken-for-granted racialized binary opposition 

White/Indian and thus were often pathologised. Although the Indian Act legalized the children 

of Indian women and European men as “white,” socially they remained Native. As a 

consequence, the Metis became tagged “dirty,” ”lazy”, “drunken” in conjunction with the First 

Nations. The Metis were stigmatized even more since they were thought to represent menace 

to the maintenance of racial purity. They slowly started to internalize these names and began 

to believe in the “failure-of-Indians” syndrome (LaRocque Defeathering 43). 

Toni Culjak (137) claims that people of mixed Indian-European ancestry could be best 

characterized in the Twentieth Century as a people in constant search for an identity. This 

quest has become the catalyst for Native literature and constituted the major theme of 

Indigenous life-writings. Louise Erdrich claims that ‘One of the characteristics of being a 

mixed-blood is searching’ (qtd. in Bruchac 83). As a result, a frequent dilemma for the Metis 

has become the pressure of sacrificing one part of their identity to connect with the other. 

Kinew, born of Ojibwa and Euro-Canadian parentage, went through the same dilemma and 

eventually chose to identify with his Aboriginal side. He claims that ‘Through my teenage 
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years, I struggled to make sense of my Indigenous identity. […] I oscillated between the 

influences of Indigenous culture, hip-hop culture, and the mainstream’ (Kinew 58). Culjak 

states that the Metis rarely gain full acceptance in the mainstream society and the First Nations 

feel only partial responsibility for them (137). For many Metis, their daily existence is like 

living in a no-man’s land (Culjak 138). Andrew Peek claims that the mixed-bloods ‘can never 

truly belong to one side of the other – as a person who is intrinsically a mongrel you can never 

be fully committed to one way alone’ (n. p.). Stan Daniels complains in Unjust Society: 

when I consider myself an Indian, and I say this, the Indian says, ‘Who do you think you 

are: you are nothing but a white man.’ And when I consider myself as a white man, talk 

or act like one, the white man says to me, ‘Who in the hell do you think you are? You 

are nothing but a damned Indian.’ I am a man caught in the vacuum of two cultures with 

neither fully accepting me.’ (Cardinal 18) 

A great number of mixed-bloods feel trapped between two worlds and find difficulty 

embracing their common Metis heritage. This causes a dilemma and chases many into 

“passing” to get hold of opportunities that are normally available only for the mainstream 

society. Passing is a survival strategy that is based on and reacts to racist assumptions about 

the value of people according to visible ethnic traits. This strategy provides only an ostensible 

solution, and as long as people with mixed origin cannot live with that mixed-ness, they 

cannot build up the foundation of their identity. Passing does nothing to abolish racism or 

change the class structure. It does the opposite: the passing individual succumbs to the 

ideological dictates of visibility (Lutz “Métis and Others” 236-7). The tension originating 

from the Metis’ cultural hybridity led to numerous efforts to reduce Native despair. They have 

been in great need of literary self-representation as non-Native writers of the Eighteenth 
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through the Twentieth Century made it obvious for the reader that the Natives’ only choice lay 

in following the Euro-Canadian man’s standards.  

When fictional novels emerged in the first decades of the Twentieth Century, Metis 

characters received only marginal roles or underdeveloped personalities. Ralph Connor’s The 

Foreigner (1909) portrays a Scot-Cree half-breed who struggles between his supposed 

savagery and civilagery. Georges Bugnet’s Nipsya (1924) features a young Metis woman who, 

under the influence of her recent introduction to Catholic rites, rejects her Aboriginal rituals. 

The half-breed character of Howard O’Hagan’s Tay John (1939) is powerful in the mountains 

but weak when close to European men. Luke Allan’s Blue Pete: Rebel (1940) features a Metis 

character who is tough, reckless, and opportunistic. He hates both the First Nations and the 

Mounties, and he is driven by the opposing forces within himself. Mort Forer’s The Humback 

(1969) unfolds a horror tale of tragedy in a Metis settlement where the Metis are dull, 

depressed, and dying. André Tom Macgregor (1976) by Betty Wilson describes a young Metis 

from a Metis community where everyone drags around in a stupor from alcohol and sex. 

André is an exception and makes it in the coloniser’s world. 

It was only in the 1970s that Canadian authors Margaret Laurence and Rudy Wiebe 

featured Metis protagonists in their works (Jakabfi 148-149). Wiebe fills in the 

representational gap so much, though, that he goes to the other extreme in The Scorched-Wood 

People (1977). He is so concerned with Metis leader Gabriel Dumont (1837-1906) that he 

forgets to take Riel’s struggles seriously. According to LaRocque, the only author who had 

plausible Metis characters was Laurence in her Manawaka Series (1964-1974). Her Metis 

protagonist Jules Tonnerre embodies anger and pain but he finds a way to accept his fate and 

thus maintain his dignity (LaRocque “The Metis” 91). 
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This thematic shift in Canadian literature took place simultaneously with an emerging 

new wave of Aboriginal political consciousness, empowered by Postcolonialism, which 

influenced both Metis activism and literary advocacy. Some former Western colonies refused 

to remain silent about the injustices they had been exposed to since the arrival of the European 

settlers in the Sixteenth Century. They challenged some of the basic assumptions that had 

justified Colonialism and they “wrote back” to the Empire. They set it as an objective to 

dismantle the consolidated structures of social control. Their activism influenced the 

Indigenous people of still colonized countries, too. Personal narratives and testimonies started 

to emerge and empower individuals suffering under destructive colonial policies. They have 

brought to the fore voices who advocate social justice and call for measures to help individuals 

and communities remember and reclaim identities. As Gregory Cajete states ‘To remember is 

a way to re-know and re-claim a part of your life’ (87). 
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1 The Genesis of Metis Life-Writing 

As discussed in the “Introduction,” the 1970s bore witness to the emergence of the first 

Metis literary pieces. Since then, Metis authors such as Katherena Vermette, Cherie Dimaline, 

Sandra Birdsell as well as Metis academics, including Olive Dickason, Emma LaRocque, and 

Paul Chartrand, have invigorated and provided a strong voice for their people. They are raising 

awareness to the Metis presence, culture, and history through critical works, children’s 

literature, poetry, fiction, and non-fiction. Their work deals with the complicated nature of a 

mixed heritage, their search for acceptance, and combats against racism. Different forms of 

life-writing such as autobiographies, as-told-to autobiographies, fictional autobiographies, or 

memoirs have emerged in abundance. But what kindled the urge to establish a new body of 

Metis literature so suddenly? To understand the genesis of Metis life-writings, we need to 

examine the development of the genre of autobiography and the subject positions it reflects of 

its author. 

 

1.1 Development of Autobiography 

The genre of autobiography is a style of writing that has been around nearly as long as 

history has been recorded. Derived from the Greek words meaning self, life, and write, 

autobiography is usually a first-person account which is highly personalized. It signifies a 

retrospective narrative seeking to reconstruct its author’s development within a given social, 

cultural, and historical framework. Despite its long history, it was not classified as a literary 

genre until the late Eighteenth, early Nineteenth Century when Robert Southey applied the 
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term to describe the work of a Portuguese poet in the Quarterly Review, in which he predicted 

the epidemical rage for autobiography (Berryman 71). 

 Although there are disagreements about how inclusive the category of autobiography 

should be, there are certain characteristics that are common to the majority of autobiographical 

works (Berryman 71). Most autobiographies are written from the first person singular 

perspective. The author, the narrator, and the protagonist share a common identity, which 

could be similar but not identical. The self that the author constructs becomes a character that 

is not a factual representation of the author’s actual past self. It is inevitably imaginative as a 

form of textual self-fashioning, leaving the generic borderline blurred. Autobiographers aim at 

self-examination in order to discover the causes and effects of their deeds and the general laws 

of their own development. They direct attention toward their own personality and the external 

world is represented only indirectly as a force shaping their personality (Szavai 18). 

There are many theories regarding the origin of this form of writing. Some would 

attribute it to the Western Culture, while others would regard the era when Christianity started 

spreading to be the beginning of the genre. The first work that can be regarded as an 

autobiography is St. Augustine’s Confessiones from the end of the Fourth Century. In his book 

he describes his road to conversion after the spiritual straying of his youth. He brought 

something fundamentally new, that is the sudden importance of the inner world of the 

individual. He shifted the focus from the objective to the subjective and from the outside to the 

introspection. It was an influential model for Christian writers throughout the next thousand 

years . 

The Renaissance of the Fourteenth, Fifteenth, Sixteenth, and Seventeenth centuries was 

a transitory period from Feudalism to the equilibrium between feudal and bourgeois forces. 
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With the emergence of Modernity, the guarantor of Truth was not God any more, but instead 

human beings. A new notion of human nature developed: the dynamic man. Humanist thinkers 

intended to create a universal man, whose person combined intellectual and physical 

excellence. René Descartes (1596-1650) argued that each person turned into a reasoning adult, 

subject, and agent who made his own law and took his own stand. This ambitious vision of 

man amplified the possibilities of the individual, which was reflected in literature as well. The 

interest in the ancient autobiographies increased since they provided an archetype for self-

portrayal (Misch 1). They served as models for the emerging autobiographies which mirrored 

their authors’ self-awareness and the contemporary social environment. Benvenuto Cellini’s 

(1500-1571) Vita, written between 1559 and 1563, wanted to capture the admiration of his 

audience and to immortalize his eminence. He not only wrote about his works as a sculptor 

and goldsmith, but he related the details of his rich and varied life. He was less introspective; 

his attention focused mainly on the narration of events. 

During the Romantic Movement from the end of the Eighteenth Century, attention was 

directed to the role of the individual, who was not a mere representative of his community any 

more, but lived in a continuous process of becoming. Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s (1712-1778) 

Confessions (1782) provides the pattern on the basis of which any later autobiographies can be 

judged. He not only speaks about the past, but recreates it through its recollection. 

With Descartes’s metaphysical principles, the Age of Enlightenment brought 

scientificity in thinking and rationality in approach. The chaos of the world received a new 

order and the thinkers of the time believed that the advances of science and industry heralded 

progress for humankind. One of the benefits of the Industrial Revolution was the surge in the 

amount of reading material available for the general public. As a consequence, the Eighteenth 
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Century witnessed an increase in literary writing, including autobiographies under the 

influence of inner experience and historical reflection. Autobiographical narratives focused 

mostly on the mode of soul searching, which led to the revival of the genre of confession. 

Romanticism brought the celebration of the individual, the subjective, the irrational, the 

imaginative, the personal, the spontaneous, the emotional, and the transcendental. It turned to 

the self and a heightened examination of human personality, his moods and mental potentials: 

a preoccupation with the genius, the hero with his passions and inner struggles. The French 

Revolution (1789), Darwinism with its theory of the survival of the fittest (1859), the 

Industrial Revolution (second half of the Eighteenth Century) were all milestone events and 

tendencies that contributed to the emergence of the Romantic Subject. The concept of the 

“self-made man” had an influence on the writing of autobiographies. The decline of the 

aristocratic patronage, the pursuit of the ideal, the desire of the self to merge with the nature, 

and the romantic illusion became the new themes of the quest for the self. The bildungsroman 

served as a model for the new life narratives such as that of John Stuart Mill or John Henry 

Newman (Mukherjee n. p.). It was also a popular literary medium for slave narratives and the 

autobiographical stories of immigrants who intended to immortalize their unique experience. 

Their works were often analyzed as a picture of human life in different Ages. 

At the beginning of the Nineteenth Century, with the rise of education and cheap 

printing, modern concepts of fame began to develop. The beneficiaries of these changes, like 

writers, politicians, and philosophers took advantage of the new tendencies and dwelled on 

themes, such as childhood and upbringing. With the new trends, the genre of autobiography 

transformed and the demand for the confessions of great men, like Cellini grew. The spiritual 

autobiography of the Age became more communal, and the secular narratives more self-
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centered. Goethe’s Dichtung und Wahrheit (1811), summing up the most important phases in 

the life of a successful man, holds a meaningful title (Poetry and Reality) rather than 

autobiography or confession. Stendhal, Alexandre Dumas, Benjamin Franklin, Anthony 

Trollope, Tolstoi also carried on the tradition of autobiography. 

At the beginning of the Twentieth Century, a qualitative change can be conceived in the 

development of the autobiography. The Modernist Era was synonymous with great instability 

both on a global and individual scale. Individuals established ways of seeing the world and 

orienting themselves in the emerging turmoil.  Historical events, such as the two world wars, 

the appearance of Socialism, or the dissolution of the great colonial empires, which radically 

shook the social hierarchy and the values attached to it, renewed introspection in literature. 

The changes in people’s way of life resulted in the changes in collective consciousness with 

them realizing there was not one place in the environment where they could remain untouched 

by these drastic events. 

Modernist autobiography often tempers with sequence and chronology; it sometimes 

abandons the very idea of eventfulness in favor of recounting memories that evoke the 

emotional texture of ordinary experiences that hardly qualify as life-altering. Yet, despite their 

apparent ordinariness they prove consequential in influencing the attitudes of adulthood 

(DiBattista and Wittman xiii). Modernist retrospection proceeds along a meditative course 

riddled with ellipses, plagued by lapses in memories, and compromised by deliberate 

omissions. The obliteration of entire stretches of personal history is most often the work of 

voluntary forgetting, such as in the case of Henry Adams’s famous chapter heading “Twenty 

Years After, “ which silently passes over his wife’s suicide. Many modernist autobiographies 

are honest in confessing that life has disappointed rather than fulfilled their quest for what is 
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truly and rightfully their own. They do not pretend to offer untroubled, satisfied, or resigned 

reflections of their lives. More often they suggest the emotional tremors of a life in danger of 

collapsing (DiBattista and Wittman xvii). Modernism precipitated the interrogation of the self 

leading to feelings of isolation, which led to the re-imagining of the autobiographical form. 

Many writers started experimenting with the possibilities of wider literary frameworks and 

expanded the scope of autobiographical writing to include multiple genres such as personal 

essays, travel writings, criticism, and letters. 

From the 1950s and 1960s on, the Postmodern Movement has radically changed the 

prevailing ideological trends in aesthetics and the study of the genre of autobiography has 

emerged. In opposition to the orderliness of Modernism, Postmodernism articulates that the 

world is in a state of perpetual incompleteness and promotes the notion of radical relativism. 

Postmodernism interprets culture, arts, history, architecture, and literature with skepticism and 

subverts the belief in the possibility of universal truths and autonomous authenticity. In 

Postmodern Condition (1979) Jean-François Lyotard questions the legitimacy of large-scale 

theories and philosophies, such as the progress of history, knowability of the world, or the 

possibility of absolute freedom. He argues that meta-narratives explain knowledge and 

function as a legitimation of the existing power relations. Great religions like Christianity or 

Buddhism had institutionalized this knowledge until the arrival of the modern era, where 

natural sciences introduced a different kind of explanation for the cosmos. Their narratives 

represent institutional and ideological knowledge that try to make sense of the world around us 

(Lyotard 27). Lyotard declares, however, that these grand narratives do not reflect us since 

everyone has their own perspective and story. He is alert to difference and the incompatibility 
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of aspirations so he professes a preference for the plurality of small narratives, for there is no 

certainty of ideas, only better or worse interpretations.  

Experience and identity have become the recurring subjects of postmodern analysis and 

as a result, theoretical writing on autobiography has proliferated. Autobiographies written 

from specifically female, ethnic, and cultural perspectives have emerged abundantly. 

Gunnthorunn Gudmundsdóttir explains this abundance with the ability of autobiographies to 

capture and address many contemporary concerns, such as the status of the subject, the 

representation of ethnic/cultural minorities, gender, and people’s relationships with the past 

(1). With the new movement, autobiography seems to fall outside both fiction and history 

because, as Gilmore claims, it is deemed insufficiently objective since the author/eyewitness 

becomes the most suspect interpreter of events (6). At the same time, autobiography is 

regarded excessively subjective, too, for it relies too much on the constraints of the real to be 

taken as art.  

In his approach, Paul de Man defines autobiography as the representation of a person 

who is either absent or imaginary. He claims that ‘We assume that life produces the 

autobiography […] but can we not suggest […] that the autobiographical project may itself 

produce and determine the life’ (69). He believes that it is mistaken to distinguish fiction from 

autobiography since this distinction is not an either or polarity, but the distinction is 

indecidable. In The Rhetoric of Romanticism he claims that autobiography is not a genre but a 

figure of understanding which occurs in all texts (70). The author declares him/herself the 

subject only of his/her own understanding.  
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Other intellectual movements of the Twentieth Century have addressed the genre of 

autobiography to further their tenets of the positionality of the subject. The challenging of 

traditional boundaries and definitions of autobiography has been central to the feminist 

project. Feminists have helped revolutionalize the study of autobiography, expanding its 

definition to include not just a literary genre but a practice that pervades many areas of our 

lives (Cosslett, Lury and Summerfield 1). What was at matter was the value of the experience 

represented in autobiography and the implications of such representation of self for the 

attribution of both agency and responsibility for actions. Feminism offers a distinctive vantage 

point from which to view these concerns, highlighting the gendered constructions of self. 

From the 1970s and 1980s, Postcolonial Theory has addressed the genre of 

autobiography as a means of expression. It has enabled a great deal of previously silenced 

authors to describe their experiences in the face of the denial of personal expression for 

centuries. Autobiographies have assisted their writers with meeting their needs to express 

themselves as subjects and not as objects. This form of self-expression has constituted a 

general philosophical resistance to universal concepts and ideologies. It has helped rethink and 

extend norms of experience, investigation, and knowledge.  

The Queer Theory has also applied the genre of autobiography to foreground the 

problem of the homosexual entry into representation. Queer critics have claimed that sex 

ensures the symbolic exclusion of queer literary pieces and upholds heterosexuality as the 

normative product of the category of sex itself. In their literary autobiographies, Vita 

Sackville-West, Gertrude Stein, Virginia Woolf, and Hilda Doolittle challenge the scientific 

figures of the perverse lesbian, especially those promulgated by Havelock Ellis and Sigmund 
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Freud. By multiplying their “I”s, manipulating the subject / object division, undermining 

boundaries between writer and reader, these writers have queered the terms of autobiography.   

Autobiographies have long been a form of writing for self-expression for diverse 

purposes and varied foci. For its subjective and thus political nature, numerous Twentieth-

Century intellectual movements have addressed it to give their perspectives and criticism on 

social structures, power relations, and gender formations. Autobiography has become part of a 

culturally generated discourse about subjectivity and has contributed to the politics of identity 

strategies, resistance, and correction, which I discuss in part 1.2 and 1.3 more in depth. 

 

1.2 Subjectivity and Authorial Agency  

Subjectivity is a philosophical concept related to consciousness, agency and personhood. 

Being a subject means to possess conscious experiences and form an entity that has agency, 

that is the ability to act. It is commonly used as an explanation for aspects that influence 

people’s judgment about truth and reality. It embraces perceptions, experiences, and 

expectations specific to a person. It was Kant who introduced the word “subject” into modern 

philosophy, establishing an identification of subjectivity with consciousness. Kant, Hegel, and 

their successors sought to flesh out the process by which the subject is constituted out of the 

flow of sense impressions. However, they were applying a name to an identification of the self 

with consciousness, which had already been established by Descartes so this conscious subject 

is often called “Cartesian.”  

My point of departure to approach subjectivity is Edmund Husserl and his tenets 

developed in Phenomenology. Phenomenology is a protest against the principles of 
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Positivism, which considered that reality was ordered, rational, and logical.  Phenomenology 

holds that reality is not fixed but based on individual / subjective realities. Husserl 

concentrates on the essential structures of consciousness and the subjective experience as the 

source of all of our knowledge of objective phenomena. He goes back to Descartes’s “cogito 

ergo sum,” which he interprets as there is only one thing that is certain: our conscious 

awareness. This is where we start to build our knowledge of the world around us. But, as he 

argues, we cannot distinguish from experience alone between states of consciousness and 

objects of consciousness. His methodological principle is the phenomenological reduction 

which focuses on the philosopher’s attention on uninterpreted basic experience, i. e. the 

essence of things. He also examines intersubjectivity, namely how communication about an 

object can be assumed to refer to the same ideal entity.  

Martin Heidegger rejects the theory of knowledge known as epistemology, and adopts 

ontology. He developed interpretative Phenomenology by studying the concept of being in the 

world rather than knowing the world. He believes that it is impossible to negate our 

experiences related to the phenomenon in study for he thinks personal awareness is intrinsic to 

phenomenological research. He rejects understanding how we know as humans, but accepts 

knowing as what it means to be. He establishes the concept of Dasein, “being there,” which 

displaces traditional notions of the personal subject altogether. He tries to go beyond the 

classical dichotomy between subject and object. 

Unlike Husserl, but like Heidegger, Maurice Merleau-Ponty looks beyond the subject / 

object divide to gain insight into the concrete structures of worldly experience. He intends to 

analyse the concrete experiences, perceptions, and difficulties of human existence. His 

masterpiece Phenomenology of Perception (1945) is an attempt to overcome the problems of 
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empiricism and rationalism in the Cartesian tradition of modern philosophy. He bases his 

phenomenological project on an account of bodily intentionality and the challenge it poses to 

any adequate concept of mind. He emphasizes the body as the primary site of knowing the 

world and argues that the mind is inherently bodied. The concept of body includes the crucial 

presence of transcendence in the stream of consciousness.  

From psychoanalytical point of view, thinkers, like Sigmund Freud questioned the 

notion of a unitary, autonomous Subject and opened up the way for Deconstruction. Freud 

argues that the mind is responsible for both conscious and unconscious decisions based on 

drives and forces. Unconscious desires motivate to act accordingly. The “id,” “ego,” and 

“super ego” are three aspects of the mind that make up the person’s personality. The id 

predates the development both of the ego and the super ego. It is unconscious but only 

portions are repressed. It operates at the behest of the pleasure principle but it carries out the 

commands of the reality principle. The ego is formed through a series of identifications with 

objects external to it. These identifications follow the same pattern whereby an object is first 

loved and then taken inside the ego in the guise of an image, voice, or values. The super ego 

emerges with the father. By taking the father into himself, the male subject resolves both his 

erotic feelings for this figure and his subsequent hostility and jealousy. Freud believes that the 

answers to what controls daily actions reside in the unconscious mind. Notions of the 

unconsciousness and gaps in the consciousness can be explained by acts of which the 

consciousness affords no evidence. The unconscious mind positions itself in every aspect of 

our lives. 

Jacques Lacan builds on Freud’s psychoanalytic model of the subject, but lays greater 

systematic emphasis on the inter-subjective constitution of human desire. He argues that as the 
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human subject is forged through the acquisition of language, the existence of the ego is a false 

assumption. He maintains that to achieve social personhood, the child must submit to the 

Symbolic. Lacan offers the narrative of the Mirror Stage as an explanation for the genesis of 

the Freudian agency of the ego. He claims that the ego is an object rather than a subject, i.e. 

the ego is not a locus of autonomous agency. He relies on empirical data from the late 

Nineteenth and early Twentieth Centuries, positing that infants between the ages of six and 

eighteen months became capable of recognizing their mirror images. In the Mirror Stage, a 

misunderstanding constitutes the Ego, which becomes alienated from itself through the 

introduction of an Imaginary dimension to the subject. Gradually, the child develops a desire 

of the other, of which position is first occupied by the mother. This de-centering characteristic 

of the desire demonstrates that what has happened to the biological needs of the individual is 

that they have become inseparable from the vicissitudes of its demand for the recognition of 

love for others.  After the Imaginary dimension comes the Symbolic one: it is the realm of the 

Law that regulates desire in the Oedipus complex. It is a domain of culture as opposed to the 

imaginary order of nature. The child enters the Real through the language. We cannot express 

the real in language since the entrance into the language marks an irrevocable separation from 

the real. Still, it continues to exert its influence throughout our life. 

In the field of Semiotics, which studies meaning-making, Emile Benveniste emerges as 

the first to introduce the concept of subjectivity in his article “Subjectivity in Language” 

(1958). In his oeuvre, he discusses the role of language as a form of expression to convey the 

needs of the subject. Without language, the subject is unable to convey these needs and would 

lose his or her subjectivity. As he writes ‘it is in and through language that man constitutes 

himself as a subject because language alone establishes the concept of “ego” in reality, in its 
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reality which is that of the being’ (Benveniste 224). He combines subjectivity with language 

usage, claiming that ego is the one who says ego. Language is possible only because each 

speaker sets himself / herself as “I” in his / her discourse (Benveniste 224). There is no 

definition for “I” since it varies from individual to individual. This definition must be 

established in the mind of the individual before they can become separated from the other. The 

separation occurs only in the consciousness. Communication is not simply the transmission of 

information but the process by which people work to develop a shared meaning. In terms of 

subjectivity, communication is the vehicle and language is the driver. Language is the means 

by which we work to understand our surroundings. 

.  Roland Barthes introduced Structural Linguistics into literary study; however, his 

contribution is far from the adaptation of the linguistics of Benveniste. Instead, he 

demonstrated how the concerns with form expressed by the structural linguists have direct 

bearing upon the interactions of literary works with their milieux.  As an anti-essentialist, 

Barthes opposes to the view that there is anything contained in a particular signifier which 

makes it naturally correspond to a particular signified. There is no essence of particular groups 

of people which unifies them into a category or separates them from others. Similarly, he 

argues against the categorization of texts according to their authors’ intentions or biographical 

context. In his essay “The Death of the Author” (1967) Barthes questions who the real author 

of the text is. It always seems obvious that the author is a person who is responsible for a 

particular piece of work. However, Barthes claimes, the whole idea of authorship needs to be 

rethought (4). When a text is created, it is a multifaceted manifestation of cultures, languages, 

and beliefs. The self-proclaimed author has borrowed everything from previously existing 

texts that he or she has become aware of. When we evaluate texts we tend to focus on the 
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author, however, none of the author’s ideas are his or her own. They do not belong to anyone 

particular. The meaning of the text can be interpreted in infinite amount of different ways. 

Therefore, Barthes argues against traditional literary criticism’s practice of incorporating the 

intentions and biographical context of the author in the interpretation of a text; writing and the 

creator are unrelated. In S/Z: An Essay (1975), a semiotic analysis of the textual codes in a 

Balzac story, Barthes makes his own definition of selfhood. This “I” which approaches the 

text is already itself a plurality of other texts or codes, which are infinite or lost. The self of the 

autobiographer is a text reading another text. In his most original work Roland Barthes by 

Roland Barthes (1977), Barthes discards the first-person singular subject and instead chooses 

multiple subject positions, such as he, you, I, and Roland Barthes. In his work, he attempts to 

read himself, an act of demystifying “codes” which appear natural, but which are, in fact, 

social, written into the subjectivity of Barthes by others. In order to write his autobiography, 

he has to accumulate the textual data of his life, including photographs, legal documents, and 

earlier books. Barthes writes about himself as if he is reading the subjective data of another 

author, a text brought into being by fictions of identity. He reads himself as a “character” 

created through written signs.  

Similarly to Barthes project about the author, Jacques Derrida considers a de-centering 

of meaning. He believes that language as a system of signs and words only has meaning 

because of the contrast between these signs. As a consequence, meaning is never present, but 

rather is deferred to other signs. In his 1967 work Of Grammatology, he introduces his famous 

mode of philosophy of Deconstruction, which criticizes literary and philosophical texts as well 

as political institutions. Deconstruction consists in an attempt to re-conceive the difference 

that divides self-reflection and tries to render justice. It seeks to expose and then subvert the 
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various binary oppositions that undergird our dominant ways of thinking.  Deconstruction 

aims to show that there are undecidables, i. e. things that cannot conform to either side of the 

dichotomy, determined by history, culture, and discourse. 

Derrida’s coeval, and one of the most influential philosophers of the Twentieth Century 

was Michel Foucault, who had a major influence on a wide range of humanistic and social 

scientific disciplines. His work marks an important break with conventional ontological 

dualism, epistemological realism, rationalist notions of individual action, and human agency. 

His analyses focus on three inter-related modes of subjectification: (1) modes of inquiry, i. e. 

sciences, which produce the human subject as an object of knowledge, (2) dividing practices 

which divide the subject both within herself and from other subjects, and (3) practices of self-

governance by which the subject (re)produces and transforms herself as subject. Within these 

modes of subjectifications, Foucault detects a form of power for which traditional modes of 

inquiry lacked adequate analytical tools, that is, a form of power whose effect is to attach the 

subject to her own identity (Foucault “Afterword” 212). He seeks to analyze power in terms of 

strategies. Power relations are an immanent feature of human relationships and arise wherever 

one acts on the action of others to constrain the present or future effect of that action (Foucault 

“Afterword” 220). This subject is an active participant in the interplay of power relations 

which form us as subjects. 

Judith Butler’s engagement with Foucault’s work resulted in a productive adaptation of 

his thinking. The relation between knowledge, discourse, and power are the major areas in 

which Foucault’s influence on Butler is most evident. Butler’s first book, Subjects of Desire 

(1987), which received less attention, examines power, which is juridical and repressive, but 

also productive. It functions through a process of dialectical inversion which brings about the 
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process of proliferation. In Gender Trouble (1990), Butler employs her notion of Foucaultian 

power in conjunction with an interpretation of his genealogy as a method of showing that the 

“real” is constructed by discourse and power. She extends her analysis to gender and suggests 

that it is performatively inscribed in ways that accentuate its constructedness and there is 

nobody prior to cultural inscription. Such re-inscriptions constitute the subject’s agency 

(Butler Gender 129). Agency is an important concept for Butler since it signifies the 

opportunities for subverting the law against itself to political ends. She has collapsed the sex / 

gender distinction in order to argue that there is no sex that is not always already gender. All 

bodies are gendered from the beginning of their social existence so gender is not something 

that one “is,” but one “does.” Gender is always doing but not by the subject (Butler Gender 

25). The subject is not free to choose which gender he or she is going to enact. 

The discussion of subjectivity and authorial agency would not be complete without 

mentioning Paul John Eakin, who has been a major presence in the field of autobiography 

studies. In How Our Lives Became Stories (1999), he problematizes the notion of 

autobiography as the story of the self and argues that in the act of narration one is engaged in a 

process of making the self. We become the people we say we are when we write. The selves 

we display in autobiographies are doubly constructed, not only in the act of writing a life 

story, but also in a lifelong process of identity formation (Eakin How Our Lives ix). We can 

never witness the emergent sense of self as an observable event because it is an ongoing 

process. Self and self-experience are not given, monolithic, or invariant, but dynamic, 

changing, and plural. There is always a gap that divides us from the knowledge that we seek 

(Eakin How Our Lives x). In Living Autobiographically (2008), Eakin furthers his argument 

and claims that the stories which we tell about our lives are not merely about our selves but 
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also an integral part of them. In this way we live autobiographically and have narrative 

identities. He states that the experience of ‘remembering remembering’ constitutes 

autobiography in the making (Eakin Living 166), He draws on identity formation from the 

fields of developmental psychology, cultural anthropology, and neurobiology in order to 

dissolve what he considers to be the myth of autonomy.  

Subjectivity has become a crucial point of analysis in the Twentieth Century philosophy 

and intellectual tendencies. They have broken with the liberal and autonomous Cartesian 

subject who thinks. Structuralist, psychoanalytic, social, and gender theories have suggested 

how the subject is constructed. In the following, I turn to the discussion of postcolonial 

autobiography, which have emerged and grown out of the tenets of the constructed nature of 

the Subject. 

 

1.3 Postcolonial Life-Writing 

Recent criticism of autobiographical work became prominent when Western selfhood 

was not assumed to be a template any more for Other subjects, whose concerns changed the 

form of autobiography. Postcolonialism has adopted the genre in its multiple forms with the 

intention of unmasking Western authority in postcolonial and neocolonial countries. It shifts 

its attention from the criticism of the imperial hegemony to disclose the problematics of race 

relations and the effects of racism on the colonized. It questions and reinvents the manner in 

which a culture is being viewed, usually indicting European Colonization. 

Postcolonial efforts to incorporate literatures of the cultural “Other” in the literary canon 

came along with special attention to the autobiographies of women, ethnic, and cultural 
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minorities (Bergland 130). Postcolonial thought from around the middle of the Twentieth 

Century acknowledges the importance of marginalized voices but avoids essentializing 

individuals or groups. It recognizes the complex relationships between cultures and discourses 

that create the subject, but resists viewing language as a transparent representation of the 

imagined real. Postcolonial criticism assigns its mission to problematize “invented” identities 

and to heal the cultural legacies of Colonialism.  

In the context of Canada’s Aboriginal people the term “postcolonial” is invalid as it is a 

non-existent condition. To describe a similar contemporary activism with alternative terms, 

Thomas King offers alternative denominations that are less centered and do not privilege one 

culture over the other in his essay “Godzilla vs. Post-Colonial.” His variants “tribal,” 

“polemical,” “interfusional,” and “associational” do not establish the chronological order of 

pre-colonial, colonial, and post-colonial and they avoid a nationalistic centre (189). Lee 

Maracle also expresses her dissatisfaction with the term “postcolonial” although for a different 

reason. She says that Canada’s Aboriginal people are the “grandchildren” of the abusive 

British “parent” and are nowhere near postcolonial literature. To resolve this colonial 

condition, she proposes the creation of a new space for the Native peoples (“The Post-

Colonial” 207). Arnold Krupat calls the postcolonial efforts of Canada’s Natives the “anti-

imperial” nature of their materializing life-writing (The Turn 32), whereas other theorists such 

as Graham Huggan (19) prefer classifying it as “neocolonial.” 

Postcolonial literatures respond to the intellectual discourses of Colonization and 

address its consequences on the individual and communities. Postcolonial literary pieces 

attempt to counteract the alienation resulting from Colonialism and to restore connection 

between Indigenous people and their land through description, narration, and dramatization. 
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They seek to assert the richness and validity of Native cultures in an effort to regain pride in 

Aboriginal traditions. They revise history and retell it from the perspective of the colonized. 

Many postcolonial writers produce self-narrations through which they call attention to 

their status as the West’s former “Others” and inquire into the histories of their own cultural 

erasure (Smith and Watson 131). They use detailed descriptions of Indigenous people to resist 

the stereotypes and generalizations which the colonizers circulated in educational, legal, 

political, and social settings. Their literary pieces frequently feature characters who struggle 

with their identity formation, and who must cope with the economic, political, and emotional 

effects of Imperialism. Postcolonial writers practice systematic displacement away from all 

central, normative, and totalizing forms of production. They call attention to the construction 

of a single Truth.  

In Autobiographical Voices (1989), Françoise Lionnet depicts autobiographical 

production as “metissage” that weaves together the linguistic, racial, and gendered selves of 

the individual (1). It is a way of reflecting on multiplicity without essentializing any of the 

above mentioned aspects. By defying the reductive categories, metissage symbolizes the 

differences as generative, linguistic, and historical figurations. Lionnet claims that the 

importance of metissage lies in its ability to avoid categorization (Lionnet 2). To that end 

autobiographers construct patternings of identity that intersect race, gender, and class through 

which the possibility of forms of oppositional subjectivity arise. Zuss affirms that life-writings 

present contexts for reflexive inquiry into the conditions of subjectivity as the intersection of 

gendered, raced, and classed positions (27). Similarly, Molloy claims that neocolonial 

autobiographies offer a method for reflection on the fluctuating place of the subject within its 

community (Clandinin and Connelly 421). 
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Questions of subversion, parody, and mimesis predominate the aesthetic form of 

postcolonial literature. According to Goebel and Schabio, the evolution of narrative forms 

resulted in the birth of fantasy, neo-gothic, magic realism, neo-realism, meta-fictional novels, 

and the hybridization of autobiography. The postmodern strategy of hybridization lies in its 

capacity of feeding fiction with facts, yet contaminating the factual with the fictional; it resists 

generic categories through the process of slippage (Dvorak 40). Autobiography has been 

transformed in order to meet the demands of representing the traumas of our contemporary 

Age. 

The freedom of this hybridized literature depends on the existence of the genres it 

deconstructs, inverts, or fuses. On the “margins,” ‘questions of self-definition and of the 

provincializing of the dominant discourses of Others will trigger off more clearly articulated 

aesthetic trajectories’ (Goebel and Schabio 2). On the generic (d)evolution, Mikhail Bakhtin 

emphasizes the influence of popular forms (qtd. in Goebel and Schabio 3). Two of his 

arguments on hybridity are central to an approach of cross genres: (1) his suggestion that 

heteroglossia, which can be extended to hybridity, can challenge authoritative discourse, and 

(2) his emphasis on the societal nature of hybridity, which implies that differences between 

languages and genres are socially meaningful. This is highly relevant because the 

hybridization of genres disrupts, and therefore reveals reader expectations of specific genres 

(Brun 346). With the hybridization of autobiography, the inclusive concept of life-writing has 

emerged in order to incorporate the various forms of recording personal memories and 

experiences, such as autobiography, biography, memoir, diary, letter, or testimony. Life-

writing encompasses everything from the complete life to the “doing-in-the-life” and from the 

fictional to the factual. 
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With Postcolonialism and the growing importance of life-writings as a tool of resistance, 

women of the Third World and those of still colonized countries mobilized to establish a new 

form of feminism developed in response to the shortcomings of the first wave of Feminism 

focusing solely on the experiences of Caucasian women in the Western cultures. Postcolonial 

feminists sought to show that racism and the long-lasting political and economic effects of 

Colonialism had different impacts on their lives. Canadian Aboriginal women began to voice 

their colonial experience and protest against their exclusion from the mainstream society. 

They often turned to literature within which the various forms of life-writings offered an 

avenue to communicate their dissatisfaction. They had a tendency to construct de-centered 

models of autobiographical subjectivity as a means of countering the power of the unitary self 

of Western rationalism, and of seeking validation for women’s experience. It is necessary, as 

they claim, to recognize the plurality of women’s experience from each other and see its 

complexity (Stanley 120). Jacques Derrida confirmed that ‘There is no one woman’ in his 

essay “To Speculate on Freud” (372). Lionnet claims that postcolonial women 

autobiographers usually promote ‘the creation of a plural self, one that thrives on ambiguity 

and multiplicity, on affirmation of differences, not on polarized or polarizing notions of 

identity’ (qtd. in Moore-Gilbert 1).  

In the postcolonial context, autobiography has the potential to be the text of the 

oppressed forging the right to speak for the individual and the community for their respective 

empowerment (Swindells 7). Sidonie Smith names the autobiographies written by women 

calling for new subjects “autobiographical manifestos” (158). They contest the politics of the 

ancient regime by removing the universal subject with a new “I.” The old universal subject 

consolidated sovereignty by excluding the Other. Autobiographical manifestoes considered the 
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Other a “non-individualized I” whose humanity is opaque. Fixed identifications such as 

“women,” “black” or “lesbian” function as templates for repetition that breeds contempt. 

Autobiographical manifestos, however, overturn this process entirely and trigger an 

epistemological breakage. Smith emphasizes that the new subject can apply her identity in the 

service of emancipator politics. Autobiographical manifestos come from individuals of an 

unheard collectivity who reject the dominance of the universal subject. The autobiographer 

leaves the object status behind and locates herself as the subject, and that way marginalized 

experiences can arise (S. Smith 158).  

Kathleen Woodward makes a basic distinction between the purpose of autobiographical 

novels written by men and women. Men write to avoid the loss of the past, whereas women 

write to avoid the loss of the future (Woodward 108) and to break the constraints of here and 

now (Lionnet 99). It is a crucial change in mindset since before the emergence of Feminist 

Criticism, only men’s autobiographies, reporting of their successful careers, professional 

advancement, and grandiose acts, were considered valuable to be selected for the literary 

canon. For the lack of educational opportunities and thus the absence of shiny careers, women 

charted their everyday lives as housewives, which was not regarded treasured enough to be 

taken seriously. In Woman’s Consciousness, Man’s World (1973), Sheila Rowbotham 

describes women’s consciousness with the metaphor of mirrors.  Her mirror is the reflecting 

surface of cultural representation into which a woman stares to form an identity. The emerging 

constructed collective identity has proved to be a double-edged sword. On the one hand, it 

reinforced an inferior individual identity; on the other hand, it served as a source of strength 

for women to campaign for social transformation.  
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1.4 Native Life-Writing 

As a result of the postcolonial influences and a number of political events in Canada, an 

influx in Native American and Native Canadian life-writings has been perceived since the 

1960s. They are the textual results of dialogues between persons, between cultures as well as 

persons and cultures (Krupat The Voice 134). Native Canadian life-writings represent Native 

subjects and give images of their collective self. The moment a writer identifies him or herself 

as an Aboriginal person in Canada, he or she makes a political statement, thereby almost all 

contemporary Canadian Aboriginal life-writings contain some kind of political agenda (Thom 

303). They show the lives of subordinated subjects and challenge the “facts” of the Western 

literary canon. By calling Western norms of identity into question, they produce self-

narrations through which they seek to be heard. As Smith and Watson put it, Native writers 

creatively inquire into the histories of their own cultural erasure. They seek to construct 

subject positions through which they can negotiate post/neocolonial regimes. Such 

autobiographical acts move the “I” towards the collective and contribute to resistance; in the 

act of writing they become the observing subject of their lives (1). George Gusdorf calls the 

autobiographer a “historian of himself” who locates his personal account in relation to the 

course of events. He gives an alternative perspective of “reality” and interprets it in his own 

way (qtd. in Moore-Gilbert 77). 

Most literary scholars believe that autobiography is the product of Western post-Roman 

civilization (Wong 3) and has only been borrowed by the Natives to show the social and 

historical constructedness of the self. Smith and Watson state that Aboriginal authors, Native 

Canadians included, have appropriated the available Western generic forms of autobiography, 

“transcultured” them, and produced hybrid forms to assert their cultural difference and 
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subjectivity. They have challenged and radically altered the inherited traditions of individualist 

autobiography, and have used it to intervene in colonial repression (Smith and Watson 46). 

Both American Indian Woman: Telling Their Lives by Bataille and Sand and For Those Who 

Came After by Arnold Krupat negate the possibility of pre-European contact tribal traditions 

of personal narratives. They claim that the first Native autobiographies became the result of 

the Aboriginals pairing up with European ethnographers to portray their lives. Similarly, 

Brumble III believes that the most distinct characteristic of Native autobiographies is 

collaboration between the narrator and the recorder, and he calls such pieces “bicultural 

documents.” He claims that without those anthropologists, poets, psychiatrists, and amateur 

historians, we would not be able to read autobiographical narratives by Aboriginals at all 

(Brumble III 4). 

Wong articulates, however, that long before the European ethnographers arrived in 

America, Indigenous people had already been telling personal narratives through stories, 

pictographs, and performances (12). Similarly, Lynne Woods O’Brien suggests the possibility 

of non-literate autobiography in the form of songs, dances, or artwork. She calls for further 

consideration of the form in Plains Indian Autobiographies (1973). William Bloodworth 

distinguishes the “anthropological” autobiography from the “authentic” Native autobiography, 

which comes from the desires of the Natives from the 1900s on, not from the anthropologists 

(67). 

Despite the obvious similarities between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal 

autobiographies, the emerging Native life-writings can clearly be distinguished from their 

metropolitan counterparts regarding the deployment of non-Western narrative sources. They 

often narrate anecdotal moments, rather than unified, chronological life stories. Native 
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autobiographical modes do not conform to dominant Euro-American notions of 

autobiography, which articulates autonomous individuality, but instead, emphasize a 

communal self. For this reason, Native autobiography should be called “communo-bio-

oratory,” a term coined by Theisz. Communo-bio-oratories hold roots which reflect the 

communal and often oral nature of Aboriginal autobiographical expression.  

In Taking Back Our Spirits (2009), Jo-Ann Episkenew highlights the significance of the 

Native-authored “personal myth” as opposed to the “national collective myth” created by the 

European colonizers. She draws upon Dan P. McAdams’s differentiation and points to the 

thought-organizing and healing nature of alternative stories. A personal myth is a sacred story 

that embodies personal truth. It is an act of imagination that is a patterned integration of our 

remembered past, perceived present, and anticipated future. The national collective myth, 

however, is a story that justifies the settlers’ existence as a new nation. Depicting the settlers 

as brave and enduring people who battled the forces of nature and brought civilization to a 

land of “primitive” people, the national collective myth bolsters and protects the collective 

self-esteem of the settlers. It is the colonizers who invest in themselves the authority to create 

their collective myth. Similarly, in The Inconvenient Indian, Thomas King defines history as a 

series of carefully chosen stories we tell about the past: ‘By and large, the stories are about 

famous men and celebrated events. We throw in a couple of exceptional women every now 

and then, not out of any need to recognize female eminence, but out of embarrassment’ (2-3). 

And from these “glorious” stories the Aboriginals are missing or were delegated some blood-

thirsty savage roles. King adds that ‘what [mainstream] history encourages us to do is to 

remember the hindrances that Native people posed to the forward momentum of European 

westward migration’ (The Inconvenient 19). 
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Although the settlers excluded the Indigenous people from the collective myth, the 

Natives are the constant reminders of the historical injustices and thus, call into question the 

settlers’ pride. As a result, one of the many functions of Native life-writing is to respond to, 

and deconstruct the settlers’ authorized national collective myth. By calling attention to the 

distortions of Colonialism, Indigenous life-writing challenges the settlers’ concept of “truth.” 

By writing alternative stories, stories that articulate Native truth, Indigenous writers fill in the 

gaps in the collective myth and correct its falsehoods. These alternative stories make the 

settlers’ face the image they created about themselves, its flaws, and the prosperity which is 

built upon the suffering of the Natives (Episkenew Taking 73). For LaRocque, writing 

came from a profound need to self-express because there was so much about our history 

and about our lives that, I quickly learned, has been disregarded, infantilized, and 

falsified. I think I had this missionary zeal to tell about our humanity because Indian-

ness was so dehumanized and Métis-ness didn’t even exist. (qtd. in Lutz Contemporary 

Challenges 181) 

In Dispelling and Telling, Jeannette Armstrong claims that the Native writers’ task is twofold: 

‘To examine the past and culturally affirm toward a new vision for all our people in the future, 

arising out of the power and positive support structures that are inherent in the principles of 

co-operation’ (Damm 95). 

To create alternative myths, a new generation of university-trained Aboriginal authors 

engaged themselves in producing what Hilde Lindemann Nelson calls “counterstories” to 

position themselves against the master narratives that serve to make sense of the European 

experience and justify Colonization Policies (Damaged 6). For Maria Campbell, writing is a 

tool to raise Metis awareness, and to change people’s perceptions of the Metis. She writes 

‘because I want to change things. I want a better life for my grandkids. I want them to be able 
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to feel good about who they are, and go to school and see that the things that their 

grandparents had are valued (Jennifer 98).  

Native counterstories redefine the past and repudiate an incorrect understanding of 

oppressed groups by representing the group members as individuals without preliminary 

stigmas. Their immediate purpose is to repair identities that have been damaged by 

oppression. Counterstories allow oppressed people to refuse the identities imposed on them, 

re-identify themselves, and hit the road of healing. By writing about personal traumatic events 

one can distance oneself from the trauma, and by examining the text of the traumatic event 

one can understand the emotions it triggers allowing the text to diminish the effects of the 

trauma (Episkenew Taking 70). In an interview with Linda Richards, Gregory Scofield affirms 

that [writing] ‘was very therapeutic, being able to see the whole story in its entirety, and being 

able to take a look back at it’ (januarymagazine.com). Louise Half states in Native Poetry in 

Canada that ‘Stories bring readers to self-discovery and whatever it is they discover, it is for 

themselves, and if they choose to share, I, too, become the student. Writing, if done well, lifts 

the veils of our own pain, our own ignorance’ (239). 

H. L. Nelson warns, however, that counterstories, if not carefully written, could go bad 

and create the opposite effect their authors want to make (Damaged 176). She differentiates 

four types of mistakes in counterstories to be avoided. “Boomerang stories” are politically 

meaningless since they represent the individual as an exception from the rest. “Hostage 

stories” present one oppressed group as innocent but other groups responsible for events they 

are unrelated to; as a result, they might find themselves held hostages in these counterstories. 

The third type is “we are who I am,” which tends to over-generalize individual cases. The last 

type, the “Bathwater” story, does dislodge the oppressive master narrative, but it dislodges 
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other fundamental understandings, too. Unlike the aforementioned four flawed counterstory 

types, good counterstories liberate both the individual and the entire group identity. They do 

not attempt to free one group by oppressing another, nor do they throw out moral 

understanding. They are credible and offer explanations about the individual and the entire 

group accurately.  

There is another aspect to be considered when we assess Native life-writings. Selfhood 

can barely be conceived separately from socio-spacial concerns. According to Smith and 

Watson, positionality has become more and more important to portray how subjects are 

situated in relation to power: ‘How people remember, what they remember, and who does the 

remembering are historically specific’ (17). Furthermore, remembrance is contextual and 

contexts are politically charged. Smith and Watson claim that what is remembered and what is 

forgotten change over time (18). Life-writings have a political potential as their agencies 

become involved in the appropriation of privileged cultural forms. S. Smith claims that the 

subject of the autobiographical piece writes the history of the subjected body, and therefore, 

autobiographical practices become occasions for generating resistance (156). They always 

move towards publicity showcasing personal life stories to the public, in alignment with the 

early cry of the Feminist Movement: “The personal is political.” Understanding how personal 

troubles are connected to public issues helps make sense of our world, create solutions, and 

forge a private sphere. 

The emerging Aboriginal life-writings from the 1960s on have revealed hidden histories 

and documented the lives of individuals within their communities. Van Toorn emphasizes that 

although all of these new narratives are unique, common concerns can be detected in them. 

This does not mean she attempts to essentialize Aboriginal people, but instead, to recognize 
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discriminatory laws that affect disparate groups of people equally. Native life narratives 

challenge western ignorance and reveal the hidden history of the Native people. Positively 

attuned storytellers tend to be romantic or comic, whereas pessimistic authors choose a rather 

ironic or tragic tone. Either way, they often valorize their people and downplay the negative 

traits in other communities (Episkenew Taking 75). 

In the 1960s and 1970s, some Native Canadian autobiographies were still written in the 

“as-told-to” tradition such as Bobbi Lee: Indian Rebel (1975) by Lee Maracle, recorded and 

edited by Don Barnett and Rick Sterling. Other life stories, such as Jane Willis’s Geniesh 

(1973) managed to reach publication without non-Native editing. In My Name is Seepeetza 

(1992), Shirley Sterling evokes the story of a young Native girl, who was forced to live in a 

residential school governed by strict nuns, arbitrary rules, and a policy which prevents her 

from speaking in her own language. Richard Wagamese’s Keeper’n Me (1994) presents the 

experience of many Native people whose families were separated by what we call the “60s 

Scoop.” Song of Rita Joe, Autobiography of a Mi’kmaq Poet (1996) tells Rita Joe’s amazing 

accomplishments in her life despite her terrible difficulties: she details her education in a 

residential school, her turbulent marriage, and her struggles in her family. Tomson Highway, 

who had already reached fame with his plays by the 1980s, published his highly-acclaimed 

postmodern autobiographical novel Kiss of the Fur Queen (1998). These stories have served as 

a vehicle for Aboriginal Canadians to represent their historical and contemporary experience 

as well as to articulate their culture. Indigenous life stories which will be told repeatedly in the 

future constitute the Natives discursively, and will portray the Metis differently. 
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1.5 Metis Life-Writing 

If finding a way to be heard was hard for Canada’s First Nations, it was gargantuan for 

the Metis people. Having been rejected both by their Native and non-Native realatives, they 

had to fight even to appropriate their cultural existence in the Canadian mosaic. For most 

“mixed-bloods,” metis or Metis, there was no place in between; they existed on a “no-man’s 

land” (Culjak 138). Owing to some political decisions made in the 1980s; however, the Metis 

witnessed some significant improvement in their lives. The recognition of the Metis as a 

distinct Aboriginal people within the Canadian Constitution in 1982 resulted in a resurgence in 

Metis literature in the past fifty years. Novels, short stories, dramas and poetry by Metis 

authors inundated the contemporary Canadian literary scene. As scholars of Native ancestry 

are still being emergent, though, many of the current literary pieces by Metis writers are 

outside the mainstream and are overwhelmingly autobiographical in nature (Devine 85).  

Metis life-writings discuss the complicated nature of a mixed heritage as the average 

Euro-Canadian perception of it used to be oversimplified. Until recently most authors believed 

that the “Metis phenomenon” was limited to Rupert’s Land. As a consequence, the study of 

miscegenation is still in its infancy; new knowledge about Metis identity has started to 

emerge, though. (Barkwell, Dorion and Hournie 8). Today we are cognizant that Metis 

identification is more complex: numerous discriminatory aspects brought groups of mixed 

origin together.  

One of the most often discussed themes of Metis life-writings is the quest for identity. 

This theme has fitted in the general trend of identity search in Canadian literature form the 

1970s on. With the rise of literary theories, such as post-structural, Marxist, feminist, or 
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postcolonial, the culturally constructed identity has gone under “reconstruction.” The 

interrogation of issues, like those concerning race, gender, or ethnicity have brought along an 

identity crisis affecting the whole country for it has been forced to acknowledge a conciliatory 

heterogeneous identity. Canada’s two hegemonic cultures, English and French, have never had 

a vision of Canada as anything but a “white man’s country” and become the shapers of 

Canadian identity. Ethnic authors have to deal with previous representations of ethnic 

characters that settled expectations regarding their own depictions. Feminist critics also 

express similar concerns since previous depictions of women by male authors imprinted 

otherness in them as they ascribed identities to them as either charming and harmless or 

powerful and dangerous. Margaret Atwood and Margaret Laurence explore women’s inner 

psyche, their conflict, and identity search. In the case of Canada’s Native people, the Metis 

included, their self-naming became a significant rhetorical intervention for it contests previous 

nation-focused constructions of collective identity as well as challenging the hegemonic 

positions of Canada’s two Solitudes. 

Metis life-writings also presented their readers with accounts of the hardships their 

families and people went through and their struggles with their ethnic identity formation. 

Many Metis were pressed to deny one part of their identity in order to connect with the other. 

Racial passing is a process in the course of which a person attempts to disguise oneself to 

simulate whiteness (Kawash 125). Racial indeterminacy lies at the core of the social trend; it is 

the prescondition which makes passing possible. Racial ambiguity is the inevitable 

consequence of racial mixture and racial mixture has transpired whenever different groups of 

people encounter each other (Hobbs 8). In the American context, to pass as white was to make 

an anxious decision to turn one’s back on a black racial identity and to claim to belong to a 
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group to which one was not legally assigned. However, it was a subset of a much larger 

phenomenon that encompass multiple disguises and forms of disobedience. Ralph Ellison 

characterized disguise as an elemental aspect of American identity: ‘America is a land of 

making jokes. […] Benjamin Franklin, the practical scientist, skilled statesman and 

sophisticated lover, allowed the French to mistake him for Rousseau’s Natural Man. 

Hemingway poses as a non-literary sportsman, Faulkner as a farmer; Abe Lincoln allowed 

himself to be taken for a simple country lawyer (55). Similarly, in Canadian context, 

Whiteness has come to symbolize the essence of being Canadian; it is a default position of 

being in the world. But as much as Whiteness symbolizes national belonging, it also remains 

an unstable identity category. Autobiography is a cultural practice of questioning, which 

destabilizes Whiteness as a fixed category by shifting the boundaries of what it means to 

belong to the mainstream society. S. Smith argues that ‘Culturally only certain bodies are 

experienced as different. The body is thus parceled out and policed through discursive systems 

that establish identities through differences that normalize certain bodies and render some 

bodies culturally abnormal’ (129). Since socially constructed, identity can easily be modified 

by will. This deliberate transformation which may result in the collapse of the reference of 

traditional signifiers makes the surrounding of the passer feel threatened (Kádár 69). Passing 

as a non-Aboriginal became the Metis’ major strategy to accommodate, to fit in, and to 

become visible. Autobiography re-writes the history of the body and consequently, stories of 

passing have become a large part of the Metis literature (Catherine Richardson 31). Mosionier 

examines characters who attempt to cover their Native identity. Trans-raciality seems to be an 

understandable ethnic choice that supposedly provides better life options and social prestige. 

The Metis long for an accepted and unquestioned identity and so they try to pass as non-
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Aboriginal. It is ‘one of the very few options for survival of a mixed-race people in a 

virulently racist society’ (Arnott 59). The decision to withhold fundamental information about 

cultural ancestry causes pain and suffering in the long run, though. Alienation, low self-esteem 

and loss of self-confidence are only some of the direct impacts of passing on individual lives. 

Today many Metis still continue to hide their origin out of fear of rejection which their 

cultural identification may entail. This continuous struggle with the building-up of a healthy 

identity explains the growing academic investment dedicated to the research of the process of 

being and becoming Metis.  

Metis life-writings often serve as resistance against colonial representations and offer an 

alternative history, which shows past events from the Metis perspective and thus creates their 

local “truths.”  That is imperative since colonial narratives either leave the Metis out or portray 

them from a negative angle. Riel, for instance, is described as a traitor who jeopardized the 

newly born nation and whose rebellions were responsible for the deaths of innocent people. 

What they forget to include is Riel’s crucial role in Manitoba’s forming a part of the 

Constitution of Canada and his diplomatic efforts to settle the matter between the Metis and 

the Canadian Government. Since the Metis were considered a constant threat even after the 

defeat of the Red River and Northwest Rebellions for their racial, political, and historical 

presence, the colonial discourse extended the Native stereotypes to the Metis and made them 

invisible by trying to assimilate them to the mainstream. The emerging Metis literature, 

however, fills the void in history and sheds light on the distorted images constructed of the 

Metis. 

Metis life-writers attempt to deconstruct the consolidated stereotypes boxing in Metis 

people in Canadian literature. Their work reflects their diverse backgrounds with a number of 
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common themes. They often describe the feeling of exclusion, denigration, or marginalization 

(Catherine Richardson 24) such as Lorraine Mayer’s Cries form a Metis Heart (2007) in 

which she confesses that ‘I am Metis woman who has suffered cultural abuse; a mother who 

has experienced tremendous physical, emotional and spiritual abuse; and I am a grandmother 

who does not want to see this legacy passed onto her grandchildren’ (5).  

Other authors cover the themes of healing, learning through stories, and finding 

belonging. Narrative psychology looks into how human beings deal with experience by 

creating and listening to stories. When people turn episodes from their lives into anecdotes, 

stories or books, they attempt to make sense out of puzzling or sometimes scary events. 

Stories help us smooth out some of the decisions we have made and create something sensible 

out of the chaos. They shape the future of our own and that of our readers. In writing stories 

we consider important factors such as ruling ideologies and world views. Hayden White 

claims that ‘ Narrativity […] is intimately related to […] the impulse to moralize reality, that 

is, to identify it with the social system that is the source of any morality that we can imagine’ 

(18). Understanding how our life is socially constructed, the autobiographer can come to terms 

with his or her reality and can find remedy in writing out his or her story. 

Another frequently employed theme is the Metis’ susceptibility to ill-treatment, and the 

consequent strategy of closeting their Metis roots. This process of cultural transformation, 

marked by the influence of new cultural elements and the loss of existing ones, determined the 

identification of many Metis. The voluntary nature of the detachment and the degree of 

transculturation depends on variables such as age, length of residence, preconceptions about 

the second group, and motivational factors (Hallowell 523). Judit Á. Kádár states that this 

acculturation process should not be mixed up with integration. Although both involve the 
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adoption of the habits of a certain culturally new community, transculturation denotes a more 

profound change affecting the whole personality, including emotional, behavioral, and 

cognitive aspects (68). It is a fluid state, mediation in the dialogue of more cultures.  The 

process of closeting one’s Metis roots to open up to the mainstream led many Metis to hide 

their origins and consequently to generations of Metis people without any knowledge of their 

cultural background. Some of them discover it only by accident later in their lives. Warren 

Cariou, for instance, learned about his Metis background as a grown-up since his Metis 

grandmother kept it a secret. She wanted to save her family from being called ‘traitorous, 

untrustworthy, savage’ (Cariou 221). Although looking white and believing that he was white 

saved him from discrimination, as an adult now he feels some destabilization of identity and 

self-division (Cariou 222). 

It is interesting to note that a considerably higher number of creative works came to be 

published by Metis women than men (Barkwell, Dorion and Hournie 26). Campbell believes 

that this can be explained by the fact that men are not prepared to be vulnerable in their 

writing (Lutz Contemporary 48). It is probably more attributed, though, to the achievements of 

Native feminist activism. Over time the traditionally valued status of Metis women in their 

community eroded owing to its Europeanization in the Nineteenth Century. As a result, their 

voices were completely neglected, and as Christine Welsh contends in her 1991 article 

“Voices of the Grandmothers”: ‘being both women and Native we have been doubly silenced.’ 

Barkwell, Dorion and Hournie claim that most traditional fur trade literature ignores the 

contribution of Metis women to society. If not, it used pejorative stereotypical images such as 

“dirty squaw” or “promiscuous half-breed.” Currently, however, Metis women are 

increasingly reclaiming their traditional roles as co-equals in their life-writings. They are 
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creating awareness of Metis identity and culture by sharing and disseminating their own 

personal stories in print. Their tenacity encourages other Metis women to lift the veil of 

silence through literature. 

In the 1970s Metis organizations were successful in developing programming that 

provided social, economical, educational support for Metis people. From the state of daily 

survival they emerged to take actions to improve their representation. It was at that time that 

Metis authors first started to take bold measures to appropriate their voice and to disclose the 

reality they lived in. They showed the past injustices committed against the Metis and become 

politically active to right the wrong systematically carried out against them by Canadian 

governments. Campbell’s Half-breed (1973), which we discuss in Chapter 2, is the most 

acclaimed Native/Metis life-writing of the time. She recalls her childhood spent in a close-knit 

Metis community which was forced to live a marginal existence. She details the racism and 

violence her family and her people had to face and gives an account of her battles with drugs, 

alcohol, and prostitution. Another prominent Native author, Lee Maracle also began a strong 

political activism through writing. She generally identifies herself as a First Nations writer but 

refers to herself as an urban Metis in Bobbi Lee, Indian Rebel (93). When her autobiography 

reached its first publication, it was an as-told-to story. She became politically active and her 

book gives an insight into her struggles to raise public awareness to the destructiveness of 

European Colonization on the lives of the Natives. Feeling isolated from her own culture as 

well as the Euro-Canadian society, she fights against racism, sexism, and economic 

oppression. In 1990, in the middle of the Oka Crisis, a seventy-eight-day standoff between 

Mohawk protesters and police over the proposed expansion of a golf course on a sacred burial 
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ground, she published a revised edition of Bobbi Lee in which she removed Barnett’s 

introduction and resituated the story in a new context free of colonial editorial constraints. 

The 1980s bore witness to some improvement in the non-Natives’ cognizance of 

Canada’s Metis population. In 1982 the Constitutional Act’s Section 35 recognized and 

affirmed existing Aboriginal rights and named Canada’s three Native peoples: the First 

Nations, Inuit, and Metis. Metis writers across Canada were imbued with a feeling of 

optimism. More and more Metis moved to the cities in search of a better life with more job 

opportunities. What they did not know, though, was that with their migration to big cities, new 

and unexpected race-related problems would emerge. Stigmas linked to skin color, racial 

stereotypes, and self-fulfilling prophecies led to growing alcoholism, drug abuse, and an 

increasing suicide rate among Metis people.  

To portray Metis reality, life-writing continued to be frequently employed by the 

emerging Metis authors on the literary scene. The hybridization of autobiography went on its 

way with more and more semi-fictional pieces. The first Metis in Canada to employ this new 

type of novel to describe the destructiveness of the 60s Scoop was Mosionier with her fictional 

autobiography In Search of April Raintree (1983), which I analyze in detail in Chapter 3. 

Given the fictional nature of the story, for years readers believed that the narrator, April’s 

story was identical with that of the author’s. To set the record straight Mosionier wrote her 

“non-fictional” version of her novel, Come Walk with Me, A Memoir in 2009 in which she 

reveals the similarities and differences between April’s and her life.  

Another autobiography depicting the 60s Scoop, a period infamous for the Canadian 

Government’s contemporary policy of removing Aboriginal children from their families and 
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placing them in separate foster homes, is Inside Out (1983) by James Tyman, who had mixed 

Aboriginal and Euro-Canadian ancestry. He conveys how he grew up in racism, how he turned 

to crime and self-destruction, and how he ended up being a recidivist. He explains his 

confusion triggered by the rejection of both Native and mainstream cultures: ’the reserve 

Indians hated me because my friends were “white trash,” as they put it, and most of the white 

kids hated me because I was a “scummy Indian”’ (18). In Breathing Water (1989), Joan Crate, 

daughter of a non-Native mother and a “half-breed” father, tells the reader about the racist 

manners of her maternal grandparents. They refused to attend Crate’s parents’ wedding and 

did not speak to her mother until after her sister was born. They did not allow her father to 

enter their house, just like Crate’s similarly racist mother-in-law’s refused to say her name 

aloud (Crate 269). Crate’s ongoing search for her self makes up most of the novel. 

The major theme of Metis life-writings of the 1990s drifted away from the 60s Scoop. 

This period brought about a stylistic and thematic diversification in literary aesthetics as well 

as a partial return to traditional Native forms (Gruber 422). The life-writings of the 1990s 

showcase the diversity of ways in which they shifted from the ostensibly plain-speaking realist 

modes of the 1980s. During this time, Gregory Scofield published his community-healing 

memoir Thunder Through My Veins (1999), providing a personal account of sexual abuse, 

poverty, and racism. Inspired by the Post-Structuralist analytical framework of Queer Theory 

of the 1990s and his rediscovery of Two-Spiritedness, an umbrella term describing certain 

spiritual people with gender variance, his book opened eyes to the deep-seated discrimination 

against homosexuality. A growing number of novels with explicitly gay themes appeared on 

the literary scene. They generated discussions about homosexuality, and promoted societal 

understanding.  
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In the 2000s, the output of Metis prose fiction experienced a considerable growth as a 

result of a number of milestone events that contributed to the improvement in the Metis 

people’s lives in Canada. In 2003, the Supreme Court of Canada, after a ten-year long court 

battle, finally declared that Steve and Roddy Powley can exercise their Metis right to hunt. 

The primary consequence of the Powley-decision was that it provided guidance on who can 

claim Aboriginal rights under Section 35 of the Constitution Act.  According to the Powley 

test, Metis individuals are entitled to exercise Metis rights if (1) they self-identify as Metis, (2) 

they have connection to a historical Metis community, and (3) are members of a contemporary 

Metis community. 

In literature, more and more Metis life-writings become published and reached Native 

and non-Native readership. Although a considerable number of them still explore the subject 

matters of earlier decades, Metis authors emphasize other prominent aspects of their lives 

which shaped their already complex identities. Cariou takes the tone of a cheerful tour guide in 

Lake of the Prairies (2002) and looks back on his rural boyhood growing up without knowing 

anything about his Metis ancestry. It is a light autobiography of an acknowledged academic 

who discusses racism in rural life with charming anecdotes of his family. Chapter 5 discusses 

another prominent Metis self-made man, Herb Belcourt, who reflects on his road to become a 

successful business man and his commitment to ameliorating the lives of Albertan Metis in his 

autobiography Walking in the Woods (2006). He emphasizes the importance of education in 

the long-term healing of his people. Frances Riviere’s Washing at the Creek (2008) is a 

memoir of the author’s early years during and after the Great Depression, exploring family 

tensions, great challenges, and her journey towards healing. Although she still touches the 

Metis way of upbringing in rural Alberta, she concentrates more on her personal relationship 
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with her father and her hope in education to become an independent woman free of any 

financial constraints. 

The past six years were not left without further court decisions by the Canadian 

Government that vitalized the ongoing Metis’ activism and stimulated Metis self-expression. 

In 2013, the Supreme Court determined in the MMF v Canada that the government had failed 

to properly distribute and safeguard the 1.4 million acres set aside for the Metis in the 

Manitoba Act of 1870. In 2016 the Federal Court of Canada also ruled that the Metis are 

considered Indians under federal jurisdiction. The decision can transform how Metis 

organizations function, where their funding comes from, and what services they can afford to 

offer. 

Persistent Metis activism with the aforementioned political decisions imported tangible 

changes in Metis people’s overall well-being and gave empowerment for literary self-

expression. The constantly growing Metis literary canon has been enriched by fictional novels 

like Waiting for Joe (2010) by Sandra Birdsell, poetry conversations such as A Night for the 

Lady (2013) by Joanne Arnott, or collections of short stories including Metis Spirits (2015) by 

Deborah Delaronde. More and more fictional elements have made their way to life-writings 

turning the genre into an immense collective term for all forms of memory recording. 

Raymond Tremblay’s Riding the Tides of Life (2010), for instance, is reminiscent of 

Mosionier’s In Search of April Raintree in that it complements his personal experiences with 

fictional anecdotes and alters names. It should rather be considered a “semi-memoir” or 

“fictional memoir,” though, as it recalls only three years of Tremblay’s life, and focuses on 

one particular subject matter. 
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These Metis life-writings of the second half of the Twentieth Century have significantly 

molded the public perception of Canada’s Metis population. They reveal the various 

challenges which the Metis have to cope with on a daily basis, and therefore open up 

conversations. Metis life-writings explore the Metis’ identity formation and offer strategies of 

healing for the future generations. The development of positive self-identity rests upon the 

amelioration of the Metis’ devalued social status and overcoming systematic racism. In a 

country where cultural imperialism, marginalization, powerlessness, violence, and exploitation 

were actively present, ‘It’s not enough that there are alternative evaluative standards available 

in the community – the members of that community must intentionally avail themselves of 

these standards to bring about change’ (H. L. Nelson 175). Positive measures towards 

reconciliation have been taken with Metis literature providing a powerful impetus. 
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2 1970s 

The first time the Metis took steps to implement basic changes in their lives was in the 

1970s during which the first major literary input for the healing and cultural revitalization of 

the Metis people began. It was a revolutionary change at the time on account that prior to that 

period, Metis history and culture were depicted in a rather simplistic way. The 

civilized/savage dichotomy was extended to the Metis, too; they were systematically coerced 

from their land and a new order was imposed on them. The majority of the non-Native 

scholars and writers focused exclusively on Riel and the rebellions (1869 and 1885) he led in 

the Nineteenth Century. They neglected the other aspects of Metis history and consequently 

the emerging historical record was biased, and skewed, and it failed to reflect the actual Metis 

experience. Non-Native authors often colored their works with the prevailing anti-Metis 

sentiments of their times and revealed the prejudices of the dominant society (Barkwell, 

Dorion and Hournie 30). The Metis were regarded as “hybrids” who endangered the purity of 

the races. LaRocque states that the Metis characters did not have integrated personalities; they 

were depicted as Frontier-type cowboys, which provided their internal and interpersonal 

conflicts (“The Metis” 87). They did not represent the Metis but served their authors’ cultural 

myth. 

 

2.1 The Problem of Hybridity 

At the time, Charles Darwin’s main oeuvre On the Origin of Species (1859), which 

analyzed the evolution of species and the consequent natural selection, influenced many 

contemporary theorists who developed their ideas around the survival mechanism in human 
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societies, and the theorization of races became increasingly scientificized. According to 

Robert Young, racial theory was always populist and became a form of self-definition (92). A 

racial hierarchy was established with the “civilized” on the top and the “primitives” at the 

bottom as two qualitative extremes. In “The Economy of Manichean Allegory” (1986) Abdul 

R. JanMohamed employed the Manichean concepts of “good” and “evil” to apply them to the 

colonizer/colonized binary construct. Manichaeism was a major religion in Persia in the Third 

Century, teaching a dualistic cosmology which explains the struggle between the two extreme 

poles. The good and evil concepts of Manichaeism were adopted by other postcolonial writers, 

too, to manifest the colonizer’s effort to keep power and domination over the colonized in 

imperial ideology. The Manichean Allegory provides no phase in between: there is no phase 

between good and evil, black and white, or civilized and savage (Ahmed and Khan 59). In the 

Canadian context, the Manichean dualism locked the Metis inside a binary pattern that has 

proved to be inescapable (Groening 152). 

A new problem arose from the colonizers’ incapability to locate the “other” and from 

their constant fear that the Imperial hierarchy cannot be kept up with the miscegenation of 

races which would lead to the collapse of civilizations. According to Mary Douglas, disorder 

was regarded as destructive to existing patterns, symbolizing both danger and power (94). 

Nikos Papastergiadis claims that during Colonialism, the concept of hybridity was considered 

a source of bad health: fatigue and indolence as well as economic inertia, moral decadence, 

and even syphilis were brought to the world by hybrid individuals. Friedrich von Graffenried, 

Swiss mercenary officer under Lord Selkirk claimed in his travelogue that mixed-raced people 

inherited only the worst traits of their parents’ peoples (Lutz “Métis and Others” 211). 

Papastergiadis adds, being born on an exclusive boundary between “us” and “them,” the 
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hybrid becomes a form of danger which triggers the loss of the univocal meaning of the 

colonial authority (259-60). It threatens to reverse the Western domination and to undermine 

the colonial power. The Euro-Canadians were concerned that mixed parentage would involve 

a dilution of their “superior race.” John Hutnyk claims that the idea of borrowing implied a 

weakening of a culture, a belief which is frequently held against “human hybrids” (81). Paul 

Gilroy adds that ‘Different people are certainly hated and feared, but the timely antipathy 

against them is nothing compared with the hatreds turned toward the greater menace of the 

half different and the partially familiar. To have mixed is to have been party to a great 

betrayal’ (Against Race 106). Hybridity represents a potential hazard because it defies the 

norm, and its perceived difference offers a challenge to the hegemony of the standard. 

Hybridity characterizes liminal spaces that reflect transition, indeterminacy, ambiguity, 

and a potential for subversion and change. Liminality was first introduced by Arnold van 

Gennep in relation to passage rites of small-scale societies. A passage rite comprises three 

stages that a young initiand must successfully complete in order to become a full-fledged 

member of his community: separation, luminal stage, and reintegration (Spariosu 22). Victor 

Turner developed the concept of liminality into a full-blown theory of culture in From Ritual 

to Theatre (1982). He broadened the luminal space to describe cultural creativity that 

generates new cultural models. During luminal periods, social hierarchies may be reversed or 

temporarily dissolved, the continuity of a tradition may become uncertain, and future 

outcomes may be thrown into doubt. The dissolution of order creates a fluid situation which 

enables new institutions and customs to be established. Liminality has both spatial and 

temporal dimensions and can be applied to a variety of subjects, including individuals, groups, 

and hole societies (Spariosu 25). The degree to which they experience liminality can be 
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weighed against persisting structures. When the spatial and temporal are both affected, the 

intensity of the liminal experience increases.  

Although hybridity, as the liminal negotiation of cultural difference, emerged as a 

popular critical activity with Postcolonial Theory in the 1970s and 1980s, it had existed far 

before its recent valorization. The origin of the term “hybrid” comes from Latin “hibrida” 

referring to the progeny of a tame sow and a wild boar. In the Nineteenth Century, it was 

applied in biological and botanical studies with two usages: a crossing between populations of 

a single species on the one hand, and for the offspring of two different species such as the 

mule, on the other (Clarke rogerclarke.com). In 1861 hybridity describing the crossing of 

people of different races earned an entry into the Oxford English Dictionary, and marked the 

rise of the belief that there could be such thing as “human hybrid.”  

In the Twentieth Century, Hybridity Theory has turned the ideology of Essentialism 

upside down. “Hybridity” has been generalized to refer to any recognizable entity made up of 

elements from multiple sources. It has been addressed in a number of schools of thought and 

has been studied from different perspectives: (a) from a cultural point of view, which explores 

the assimilation that goes under way after the arrival of the colonizers on a new land with the 

imposition of dominance on the local culture, (b) from a sociological and anthropological 

perspective in which hybridity refers to the creation of dynamic mixed cultures, (c) from a 

political perspective which explains that hybridity represents a counter-concept to the stable 

national identity, and (d) from a linguistic view that explores the mixing of languages (Clarke 

rogerclarke.com). Gilroy, Stuart Hall, Ian Chambers, James Clifford, and Homi Bhabha have 

come to use the term hybridity very extensively. 
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Gilroy affirms a dual consciousness of hybridity evoking what W.E.B. DuBois called 

“twoness,” which means being the descendants of African and American cultural practices at 

the same time. Hall suggests that hybridity transformed British life, Chambers adopts the term 

to describe the complexities of sounds and language, and Clifford focuses on travel trajectories 

and transnational flows (Hutnyk 80). In his revolutionary work The Location of Culture, Homi 

Bhabha states that hybridity is a “camouflage,” an “in-between” space, an “ambivalence” or 

“mimicry” in the colonial context (122). There are dozens of disparate interpretations but one 

thing is for sure: there is no single correct concept of hybridity. It ‘changes as it repeats, but it 

also repeats as it changes’ (Young 27). 

In Postcolonialism, Bhabha’s innovative adoption of the term “hybridity” was ground-

breaking. His approach centers on a ‘third space,’ which seems to oppose to Edward Said’s 

ideas about Orientalism at first sight, but if we take a closer look we can see that the two rather 

complement each other. Said’s Orientalism (1978) examined the knowledge that developed in 

the West about cultures external to it. Orientalism exposes the static and limited description of 

the Orient as an inferior culture that requires modernization, and therefore provides the 

colonizer with the right to civilize the colonized (Frenkel and Shenhav 3). Said analyzed the 

Western patronizing perceptions of the East and how it attempted to run a dividing system 

aimed at maintaining servile attitudes (Said 201). He was one of the first theorists who became 

vocal about the manipulative effects of Colonial Discourse, and he transformed the Middle 

Eastern Studies entirely. His approach has been criticized by some of his counterparts 

claiming that the use of binary perspective masks the hybrid nature of the colonial encounter 

(Frenkel and Shenhav 4). Besides, simply to reverse it is to be complicit in its totalizing power 

and would reduce all to a set of dichotomies. Colonized people are highly diverse in their 
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nature and customs, and are both constructed and changing. So while they are “other” from the 

West, they are different from each other as well. 

Bhabha has demonstrated that Colonial Discourse was never homogenous and has taken 

Said’s ideas about the intentionally set up dichotomy of West/East one step further. In The 

Location of Culture, he articulates that the Colonial Discourse depended on the concept of 

“fixity” in the ideological construction of Otherness (94). The “Other” in the binary opposition 

of self and Other has been created in the imperial discourse. This kind of essentialist mindset 

obscures intra-group differences (Phoenix and Owen 73). Bhabha regards the in-between 

space as a productive category: ‘These “in-between” spaces provide the terrain for elaborating 

strategies of selfhood, singular or communal, that initiate new signs of identity, and innovative 

sites of collaboration, and contestation, in the act of defining the idea of society itself’ (2). 

Bhabha claims that hybridity is not a mixture of X and Y, but instead, ‘there exist X and x. x 

always indicates the partial presence of X. The colonizer and the colonized do not exist as two 

exclusive alternatives, a splitting of the identity positions of these two takes place through 

their mutual contamination’ (AlSayyad 7). Bhabha rejects the idea that hybridity is a mixture 

of different components. Instead, they transform each other and create a “Third Space,” a site 

of unified resistance. It is a space intrinsically critical of essentialist positions of identity and a 

conceptualization of original culture. It is a mode of articulation describing a productive space 

that engenders new possibility. It creates new forms of cultural meaning blurring the 

limitations of existing boundaries and calling into question established categorizations of 

culture and identity. The concept of resistance, however, is a double-edged sword which can 

carry both the idea of human freedom and certain limitations as well. To reconstruct the 

identity of the colonized through literature, for example, one may have to turn to means of 
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Western import since the concept of creating a cultural literature is foreign for the colonized 

people in most cases. What they write may not read like Standard English, and as a result they 

may not be recognized as “good” literature. 

Although ideas about hybridity as a creative and resistant in-between space were 

groundbreaking, they are not without criticism. Jonathan Friedman argues that Hybridity 

Theory is essentialist, too, and so he intends to deconstruct it. He claims that ‘Postmodernist 

total fusion of all cultures into a new heterogeneous homogeneity of the “third space,” which 

if it is a space, must have boundaries of its own’ (Friedman 79). Nevertheless, he agrees that 

all cultures are the product of mixing (Friedman 79). Paul Gilroy also rejects the idea of 

hybridity because, he argues, it entails the proposition of non-hybridity which would imply an 

anterior “pure” (Against Race 104). He says in “Hybridity” that ‘the idea of hybridity, of 

intermixture presupposes two anterior purities… I think there isn’t any purity; that’s why I try 

not to use the word hybrid… Cultural production is not like mixing cocktails’ (Hutnyk 82). 

Similarly, Hall eschews the use of “hybridization” and instead he adopts the term 

“diasporisation,” which does not refer to people of mixed parentage. He offers ways of 

thinking about ethnicity which include people of mixed origin. All the more so, he adds, that 

the world’s populations are almost all intermixed (qtd. in Phoenix and Owen 75). Johann 

Herder supports Hall’s idea claiming that the territorial expansions of history destroyed the 

purist thinking of nations. In Outlines of a Philosophy of the History of Man, he affirms that 

culture has always been hybrid (qtd. in Young 37). Web Kinew agrees saying ‘Today, a 

majority of us are likely of mixed race, living proof that […] our biological compatibility will 

always force us to be invested in one another’s fates’ (The Reason You Walk 264). Amar 

Acheraïou also challenges Postcolonialism’s obsessive preoccupation with the unnecessary 
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theoretization of hybridity. He enumerates the positive and negative meanings of hybridity 

from the ancient Greeks until today, and he argues that hybridity is as old as anti-hybridity. 

Similarly, Jan Nederveen Pieterse agrees that as much as hybridity theory aims to deconstruct 

essentialist categories, it can only make sense on the assumption of purity (221). 

Papastergiadis argues that the positive feature of hybridity lies in its acknowledgement 

that identity is constructed and the presence of contradictions is not necessarily a sign of 

failure. Each individual may live with a multiple sense of self and may carry numerous 

identity positions. Hybridity juxtaposes and fuses elements from different sources (258). It is a 

useful concept in breaking down the false sense that the colonizing and the colonized cultures 

are monolithic or have essential features. We should keep in mind its central idea of 

transcending exclusionary imaginary boundaries and that it is a helpful tool in describing and 

analyzing marginal phenomena and non-hegemonic production of meaning. The term has its 

defects since, to some extent, all cultures are the result of hybridization owing to interactions 

with a number of other cultures throughout history; they never existed in a vacuum. We should 

not forget that groups constantly define and redefine themselves culturally and politically, and 

in alignment with their redefinition their preferred terms change as well. Even within a 

relatively unified group individuals might have a soft spot for different terminologies. So we 

should always be careful about the choice of terms we employ and avoid imposing concepts 

which are considered unwanted. 
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2.2 Resistance in Maria Campbell’s Half-breed (1973) 

With the advent of postcolonial thought on hybridity, otherness, and resistance, 

Canada’s Aboriginal peoples became more cognizant of their detrimental conditions brought 

upon them by European Colonization, and engaged themselves more actively in ameliorating 

their daily existence. Having been inundated with stories of racial intolerance from the 

American South, young Native Canadians joined forces to fight for their long-lost legal rights. 

Their joined engagement was galvanized by the proposal of the federal government on a new 

Canadian policy in 1969. Prime Minister Pierre Elliott Trudeau and his Minister of Indian 

Affairs Jean Chrétien issued the White Paper which suggested the abolition of the Indian Act 

and the dismantling of the established legal relationship between Aboriginal people and the 

state of Canada in favour of equality. The report was drafted in the hope that by eliminating 

“Indian” as a distinct legal status, equality would result. For many Aboriginal peoples, though, 

the White Paper represented only another attempt to assimilate them into the mainstream 

society so a fire-storm of protest began and the Natives immediately and soundly rejected the 

plan (Coates 7). Their opposition has led to a thorough research on the relationship between 

the settler society and the Indigenous peoples, and resulted in the withdrawal of the plan in 

1971. 

Instead, the Trudeau Government introduced Canada’s globally unique 

“Multiculturalism Policy,” which affirmed the value of all Canadian citizens regardless of 

their racial and ethnic origins, their language, or their religious affiliations. The general idea 

was that the new “unity in diversity policy” would successfully integrate newcomers into 

mainstream Canadian society (Kymlicka and Banting 54). Nevertheless, Canada still 

continued to face a crisis when it came to the living conditions and well-being of Indigenous 
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peoples (Anaya unsr.jamesanaya.org). Many Aboriginal people felt unease about the new 

multiculturalism policy because they believed it was not designed to recognize Native 

distinctiveness but was created from the same liberal assimilationist tradition as the White 

Paper. The new promise of “tolerance” insufficiently recognized the inherent rights of 

Aboriginal people which had existed prior to the colonization of North America. They felt that 

they were simply placed alongside perceived ethnic minorities.  

Dozens of negotiations and a slow move towards eventual reconciliation commenced 

(Coates 7). Joanna Bornat describes this period as one that ‘saw an enthusiastic almost 

enigmatic [Indigenous] commitment to “reminiscence therapy”’ (1). Native writers all across 

the country became imbued with a feeling of dedication to the betterment of their legal rights. 

Influenced by Lyotard’s ideas on the manipulative forces of the grand narratives, Native 

people began to question the reliability of the history taught in Canadian schools, which 

described them in a stereotypical way. Schools used sources that were biased and racist in the 

portrayal of Native people. More and more young writers felt impulsed to right the wrong, 

distinguish the truth from fiction, and set the record straight. They came to present, as Damm 

calls it, an “alterNative” perspective of history and in doing so, portray Native realities (“Says 

Who” 95). ‘Local Indigenous histories are by definition anti-colonial and will facilitate the 

healing of colonial damage through the practice of storytelling’ (Miner 152). Miner recalls the 

wisdom of the Aymara people of the Andean region that is ‘qhiparu nayraru uñtas sartañani’ 

which translates as ‘looking back, we will move forward’ (161).  

The new perspectives of Postcolonialism stirred Canada’s Metis population, too, to 

rethink the societal structures and the limitations of the collusive sense of cultural community. 

They began to employ postcolonial thought about hybridity and resistance to their own sites of 
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trauma stemming from Colonization. They rethought the status of their history and attempted 

to rewrite it through literature. Applying the motto “the personal is political,” a growing 

number of Native life-writings were born to reflect on the Canadian policies that led to the 

Natives’ systematic exploitation. Rita Joe, Basil Johnston, Lee Maracle, and Gregory Scofield 

all wrote their autobiographical novels in order to reveal the diversity of cultures and 

experiences inherent in the Native population. However, Maria Campbell was the first 

Aboriginal/Metis voice to reach both Aboriginal people and non-Aboriginal Canadians with 

her autobiographical narrative, Half-breed (Episkenew “Aboriginal Policy” 123) which gave 

birth to contemporary Indigenous literature in Canada. Daniel David Moses calls her the 

‘mother of us all’ (qtd. in Fagan et al.). Half-breed ‘gives voice to the Métis perspective and 

breaks down the collective silence of the Métis’ (Heikkilä blogs.helsinki.fi/ ). Campbell 

certainly attempted to engage and stimulate the readers for transformative actions. Since its 

first publication, Half-breed has been influencing generations of Native writers, and forced 

Euro-Canadian readers of literature to re-examine their former beliefs. 

Half-breed addresses many of the themes that feminist theorist Gloria Anzaldúa later 

conveyed in her semi-autobiographical work Borderlands/La Frontera: The New Mestiza 

(1987), which profoundly challenged how we feel about identity of mixed heritage under the 

so-called Colonial Condition. It de- and reconstructed the perception of Mestiza- or Metis-ness 

not as a deficient state but rather as an asset, by understanding the “half-breed’s” ability to 

access different cultures and world views not as a restricting capacity but as an enlightening 

one (Lutz “Métis and Others” 239). Campbell explores the complexities of “métissage,” 

colonial domination, and the struggle for Native liberation (Miner 153). In Borderlands 

Anzaldúa brings the “the new mestiza” to life, which she describes as a product of the transfer 
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of cultural and spiritual values which is more mutable and malleable with a rich gene pool. It 

moves towards a divergent thinking and sets its goal a more holistic perspective that includes 

rather than excludes (99-100). Anzaldúa lived on the border of three cultures: White, Mexican, 

and Indian between which she constantly “oscillated.” She embraces her multiple voices and 

compares herself to a turtle that carries home on her back (43). The borderland for her is a 

space that can liberate her, and give way to a new subject position. She is determined to 

overcome the tradition of silence, (59) to shed light on the successful epistemological project 

of the past and the ontological status people bear as a consequence. Miner claims that ‘As 

mixed-blood people […] both Campbell and Anzaldúa lay bare the psychological realities 

commonly faced in their respective communities’ (153). 

The genre of Half-breed has been the subject a critical debate: Dian Million asserts that 

it is a partly fictionalized and partly autobiographical exposure of personal and community 

poverty (61). Julie Cairnie claims that it is an integration and modification of an 

autobiography and a testimonial (106). Jeannie Willis affirms that Half-breed is a blending of 

Campbell’s community’s oral conventions with English literary conventions (23). Armando 

Janetta thinks that the genre of Campbell’s book should be perceived as a ‘hybrid/half-breed,’ 

or a story between fiction and historiography oscillating between an under-defined space 

replete of creative potential and freedom (172). 

In Half-breed, Campbell recalls her childhood spent in a close-knit Metis community in 

Saskatchewan. To give a historical background to her story she starts with a brief summary of 

Metis historic events culminating with the Northwest Rebellion of 1885. She provides a 

concise list of the atrocities related to the Canadian Government against the Metis throughout 

two centuries recapitulated in three and a half pages. Campbell articulates that the history 
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taught at school was unreliable, so by retelling it from the Metis point of view she redefines 

the national collective myth (Episkenew Taking 70). She calls into question the “objectivity” 

of colonial historians. Moreover, she gives background information about her family, 

articulating that her great grandmother, Cheechum, was the niece of Gabriel Dumont, Metis 

commander of the Northwest Resistance. She places her life within the context of Canadian 

Metis history. She articulates the history of a distinct culture that she is part of: neither First 

Nations, nor Euro-Canadian. 

Campbell published Half-breed to describe ‘what it is like to be a Half-breed woman in 

our country. I want to tell you about the joys and sorrows, the oppressing poverty, the 

frustrations and the dreams’ (2). She devalorises stereotypes of Native people, especially of 

Native women of mixed-blood descent. Ferris affirms that Half-breed portrays degraded and 

sexualized Aboriginality in contemporary urban culture imbued with the systematic racism 

and ongoing violence carried out against marginalized Indigenous women working as survival 

sex workers. Campbell engaged in her immense work because ‘the ghosts of personal and 

historical trauma continued to haunt her, thereby impeding her ability to move forward with 

her life’ (Episkenew Taking 77). Her story reflects the injustices enacted not only on her 

family but on the entire Metis Nation. It ‘explains in an accessible manner how public policies 

have harmed Indian and Metis people in this country’ (Episkenew “Aboriginal” 125-6). She 

chronicles her growth from living in poverty to acting out of a firm political consciousness. 

She sought to analyse her life from an outsider’s standpoint in order to understand the reasons 

of her family’s and her own deeds.  

Like many Metis people, Campbell was born illegitimately on the trap-lines of Spring 

River (fictional place, she was born in Athlone), grew up close to the land, lost her childhood 
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happiness under Euro-Canadian corruption, and returned to her roots again. Maureen Slattery 

emphasizes that ‘her theme of brief paradise, loss, and recovery is the archetypal story of her 

people.’ Groening claims that Campbell presents her racial identity as a journey that 

overcomes both the internalisation of society’s negative images of the First Nations and their 

hatred of the Euro-Canadian society (133). Her original goal was simply to heal herself from 

postcolonial traumatic stress disorder (Episkenew Taking 78), but ended up creating a 

powerful literary piece. 

Campbell adopts the colonizers’ language to mediate her story; a practice that numerous 

Indigenous authors feel obligated to follow to reach a large audience. They address their 

readers in a language spoken by those who brought misery in the Natives’ lives. Novelist 

Jamaica Kincaid, for instance, finds it odd ‘that the only language I have to speak of this crime 

[colonialism] is the language of the criminal who committed the crime?’ (qtd. in Moore-

Gilbert 227). Likewise, Salmon Rushdie declares that literary work in English is a postcolonial 

anomaly (qtd. in Moore-Gilbert 227). Despite all this warranted criticism, many Native writers 

use the colonizers’ language to voice their anger. Anne Marie Sewell states that ‘i am glad that 

i speak English, because i can share ideas with people from many many cultures, even though 

English may be their second (or third, fourth, fifth) language’ (30). Campbell also believes 

that in order to write for a greater number of people (especially non-Natives) one has to pick a 

language spoken by many. Although she speaks four languages (Cree, Saulteaux, Michif, and 

English), she picked English to ‘fix, establish, share, and historicize a particular version of the 

self’ (Gold “Biography” 132). 

 Half-breed recounts a young Native woman’s struggle to survive, to come to terms 

with her past, and to build a better future. It is a story of self-discovery and an act of self-
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definition. Campbell needed to understand how her Metis identity had been constructed for 

her. She admits that ‘Through writing Half-breed I was able to analyze my life and my 

community, and to analyze the community around me. It was a very difficult process, but it 

gave me life’ (Campbell 2). She was thirty-three when she wrote Half-breed which, she 

explains, grew out of her anger and frustration. She wrote because her personal trauma 

continued to haunt her. A friend of hers advised her to document her story as a therapy to 

organize her thoughts so that she should get control over them (Episkenew Taking 71). In 

Contemporary Challenges, Campbell admits ‘I always carry paper in my bag, and I started 

writing a letter because I had to have somebody to talk to, and there was nobody to talk to’ 

(Lutz 53). Beside her auto-therapy, she used her work to forward her political agenda, to 

improve the conditions of the Metis by offering insight into their daily struggles (Heikkilä 

blogs.helsinki.fi/). She follows her father’s advice on highlighting the importance of individual 

stories in the lives of other Metis people: ‘A story has work to do, and you have no business 

stopping the work’ (Gingell 19). 

Half-breed is structured in a way that it contains two distinct sections with Campbell’s 

marriage marking the end of the first one. In the first part she details the development of her 

cultural identity. In the second half of the book Campbell is physically and emotionally 

dislocated from both her family, and her community. Her narrative becomes individualistic, 

and the emphasis is placed exclusively on herself leading a “substitute lifestyle” (Taking 79). 

Her personal myth is inextricably linked to the collective myth of the community. She details 

the decline of the Metis community caused by the downturn of trapping resources, 

homesteading, and the arrival of immigrants: 
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In the late 1920s the land was thrown open for homesteading and again came the threat 

of immigrants. By this time the lakes were drying up and the fur and game had almost 

disappeared. Having nowhere else to go, nearly all the families decided to take 

homesteads so that the land would belong to them. It was difficult to accept the fact that 

times were changing, but if there was to be a future for their children, the roaming, free 

life must be forgotten. (Campbell 7) 

 In this first part of the book, the emphasis is on Campbell’s sense of belonging to the 

Metis community that is distinct from both First Nations and Euro-Canadian cultures. She 

states that [the First Nations] ‘were completely different from us - quiet when we were noisy, 

dignified even at dances and get-togethers. Indians were very passive- they would get angry at 

things done to them but would never fight back, whereas Half-breeds were quick-tempered – 

quick to fight, but quick to forgive and forget’ (Campbell 25). She also articulates differences 

between First Nations and Metis women: ‘Treaty Indian women don’t express their opinions, 

Half-breed women do’ (Campbell 26). She gives insight into distinctly Metis traditions such as 

Christmas (Campbell 55), weddings, (Campbell 57) and funerals (Campbell 67). Campbell 

privileges the Metis over the First Nations and the Euro-Canadians, and thus de/reconstructs 

the imperial hierarchical social-order. She acknowledges the kinship between the First Nations 

and the Metis but she always singles out her people from the pan-Aboriginal assumptions. 

Although she grew up in extreme poverty, Campbell was surrounded by a loving family. 

She describes her home and her community with vivid images that evoke feelings of affection, 

safety, and belonging: 

Our parents spent a great deal of time with us, and not just our parents but the other 

settlement. They taught us to dance and to make music on the guitars and fiddles. They 

played cards with us, they would take us on long walks and teach us how to use the 

different herbs, roots and barks. We were taught to weave baskets from the red willow, 
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and while we did these things together we were told the stories of our people – who they 

were, where they came from, and what they had done. (Campbell 18) 

 She emphasizes the beauty of that world and the resilience that Metis people have. 

Campbell describes her mother as a quiet but consoling person, who kindled the interest for 

literature in her. She did her utmost to turn Campbell into a “lady” (Campbell 16). She lost her 

Indian status when she married Danny Campbell and their children are not considered First 

Nations either (Episkenew Taking 80). Campbell’s father was a hard-working trapper who 

engaged in activities that the settler government considered criminal: hunting out of season 

without a licence on a territory that was his family’s hunting area before the settlers’ arrival. 

He hoped that the Metis could bring about changes similar to the ones achieved by Indians 

who managed to retrieve ‘colonial land through one united voice’ (72).  

Campbell’s parents work hard to ensure her advancement despite the extreme poverty 

they live in. Nevertheless, it is Cheechum who plays a key role in consolidating Campbell’s 

pride in her Metis culture. Her reasoning slowly becomes Campbell’s philosophy which helps 

her survive the hard times. Cheechum is a spiritual and physical healer: her herbs heal 

Campbell’s ailments, and her guidance heals Campbell’s spirit. Cheechum is also a symbol of 

resistance, loyalty, and tradition. She lays the foundation of wholeness in Campbell, which 

assists her with overcoming alienation and suffering. She reinforces Campbell’s self-respect 

and Metis identity because she knows that the greatest evil in the world is self-hatred 

(Campbell 51). In The Book of Jessica Campbell and Linda Griffiths state that ‘It was those 

white people that came along and did this to us, made us hate ourselves (31). Cheechum scoffs 

at Christianity’s teachings about evil and has instead a more practical philosophy. Campbell is 

first stuck between her mother’s fervent belief in the Church and Cheechum’s practicality. She 
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struggles with a sense of radical Otherness through the cultural contrast between her mother 

and Cheechum. In the end the Metis elders empower her and convince her to cherish her great 

grand-mother’s wisdom. Cheechum is a source of inspiration who Campbell considers her 

muse: ‘when they say “the muses,” I call it “Grandmothers” coming (Lutz Contemporary 49). 

Elders like Cheechum become the care-givers of their communities, teach young family 

members, and give role models for the upcoming generations. As storytellers, they pass their 

stories to their children and grandchildren. They keep the spiritual values alive and hold a 

special place in society. They teach openness, tolerance, and compassion for other people. Due 

to Cheechum’s teaching, Campbell remains open to people of diverse ethnicities: she has a 

Euro-Canadian friend Karen, the object of her first love is a Swedish boy, she makes friends 

with Chinese people, and she also meets Indians who let her into their circles. 

 Cheechum condemned Campbell’s enrolment in a residential school in Beauval, which 

was Grannie Dubuque’s “special gift” for her. At the time residential schools still played a 

crucial part in the assimilation of Canada’s Native people into the country’s mainstream 

population. These schools had been operating since the 1840s (King The Inconvenient 113) 

since the Canadian Government believed it was its responsibility to educate the country's 

Native population. ‘It thought their best chance for success was to learn English, adopt 

Christianity and Canadian customs’ (“A History ” cbc.ca). It made sense for the Native people 

to understand how the European mind worked. What did not make sense, though, and brought 

no benefit was their forced abandonment of their language, traditions, and beliefs to become 

something they chose not to be (King The Inconvenient 119). The Indian policy of the 

contemporary Canadian Government was engineered to transform the Natives who ‘would 

pass their adopted lifestyle on to their children, and Native traditions would diminish, or be 
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completely wiped out in a few generations’ (“A History” cbc.ca). Chartrand et al. claim that 

“Saving the Savage” was their motto and their goal was to make white children out of little red 

children (11-13). It did not matter what the Natives achieved; they were never considered 

equals. They were judged by their color, their origin, and the kinship ties they had. The priests 

did not function to prepare kids for life, but rather to convert them to Christianity.  

The policies of the residential schools reflected how administrators felt about the place 

of the Metis in society. Native kids were either considered First Nations or children 

assimilated as non-Aboriginal Canadians. Most of the residential school narratives came from 

the First Nations, while the voice of the Metis often fell silent. It would be hard to estimate the 

number of children of Metis origin in residential schools as the government attempted to hide 

the statisctics on those attendees. In The Lost Generation (2001) Tricia Logan states that Metis 

children were culturally abused as they were differentiated from both First Nation and Euro-

Canadian students. They were made to feel lesser and outsiders by stripping them from their 

Aboriginal right and by excluding them from the mainstream society. 

Campbell loathes the school in Beauval and evokes bitter memories about her constant 

feeling of loneliness and fear. Instead of reading or doing schoolwork, she recalls cleaning the 

dorms and the punishment she received for speaking Cree. ‘I remember the last day of school, 

and the sense of freedom I felt when Dad came for me’ (Campbell 47). Chartrand et al. claim 

that the legacy of the residential school system left long-lasting impacts on the Native children 

(77). Silencing their anger in an oppressive environment stopped them from expressing their 

frustration and thereby it became internalised. They underwent extensive post abuse trauma 

triggered by a system that should have supported them. Paul Gilroy reminds that histories of 

suffering do not belong only to the victims. If they did, the memory of the trauma would go 
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away with that generation (Between Camps 114). However, the legacy of the residential 

school system will follow Aboriginal communities until the balance is restored. High suicide 

rate, alcohol and drug abuse as well as the loss of parenting skills today are the consequence of 

the interruption of harmony and the internalised oppression (Duran and Duran 178). 

Campbell never goes back to the residential school in Beauval, for a new mixed school 

is built in Spring River. She thinks it is much better although it is not void of racial prejudice 

either. Groening asserts that race functions as a derogatory form of self-definition for many 

Metis children as soon as they enter school (133). Racism that the children encounter is 

internalized, and learning becomes inseparable from social humiliation. Campbell recalls 

teachers who impregnated children, or who were alcoholic. Some made it clear that they did 

not like Metis students. Campbell realizes the different food Euro-Canadian children have 

such as bread, boiled eggs, apples, cakes, cookies, and jars of milk compared to the gophers 

many Metis children are left to eat. Chartrand et al. argue that many Metis were looked down 

on for their lower income, and made to feel ashamed of their poor living conditions (80). Even 

outside school they were victims of malicious taunts: ‘The townspeople would stand on the 

sidewalks and hurl insults at us. Some would say, “Halfbreeds are in town, hide your 

valuables.” If we walked into stores the white women and their children would leave and the 

housekeepers’ wives, sons and daughters would watch that we didn’t steal anything’ 

(Campbell 36). 

The incompatibility that Campbell perceives between her Native reality and her desire 

for the upper-class wealth available to the Euro-Canadians becomes the root of her identity 

conflict. The constant taunts render her insecure and anger arouses in her. Seeing her destitute 

situation makes Campbell fault her own family for the poverty they live in. ‘I remember 
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coming home and saying ugly things to Mom. [...] I kicked her and said that I hated her, 

Daddy, and “all of you no-good Half-breeds”’ (Campbell 50). Similarly, when a Metis guy 

Smokey proposed the idea of getting married with Campbell, her response was degrading: 

‘Marry you? You’ve got to be joking! I’m going to do something with my life than make more 

Half-breeds’ (Campbell 117). Campbell’s views about her potential future with a Metis man 

are rather dark: ‘When I thought of him and marriage I saw only shacks, kids, no food, and 

both of us fighting. I saw myself with my head down and Smokey looking like an old man, 

laughing only when he was drunk’ (Campbell 117). Considering the racism under which they 

would have to live, Campbell’s prediction is probably accurate. 

 As Campbell grows up, she has to face trauma after trauma. Her mother’s death not 

only breaks her down but also forces her to take responsibility for her family prematurely. It 

turns her life into a nightmare, and so Cheechum becomes an essential figure in keeping her 

spirits alive even more than before. When she leaves the family home, too, Campbell loses her 

sense of belonging and falls out of a protective Metis world into a fierce Euro-Canadian 

underworld. As a result of serious financial problems, social services threaten the Campbell 

family to send Campbell’s siblings to an orphanage. Her despair leads her to take rushed 

measures so she enters into a loveless marriage with a non-Aboriginal man only to provide 

home for her siblings. He, however, does not take care of them and reports the ongoing 

struggles of the family to the social services. Since Campbell’s siblings are placed in foster 

homes, she leaves Saskatchewan with her husband and her newly-born daughter in high hopes 

of finding a peaceful home somewhere else.  

Believing that prosperity is inherent in urban settings, Campbell arrives in Vancouver 

full of expectation: 
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Vancouver! It was raining when we arrived. The city was beyond my wildest 

imagination! It seemed to go on without end. As we drove along in the cab, I pressed my 

face against the window and drank in everything around me. There were miles and miles 

of flashing signs and street lights and the tallest buildings in the world. The people all 

looked rich and well-fed. The store windows were full of beautiful displays, lots of food, 

clothes and all the things a person could possibly need to be happy. (Campbell 131) 

Her optimism soon fades away: being abandoned again by her husband she needs to 

place her daughter in a convent for the care of nuns, and she is constrained to begin her life of 

prostitution. This period marks the climax of her alienation from her Metis culture, and she no 

longer has a sense of identity. ‘I had married to escape from what I thought was an ugly world, 

only to find a worse one’ (Campbell 120). In Vancouver, alcoholism and substance addiction 

take her further from Cheechum’s guidance. She starts to fulfil the prophesies that Euro-

Canadians have created about the Natives: ‘people believed I was bad anyway, so I might as 

well give them real things to talk about’ (Campbell 129). Ferris states that Campbell’s life on 

the urban margins parallels her marginalised existence. She takes pills and heroine to free 

herself from the despair that has brought her to this point in her life.  

With Campbell reaching a point of complete isolation, the strength gained from the 

lessons she received from Cheechum helps her begin a long road back to sanity. She quits 

prostitution and drugs, and she regains spiritual and economic freedom. At the age of thirty-

three she can rise from her stereotypical self-destructive behaviour towards healing. Her 

“account of her early marriage, loss of her siblings, birth of her children, abuse by her 

husband, her own abuse of drugs, suicidal depression, experience of racism exploded 

Canada’s naïve notions of being a caring and charitable country” (LaRocque When 91). 

Although Canada is one of the world’s most secure and prosperous countries, its Indigenous 
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peoples are significantly disadvantaged. Campbell’s survival inspires hope, though. She finds 

connection with the Native community through Alcoholics Anonymous and her involvement 

in Metis social and political activism provides her with a renewed sense of community. 

Through her jobs and friends she learns more about the present and past conditions of the 

Metis. She reconciles with the idea that change can come only slowly and recognizes the 

importance of perseverance.  

*** 

The 1970s’ emerging intellectual movements have launched a fundamental change in the 

lives of postcolonial and neocolonial communities globally. Realising how their culture had 

been controlled and suppressed by the European colonizers for centuries, they set off to take 

political actions in order to reclaim their long lost legal rights. In the Canadian context, First 

Nations, Inuit, and Metis people began to destabilize the theories of Western thought, 

Darwinism, and Manichean allegory, and spearheaded their campaign to open up spaces for 

themselves. Drawing on the tenets of contemporary Hybridity Theory, the Metis emphasized 

their unique place in the Canadian society and articulated their deprived position owing to 

centuries of marginalisation. 

Rallies, demonstrations, public speeches, and all sorts of aggressive and peaceful forms 

of protest were adopted to raise public awareness to the injustices carried out against 

Indigenous people. Literature gave a non-violent avenue to provide a discourse for the 

unheard, and a chance to correct the national collective myth. The Metis had to make 

themselves “visible” and destabilise the stereotypical images painted of them. A new wave of 
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Metis academics, intellectuals, and private persons turned to literature to depict their history 

and their way of existence. 

Campbell is one of the earliest voices and one of the most influential ones who broke 

down the silence about Metis life and history. In her autobiography, she addresses Natives and 

non-Natives to tell what it is like to be a Metis. Half-breed, however, does not portray the 

shame and anger resulting from degrading experiences as debilitating feelings. Instead, they 

are revealed as transformative forces that accommodate a drive to fight back (Episkenew 

Taking 111). In an interview with Hillis, Campbell admits that ‘there’s no such thing as anger 

being bad, because every emotion we’re given is a teacher. There’s a reason why we’re given 

those emotions. [...] I think of past experience as something I learned from. I can’t say what 

happened to me on the street was bad experience because it helped me be whatever I am 

today’ (46-7). Campbell closes her autobiography with an optimistic note saying ‘I believe 

that one day, very soon, people will set aside their differences and come together as one. [...] 

Then together we will fight our common enemies. Change will come because this time we 

don’t give up’ (Campbell 184). According to Hillis, Campbell sees considerable changes 

among her people. Metis youth go to universities, and more and more speak out, write, paint, 

and go back to the old ways (50). Petrone agrees that a new generation of university-trained 

writers engage in producing exciting new works (138). Through writing, Natives can 

counteract the negative images of Indigenous people and by freeing themselves of the limiting 

binds of stereotypes they empower each other and break free the yoke of colonial power. Like 

Campbell, more and more Metis authors of the 1970s are looking for new ways to speak for 

themselves.  
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3 1980s 

As we have seen in Chapter 2, Campbell’s Half-breed and her pertinacious endeavour 

initiated Aboriginal literature. She exercised such a great impact on other Native people that 

many decided to engage in creative writing, too. In the 1980s the Metis literary theme of 

awareness-raising, cultural existence, and past injustices was complemented with new 

concerns about Metis identity. Questions like “What is it like to be Metis today?” “Why are 

the Metis rejected by both First Nations and Euro-Canadian populations?” “Why were many 

Metis children taken from their parents and placed in foster care?” “Why do many Metis 

suffer from identity confusion?” were often asked and searched an answer to. 

 

3.1 A Search for Metis Identity 

All human beings have a sense of who they are in relation to a larger community. Based 

on race, ethnicity, religion, language, and culture people distinguish themselves from other 

groups and from their understanding of who they are. Although considerable theoretical 

writings have been produced on the concept of “identity,” there has been little focus placed on 

Aboriginal or, more specifically, on Metis identity (Frideres 314). This can be explained by 

the general lack of basic understanding of the conditions that have created Aboriginal identity. 

Non-Aboriginals often fail to see the differences among sub-groups such as First Nations, 

Inuit, or Metis. Even within these groups there are numerous sub-groups. In the case of the 

Metis, Western/Central Metis define themselves as descendants of mixed-ancestry of fur-trade 

communities of the Eighteenth Century, Eastern Metis as people of mixed ancestry with close 

connections with their First Nations heritage, and the Metis of the North as descendants of the 
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Dene, European, and mixed-ancestry traders of the Eighteenth Century (White and Dyck 17). 

Furthermore, locality (urban, rural) also triggers differences in Aboriginal identity. One’s 

location in society significantly determines his or her access to resources, opportunities, and 

power (Renzetti and Bergen 3), which creates further differences among the versatile Native 

groups. To clarify the complexity of Native identity, Postcolonial Studies in the 1980s 

attempted to get rid of conventional perspectives on identity formation and examine what a 

national identity might be for Postcolonial Subjects. Native people often argue that Aboriginal 

identity has been essentialized in order to implement government policy more easily on them, 

resulting in the lack of acknowledgement of Native variations (Frideres 314). Complex and 

including important historical, legal, political, and cultural dimensions, Native identity is a 

multifaceted concept encompassing an enormous diversity of people. 

The study of Aboriginal identity is impossible without understanding the historical and 

ongoing impacts of Colonization on generations of Native people. It destroyed the social and 

cultural structures of Indigenous groups, kinship, and religious institutions in order to replace 

them with Euro-Canadian ones. Assimilation policies eroded Indigenous identity, Aboriginal 

leadership was destroyed, and the role of Elders diminished. Colonialism created clear “colour 

lines” determining racial superiority of the Euro-Canadians and inferiority of the Natives. 

Aboriginal people have been struck by multigenerational trauma which accumulates over time. 

The residential schools taught Native children to believe in “white supremacy” and stripped 

them of the skills of socializing the generations to come. The relocations of the “60s Scoop” 

were employed to further the official goals of Native policy of the Canadian Government that 

is protection, civilization, assimilation (King The Inconvenient 89) and turned a large number 

of Aboriginal people dysfunctional and unable to pass on their Native identity (Halverson). 
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Even today, Aboriginal communities are seen as groups that need to be brought into the 

national collective, faced with the constraint to create an identity that will be ratified by others 

(Frideres 320). They often come to see themselves as they believe others see them. In her 

poem “Flanagan” in Cries from a Metis Heart Mayer recites that ‘A White lady once said / to 

me / “you should be happy / Europeans came and / mixed their blood with yours / otherwise / 

you would still be ugly”’ (64). Both Natives and non-Natives today believe in the fiction that 

Aboriginal identities are essential and fixed. Indigenous people accept this fiction as they 

mistakenly feel empowered vis-à-vis the mainstream society while the non-Natives regard it 

as a continuing historical phenomenon (Coombe 79). 

As for identities, a differentiation should be made between individual and social identity. 

It is often taken for granted that human beings are individual persons that have unique 

personalities and differ from one another. But they also belong to social groups that have a 

psychological reality for their members. According to the Social Identity Theory (SIT), 

developed by Henri Tajfel and John Turner in 1979, social identity is part of the individual’s 

self concept, which derives from membership of a social group together with the values and 

emotions attached to it (Tajfel 1). SIT represented an important shift from the individualistic 

analysis of intergroup relations (discrimination, prejudice, or intergroup conflicts). SIT gave 

the foundation for Turner’s Social Categorization Theory (SCT) from 1987, which describes 

the circumstances under which the person will perceive collections of peoples as groups, as 

well as the consequences of perceiving people in group terms. While individual identity 

defines us internally with reference to others, social identity categorises us in terms of other 

groups. Social identity can become salient in intergroup contexts (Oakes n. p.). One source of 

category salience is the degree to which a group is socially differentiated from another in 
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terms of its attributes. If the group differences are associated with stereotypes, the social 

categorization would further enhance the salience of group differences. Salience is an 

automatic process, which can change quickly with comparative contexts. Identity often shifts 

in order to adapt to a particular social situation one finds himself in. Aboriginals manoeuvre 

between their Native and Euro-Canadian worlds occasionally, and this move back and forth 

constitutes their identity creation (Gone “Conceptual Self” 65). 

The Metis are encumbered by a “border identity,” which means, for them, an existence 

between the Aboriginal and Euro-Canadian worlds. They have a unique status as their identity 

is based on the Native and dominant culture. Their complex identities enable them to cross 

boundaries and fit in conditionally. About the Metis sense of self, Cathy Richardson contends 

that  

I consider the self to be a compilation of one’s being, including the mental, the physical, 

the emotional, and the spiritual. A cultural self refers to the sense one has on being 

interconnected, interdependent, and imbedded in one’s culture. The two are not 

different, except for the explicit acknowledgement of the cultural context in the cultural 

self. Thus the formation of a healthy Metis sense of self is challenging, and this 

challenge is characteristic of being Metis. (original emphasis 2) 

Influenced by Postcolonial Theory, Cathy Richardson applies the idea of three “cultural 

spaces” (47). The first one is a white space, where being a Metis is challenging and thus many 

Metis deny their Aboriginal heritage. Mayer’s mother, for instance, spread makeup all over 

her face before she would leave home, and taught her children to hide who they were (12-13). 

The second one is a First Nation space of Aboriginal worldviews which the Metis often visit 

but where their mixed-blood heritage is frequently ignored. The third space is a Metis space 

defined by a specific Metis understanding of the Aboriginal worldview. Here the Metis 
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integrate both ancestries for the purpose of survival and wellness (Cathy Richardson 48). It is 

important to remember though that ‘many Canadians have mixed Aboriginal/non-Aboriginal 

ancestry, but that does not make them Metis or even Aboriginal [...] What distinguishes Metis 

people from everyone else is that they associate themselves with a culture that is distinctly 

Metis’ (White and Dyck 14). 

Since the 1980s, there has been an Aboriginal identity renaissance owing to certain 

political, economic, and social changes in the Natives’ lives. The American Indian Movement 

helped clear space for the resurgence of Indigenous culture. A series of court decisions 

confirmed the value of Aboriginal culture and the need for the Canadian Government to 

ensure the exercise of its role as a protector. In 1982 Section 35 of the Constitution Act 

recognized the existing Aboriginal rights and acknowledged First Nation, Inuit and Metis as 

Aboriginal. Although the section did not define the Aboriginal rights, it provided 

constitutional protection for the Natives. It ended almost two centuries during which Metis 

people had remained “invisible” and “unheared” among non-Aboriginals. In 1983 the Métis 

National Council split from the Native Council of Canada in order to better represent the 

needs and aspirations of Canadian Metis. 

Native communities soon started taking steps to rehabilitate their cultures. The Congress 

of Aboriginal Peoples (1971) and the Metis National Council (1983) came into being to 

represent the Metis in their relation with the federal government. Aboriginal artists and 

intellectuals began to express themselves through art and literature and engaged in a variety of 

arenas to challenge the ways non-Natives defined them. The different Indigenous sub-groups 

have expressed solidarity and social cohesion towards one another, but resisted any external 

labelling. As Frideres states, they remain distinct as nations but commonly share the impacts 
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of Colonialism (328). Olzak originally called this Aboriginal strategy the “war of manoeuvre” 

to combat assaults which then turned into a “war of positions” using political strategies to 

achieve their goals qtd. in Frideres 329) . The main theme of Indigenous revival has become 

the rediscovery of the importance of cultural pluralism. Through telling stories, the Aboriginal 

sub-groups have engaged actively in preserving their traditions, culture, and heritage. 

 Cathy Richardson shows a direct link between telling, listening to stories and the 

process of identity creation for the Metis. Metis stories can be transformative for Metis 

identity, especially for those who have little access to their culture. Narratives transmit cultural 

thought, teach lessons, share histories, and celebrate culture. Miner argues that by telling their 

stories Native people can heal from the atrocious remnants of Colonialism (152). Texts of 

resistance enable the externalization of alienation and traumatic experience and thereby help 

open emphatic communication (Schaub 321). Mayer claims that ‘I found solace in writing [...] 

In writing I could scream and rant without fear of exposing my vulnerability [...] putting the 

pain down in print has helped me distance myself from my own debilitating patterns of self-

destruction’ (46, 20). 

Joining the community voices by publishing Metis life-writings contributed significantly 

to reproducing Metis identities. Accordingly, Metis identity search and reparation have 

become two of the main themes of Metis literature. Metis authors enter the healing circle by 

speaking the unspoken, speaking their disempowerment, and empowering themselves against 

a dominant system which wants to forget (Damm “Says Who” 96). As White and Dyck point 

out, although the term Metis is interpreted in numerous different ways and the mainstream 

society have varied views on the definition of mixed-ancestry people, the Metis have a strong 

sense of identity (53) and are ready to pave themselves a way into Canadian literature. 
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By the 1980s more and more readers came to see an aspect of Canadian history that 

many Canadians had long failed to confront (Creal 251). Although there may still be some 

forms of discrimination, the stigma associated with being Native has considerably receded and 

the taking on of Aboriginal identity is turning positive. A quickly increasing number of 

Canadians stand up to declare themselves Native. It is a growing trend prompted by the 

gradual healing of wounds from the residential schools, and by the realisation that the rights 

bestowed upon other Canadians also apply to the Aboriginals (Galloway and Grant 

theglobeandmail.com ).  

Frideres differentiates four types of Aboriginal identity: (1) those who identify as 

Aboriginals as an unquestionable identity, (2) those who identify as Aboriginals but only 

because denying it would be unthinkable, (3) those who identify as Aboriginal and Canadian, 

(4) and those who choose not to identify as Aboriginal (327). In The Truth about Stories, King 

concludes that the question of identity is ‘as much a personal matter as it is a matter of blood.’ 

It is impossible to capture all forms of Aboriginal/Metis identity within the existing theories. 

Instead, complex historical, cultural, legal, and political factors have led to diverse expressions 

of Indigenous/Metis identities across Canada (King 55). We should continue exploring the 

understanding of Aboriginal identity issues because without looking beyond existing theories, 

we risk miscategorising people. 
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3.2 Racial Shame in Beatrice Culleton Mosionier’s In Search of April Raintree (1983) 

Beartice Culleton Mosionier (1949- ) belongs to the generation of Metis writers who 

decided to reinterpret the past and show how the telling of lies affects the lives and identities 

of the Metis people (Damm “Says Who” 96). As the first person to expose the child-welfare 

system of the settler government, she validates the experiences of thousands of foster children. 

To better represent the voices of all these children, she wrote a fictional autobiography In 

Search of April Raintree in a way that it is not solely based on Mosionier’s life story, but also 

on the stories of her siblings and children whom she lived with in foster care. In that sense the 

book shows would-be Aboriginal writers creating narratives that reveal their “truths” (Thom 

295). Mosionier focuses her account on the psychological aspects of the Native experience: 

she re-examines Native stereotypes that damage Aboriginal identity, and thus she contributes 

to changing social reality. By writing her book, she intends to undermine the “Manichean 

aesthetics” and open up a space between the negative stereotypes and the romanticized 

popular view of the Indians (Fee “Upsetting” 170).  

As a result of the family separations of the 60s Scoop, many children of Metis 

background could not develop their Metis identity and often turned to suicide. Richard 

Cardinal (1967-1984) was a well-known example of such tragedy: he had been placed in 

twenty-eight different foster homes in fourteen years, and his accumulated frustration brought 

him to suicide. He became another victim of child neglect (Richard Cardinal dir. by A. 

Obomsawin). Similarly, Mosionier’s sisters, Vivian and Kathy, decided to end their lives in 

1964 and 1980. Over the 1980s, one in every ten Native deaths was a suicide, five times 

higher than the general population’s rate (Jarvis and Boldt 13). According to Perreault, this 

can be explained by five main factors: (1) misinterpretation of Aboriginal history, (2) racist 
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images of Aboriginal people, (3) loss of land, culture, and language, (4) general domination of 

public discourse, and (5) individual experience of ridicule (269).  

Unlike Campbell, Mosionier wrote for herself and her novel In Search of April Raintree 

served as a catharsis in coming to terms with her personal story (Grant “Contemporary” 128). 

In Contemporary Challenges Mosionier admits that  

I decided to write a book after the second suicide of a member of family. [...] The 

decision to write was a way of trying to find answers as to why our family seemed to 

come up against all these things – why my parents were alcoholics, why we had to grow 

up in foster homes and why two sisters committed suicide. I really feel I would have 

been different if all that hadn’t happened. (Lutz 97) 

Fortunately, ‘a lot of the writing brought answers, and one of the biggest was realizing 

that I had been ashamed of being a native person most of my life’ (Garrod 81). ‘In Search of 

April Raintree was, for me, therapeutic.’ [It] ‘allows non-Native people to feel what it’s like to 

be a Metis in an emotional way’ (Mosionier “The Special Time” 248-9). It was urgent to make 

the Metis voice heard because, as Margaret Atwood argues, ‘the comfortable thing about a 

people who do not have a literary voice, or at least not one you can hear or understand, is that 

you never have to listen to what they are saying about you’ (244). Deanna Reder affirms (278) 

that ‘key to [Mosionier’s] healing is her need to articulate her memories publicly, to provide a 

testimonial to her own life.’ Her work fits Marilyn Dumont’s categorisation, which is set up 

on the basis of the pressure on contemporary Native writers: ‘If you are old, you are supposed 

to write legends, that is, stories that were passed down to you from your elders. If you are 

young, you are expected to relate stories about foster homes, street life and loss of culture and 

if you are in the middle, you are supposed to write about alcoholism or residential school’ 
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(47). Mosionier was thirty-four years old when she wrote In Search of April Raintree, which 

reflects a psycho-literary interplay of self and group communication. 

In Search of April Raintree is a fictional autobiography because, as Mosionier explains, 

using original names would have hurt some people’s feelings (Garrod 89). ‘I decided to write 

it as a fiction to protect the privacy of those around me’ (Mosionier “April, Cheryl, and Me” 

140). Episkenew adds that in a fictional work, Mosionier could explore and transform the 

residual pain of dissolution of her family into text in a safe environment. It is therapeutic 

because it helps examine and understand the pain caused by the alienating effects of forced 

foster care. Moreover, it can evade the criticism of other Native people who have lived 

through the same events but perceived them differently. They are concerned that Mosionier’s 

story will substantiate the stereotypes that plague Aboriginal women in Canada. Fiction, 

however, enables its author to give voice to many stories, not just his or hers (Episkenew 

Taking 108). With her fictional novel, Mosionier opened up a window for non-Native readers 

into a world that many did not know existed, and she inspired numerous Native writers, like 

Richard Wagamese, to adopt imagination to heal emotional wounds. In order to reach young 

readers as well, the Native Education Branch of Manitoba Education asked Mosionier to write 

a second school edition which would lack certain harsh details and obscene language present 

in the first edition. Since 1984, April Raintree has been included in the Canadian high school 

curriculum. What happens to the narrator and her nephew in the end is left to the readers’ 

imagination. In an interview with Garrod, however, Mosionier expressed her intention to write 

a sequel to the Raintree books (94). Since the first publication of In Search of April Raintree, 

readers have been intrigued to find out which parts of the book relate to the author’s life and 

which ones are fictional. To set the record straight in 2009, Mosionier wrote Come, Walk with 
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Me, A Memoir in which she confesses that, contrary to her first book, her life in her foster 

homes was relatively happy, her rapist has never been found, and two of her sisters committed 

suicide.  

Like Campbell, Mosionier begins her story with a brief section which establishes the 

narrator’s reasons for telling her story:  

Memories. Some memories are elusive, fleeting, like a butterfly that touches down and 

is free until it is caught. Others are haunting. You’d rather forget them, but they won’t be 

forgotten. And some are always there. No matter where you are, they are there, too. I 

always felt most of my memories were better avoided, but now I think it’s best to go 

back in my life before I go forward. (Mosionier In Search 11) 

Traumatic events from our past can become our constant companions if we are unable to 

process them (Episkenew Taking 71). Certain life experiences can be confusing and make us 

feel overwhelmed or even trapped. Joseph Gold claims that if ‘during our growing up, for 

instance, we have suffered trauma [...] we can get locked into the guilt, angry rejection and so 

on, that we felt at that time’ (Read 53). Converting the pain into language, however, and then 

into text enables us to distance ourselves from the trauma. That allows us to examine the 

trauma, understand the emotions it causes, and decrease its negative effects. The examination 

of those feelings happens in a safe environment comforted by the knowledge that we are not 

alone, and so we become able to move our life forward to a place of health (Episkenew Taking 

70). Many autobiographers claim to have written their autobiographies to “depathologize” 

their lives. Stories help us organise our thoughts, mend us when we are broken, and heal us 

when we are sick (McAdams 31-2). Gold adds that it is imperative to organize ‘so that we can 

carry the baggage of our experience comfortably and not have bits and pieces falling all over 

the place’ (Read 53). April tells her story to free herself of the memories she tried to avoid. 
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For her, the telling of her story is a process of personal healing, an opportunity to face the past. 

For Mosionier, too, the writing of the book was a detachment from the painful memories that 

haunted her and an attempt to come to terms with her past; it was a means of affirming her 

Metis culture and clarifying the lies. Her personal story reflects the reality of cultural and 

social positioning, and helps other Indigenous readers with similar childhood experiences 

process their past. Native readers find a first-person voice that does not implicitly exclude 

them. They can see themselves and their lives depicted in an account written by another 

Native person whom they can share similar feelings with and so the narrative becomes real to 

them (Episkenew Taking 76). 

April, the narrator of In Search of April Raintree, gives details on how she and her sister 

Cheryl struggle with the alter-ascribed acceptance of their Native identity. They are polar 

opposites: one gratifies and the other repudiates her Native heritage. Both of them fantasize 

their past: Cheryl can only imagine her parents as she was taken to foster homes too young to 

remember them. April remembers them, but does not understand their behaviour; she bases 

her fantasies on magazine advertisements. The Raintree kids fall into the pit of the Manichean 

schema, (Fee “Upsetting” 171), which renders them incapable of dealing with the challenges 

they face. April does not like either side of the colonizer/colonized binary and sees herself as 

caught between the two (Fee “Deploying” 212). She believes that ‘It would be better to be a 

full-blooded Indian or a full-blooded Caucasian. [...] what have the Métis people got? Nothing. 

Being a half-breed, you feel only the shortcomings of both sides’ (Mosionier In Search 142). 

She rejects her parents and her sister because she does not want to be treated like a Native. 

Paradoxically, over the course of the events, the sisters trade places regarding their initial 

Metis sentiments: Cheryl takes on April’s shame while April takes on Cheryl’s resilience.  
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The novel begins in 1955 in Winnipeg where the Raintree family needs to move to cure 

Henry, the father, of tuberculosis. This relocation becomes a dislocation, and the dislocation 

disarranges the extended family unit, which is the foundation of Indigenous communities 

(Episkenew Taking 114). After his recovery, Henry is unable to find a job and becomes 

dependent on social welfare. April’s mother Alice does not know how to fight urban racism 

and so she isolates herself from the rest of the community: ‘It was very rare when Mom would 

go downtown to the department stores where they had ride-on stairs. Mom didn’t like going 

shopping. I guess it was because sometimes people were rude to her. When that happened, 

Mom would get a hurt look in her eyes and act apologetic’ (Mosionier In Search 13). 

 The Raintree parents soon descend into despair and turn to alcohol. And they are not 

alone: according to the National Native Association of Treatment Directors, about eighty-

percent of Aboriginal people in Canada are affected by alcoholism (Fournier and Crey 174). 

This situation does not indicate a biological or cultural problem but the negative impacts of 

poverty, racism, and marginalisation (Waldram et al. 269). April and Cheryl’s parents cannot 

handle their self-destructive obsessions, therefore, the Children Aid Society places the 

Raintree children in separate foster homes. Alice’s sole reason to live is taken away and her 

life becomes unbearable. Although the social workers are completely aware of Alice and 

Henry’s serious social and financial problems, they focus on their alcoholism as the cause of 

their neglect and do not intervene to help: 

Rather than viewing alcoholism as a cause of child neglect in Native communities, it is 

more useful to think of it as a symptom of more fundamental and deep-seated problems. 

It is a consequence of a lack of employment opportunities and of the resulting despair 

experienced by many Native people. Alcoholism is a symptom of the powerlessness of 

Native people who are denied the right of self determination. (Johnston 77) 
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At the time, alcoholism was regarded as a moral deficiency rather than an illness. The 

only support available, the Alcoholics Anonymous, dealt with the addiction itself instead of its 

roots (Episkenew Taking 120).To get their children back, the Raintree parents had to heal from 

alcoholism and get a job which, given their circumstances, was impossible. By placing April 

and Cheryl in different foster homes, they become separated not only from their parents but 

from each other, too. With their new families, the Raintree kids’ acculturation bifurcates and 

develops opposite identities. At the Dions’, a Euro-Canadian Catholic family, April is taught 

how to be a good “white” girl, to pray in French, and to please her foster parents. She yearns 

for acceptance, and so she does her utmost to make her new family happy (Episkenew Taking 

120). Although she enjoys residing with the Dions, it is their material wealth that attracts her, 

for she still longs to be with her own family: ‘I felt like an outsider. I felt that I didn’t belong 

to this family. They were being nice to me, that’s all. And I have my own real family’ 

(Mosionier In Search 30). 

After a few years, April is relocated to the DeRosier home. This part of the novel is a 

completely fictional one made up of stories Mosionier heard from other foster kids (Mosionier 

“April” 141). April’s new family represents the foster families who adopt children only to 

receive money and free labour from the government. According to Grant, the DeRosier 

children demonstrate the internalization of racial superiority their mother instilled in them 

(“Abuse” 241). Their hostile attitude is complemented with the prophecy of the Raintree girls’ 

social worker who describes a very specific life trajectory and warns about the so-called 

“native girl syndrome:” 

It starts out with the fighting, the running away, the lies. Next come the accusations that 

everyone in the world is against you. There are the sullen, uncooperative silences, the 
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feeling sorry for yourselves. And when you go on your own, you get pregnant right 

away, or you can’t find or keep jobs. So you’ll start with alcohol and drugs. From there 

you get into shoplifting and prostitution, and in and out of jails. You’ll live with men 

who abuse you. And on it goes. You’ll end up like your parents, living off society. 

(Mosionier In Search 62) 

The social worker judges the girls on the basis of racial stereotypes that affect April and 

Cheryl’s identity formation. This Western attitude boxes April in since she is constantly fed 

with negative stereotypes about Native people (Acoose 229). According to Michael Pickering, 

such stereotypes fix these characteristics by imparting to the Natives an unquestioned 

obviousness. This essential meaning is imposed from outside by those who command the 

process of stereotyping. It attempts to fix identities in and over time (95-97). Even at school 

April is taught to be ashamed of her people:  

I knew all about Riel. He was a rebel who had been hanged for treason. Worse, he had 

been a crazy half-breed. I had learned about his folly in history. [...] And here, I was 

supposed to be part Indian. I remember how relieved I was that no one in my class knew 

of my heritage when we were going through that period of Canadian history. (Mosionier 

In Search 42-3) 

 From what she reads and hears about contemporary Metis, April believes that ‘Métis 

and Indians were inclined to be alcoholics. That’s because they were a weak people. Oh, they 

were put down more than anyone else, but then, didn’t they deserve it?’ (Mosionier In Search 

46). Although April is convinced that the Metis do not deserve emphaty, she does not think 

that she herself deserves the cruel treatment she receives at the DeRosier family. She takes her 

fate in hand and decides to write her misery for a Christmas story competition at school and 

thereby disclose her mistreatment to her teacher. It is April’s first courageous act to improve 
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her living conditions. Fortunately, rescue comes with a new social worker soon who moves 

April to a new foster home. 

To avoid the predictions about the Native girl syndrome and to fight her sense of 

inferiority, April has a powerful tool. As her skin is light enough, she decides to pass as white 

and live her life in the dominant society. ‘Knowing the other side, the Métis side, didn’t make 

me feel any better. It just reinforced my belief that if I could assimilate myself into white 

society, I wouldn’t have to live like this for the rest of my life’ (Mosionier In Search 78). 

Growing up in a Euro-Canadian environment full of prejudice against Aboriginal people 

builds resentment in April towards her Metis culture and turns her away from her family. 

Mosionier explains that ‘keeping me isolated from my parents and relatives made me more 

susceptible to assimilation’ (“April” 140). Episkenew affirms that ‘It is [the Metis’] proximity 

to the white settlers, their legal status, and their poverty –not their mixed-blood- that erodes 

the Metis’ sense of pride and security in their identity’ (“Socially” 61). People with 

conceivable stigmas such as skin colour are aware that they could be stigmatized if their 

attribute is discovered, thus they carefully monitor the way they speak, dress, and behave to 

maximize their chance of passing with the dominant group (Padilla and Perez 45). 

Appearances provide the first information about an individual to others in the context of face-

to-face social interactions. Someone’s looks are critical in understanding how individuals 

develop and maintain racial identities (Hier and Bolaria 153). Many people choose to pass: 

some casually for a limited time or a particular purpose, some permanently (Kawash 128). 

Mayer calls passing a “perceptual protection,” a way to restore cognitive equilibrium, a way to 

be someone of value. Denying one side of your ancestry, however, only gives temporary 

comfort and robs you of your cultural self (14, 16) A passing body puts ‘whiteness, blackness, 
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and boundary, in short, the entire basis of social order into question. In the figure of the 

passing body, the signifiers of race are unloosed from the signifieds; the seemingly stable 

relation between representation and the real collapses’ (Kawash 131). Passing, the metaphor of 

“risk-taking” (Bollobás 480), has its perils: there will always be a relative who breaks down 

the white image and forces the denied identity on the passing body. Mosionier claims that 

‘I’ve tried to live, I suppose, as a white person, not considering any of the native problems or 

not sympathising with them. I ignored the fact that I was a native person. But every once in a 

while it’s thrown in your face, whether you want it or not’ (Garrod 85).  

April becomes as bigoted as many other non-Natives are. She resents her parents for 

their alcoholism and giving up on their children: ‘My conclusion [...] was that once an 

alcoholic, always an alcoholic. And if one’s own children weren’t enough reason for one to 

recover, then there could be no reason at all’ (Mosionier In Search 113). She enrols at St. 

Bernadette’s Academy to finish high school and makes up a story about her parents being 

killed in a plane crash. She distances herself from Cheryl, not even bothering to write to her, 

and begins to work as a legal secretary in Toronto. While she is there she faces the difference 

in treatment and opportunities the Aboriginal people receive in a Euro-Canadian majority 

environment. She notices that service is deliberately slow for Natives and overhears malicious 

comments such as ‘Who let the Indians off the reservation?’ (Mosionier In Search 98) She 

admits that ‘I just felt embarrassed to be seen with natives, Cheryl included. I gradually began 

to go out with them less and less’ (Mosionier In Search 98). Instead, she reads books on 

etiquette and prepares herself for a future in the mainstream society: 

I’d spend hours shopping for just the right thing. I had no idea how I was going to 

become rich. All I knew was that one day I would have a beautiful home, a big fancy 
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car, and the most gorgeous clothing ever. Yes, when fortune kissed me with wealth, I’d 

be well prepared. (Mosionier In Search 91-2) 

 She explains to Cheryl that ‘being Métis means I’m one of the have-nots. And I want so 

much. I’m selfish. I know it, but that’s the way I am. I want what white society can give me. 

Oh, Cheryl, I really believe that’s the only way for me to find happiness’ (Mosionier In Search 

101). She loathes the Metis more and more for not being able to rise from their deplorable 

situation:  

I can’t see what anyone can do for them, except the people themselves. If they want to 

live in their rundown shacks that are overridden with flies, and who knows what other 

kinds of bugs, and that stink of filth, and soiled clothing and mattresses, and if they want 

to drink their lives away while their children go hungry and unclothed, then there’s not 

much that can be done for them, except to give them handouts and more handouts. 

(Mosionier  In Search 108) 

April is convinced that the negative aspects of Native life come alive because the Metis allow 

them to happen: ‘Life is what you make it. We made our lives good. It wasn’t always easy, but 

we did make it. And they are responsible for their lives’ (Mosionier In Search 110). She 

envisions an upper-class life replete of joy and happiness: one day a handsome white prince 

will rescue her from a life of servitude. She eventually marries a successful non-Aboriginal 

businessman Bob Radcliff, who is rooted in her white fairytale ideal. He is gentle, good-

natured, and very considerate. They decide to get married a month after they first met. 

April and Bob’s marriage is doomed to failure no matter how white April looks. Cheryl 

warns her: ‘Even if Bob isn’t prejudiced, maybe his friends are. And what will they think 

when they find out he has married a half-breed? If he had to choose, do you really believe he’d 

stick with you? [...] Or what if you had children and they looked like Indians?’ (Mosionier In 
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Search 100). Although Bob does not seem to be prejudiced, his mother does, and he is highly 

influenced by her. Mother Radcliff disapproves of her new daughter-in-law from the 

beginning, first only because she was not invited to the wedding, though. She is polite, invites 

April to social events, and takes her on shopping spree. They spend a good deal of time in 

each other’s company but they never joke or laugh together.  

From the moment Mother Radcliff lays eyes on brown-skinned Cheryl at their New 

Year’s Eve party in Toronto surrounded by patronizing and hypocritical guests, she 

spearheads a war against the relationship and joins forces with Bob’s ex-girlfriend to end his 

marriage with April. From an overheard conversation April realises that Mother Radcliff 

dreads being grandmother to half-breeds, and that Bob has committed adultery. April finally 

realizes that her husband and his family are too prejudiced to accept her in their circles; hence 

she decides to ask for a divorce. This is April’s second courageous act to take control of her 

life. After a generous divorce settlement, she returns to Winnipeg and tries to build up her life 

again. 

While April has an elusive approach to her Metis origins in order to work on her future 

in the mainstream society, Cheryl remains resistant. Images packed in the colonial box build 

up her Native identity. She receives cultural nourishment and intellectual stimulation from her 

liberal-minded Metis foster parents. In her case, we can see that individuals with stigmas have 

a choice in the matter of how far they are willing to go in the acculturation process. As a bright 

child, Cheryl immediately sees the injustices carried out against her people. She harshly 

criticizes the history taught at school: 

If this is history, how come so many Indian tribes were wiped out? How come they 

haven’t got their land anymore? How come their food supplies were wiped out? Lies! 
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Lies! Lies! Your history books don’t say how the white people destroyed the Indian way 

of life. That’s all you white people can do is teach a bunch of lies to cover your own 

tracks! (Mosionier In Search 54) 

The greater the perceived discrimination she encounters, the more she intends to identify 

with her heritage group: ‘I’ve always felt so out of place, living with white families, 

surrounded by whites’ (Mosionier In Search 100). She romanticizes the Metis tradition and 

idealizes a return to a purely Aboriginal culture (Schaub 322). Cheryl attacks the portrayal of 

the Metis people in the Western school system; in her essays she offers an alternative history. 

In her letter to April she says: 

I’ve enclosed my historical piece on Riel at the Red River Insurrection. You ought to see 

this load of crap we have to take in History. I don’t know if you took the same textbook. 

It’s Canada: the New Nation. It makes me mad the way they portray native people. It 

makes me wish those white men had never come here. But then we would not have been 

born. At least the Indians would have been left in peace. Nothing those tribes ever did to 

each other matches what the whites have done to them. [...] But history should be an 

unbiased representation of the facts. And if they show one side, they ought to show the 

other side equally. Anyways, that’s why I’m writing the Métis side of things. I don’t 

know what I’m going to do with it, but it makes me feel good. (Mosionier In Search 78) 

Despite the positive reinforcement she receives from her foster parents, Cheryl’s cultural 

identity is constructed with images from books about romanticized Indian tribes and historical 

snapshots, packed in the colonial-box of Native identity (Acoose 231). She has little contact 

with the flesh-and-blood Aboriginal people and is not aware of their current predicament. The 

romantic depiction of the Natives sets up a false ideal which stands in sharp contrast with 

reality. She first wants to study to become a social worker so as to help her people, but she 

soon becomes disillusioned in seeing them struggling with drugs and alcohol: 
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I see more and more of what April sees, broken people with broken houses and broken 

furniture. The ones I see on Main Street, the ones who give us our public image, the ones 

I see puking all over public sidewalks, battling it out with each other, their blood 

smearing up city-owned property, women selling what’s left of themselves for a cheap 

bottle of wine. No wonder April ran. (Mosionier, original italics In Search 196) 

 She is unable to relate to other Indigenous girls, and therefore treats them the way she 

was treated by her social workers. Tracking her still alcoholic father down, ’a bent, wasted 

human form’ (Mosionier In Search 197), makes her face reality, which she cannot handle. 

Cheryl’s idealized picture of her heroic people and her courageous parents is ruined and she 

cannot come to terms with reality. ‘All my dreams to rebuild the spirit of a once proud nation 

are destroyed in this instant’ (Mosionier In Search original emphasis 198). Her destructive 

relationship with her boyfriend, Mark, does not help either. He does not work and the couple 

is ‘stone broke’ (Mosionier In Search 203). She sinks into a spiral of depression and becomes 

embroiled in violence, drugs, and drinking. In order to support her alcoholic father and Mark, 

she even prostitutes herself, just like Mosionier’s sister did (Mosionier “April” 141). Cheryl’s 

self-worth is steadily diminished and the “native girl syndrome” takes control over her. 

April learns about her sister’s prostitution and hardships with alcohol, anger, and apathy 

in a tragic way. She is mistaken for Cheryl and is violently raped when she wants to pick up 

Cheryl’s clothes from her apartment. During the attack she is forced into her Native identity 

and her body becomes the site of racist violence. She is called a “squaw” (Mosionier In Search 

128) which, according to Maracle, is excluded from the man/woman opposition; therefore, she 

is perceived not even as an object, let alone an autonomous subject (I Am Woman 16). Grant 

describes the documentation of April’s rape as one of the most graphic rape scenes in English 

literature and leaves nothing to the readers’ imagination (“Abuse” 244). This brutal experience 
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haunts April and forces her to confront her Metis identity. Her report to the police about the 

rape is her third move towards reclaiming her self. 

The aftermath of the rape plays a prominent role in April’s subsequent actions. Once she 

finds out that she can blame her rape on Cheryl, her tentative efforts to identify herself as a 

Metis come to an end abruptly (Fee “Deploying” 223). She is traumatized and believes that 

her sister has become a “gutter-creature” (Mosionier In Search 198). Despite her 

disappointment, though, she attempts to rebuild her relationship with Cheryl. Her efforts are 

rather fruitless, though, on account of her disability to hide her contempt about her sister’s 

lifestyle. Mosionier explains that April ‘treated Cheryl with the attitude of “I have to look after 

you because you can’t look after yourself; I have to be there for you because the minute I 

leave, you get yourself into trouble”’ (Garrod 86). 

Cheryl blames herself for April’s traumatized post-rape condition, and her terrible sense 

of guilt dis-empowers her. When reality crushes her, her identity gets ruined and finally she 

commits suicide by jumping off the same bridge as the one her mother did from years earlier. 

In an interview, Mosionier explains that Cheryl had to die because she represented 

Mosionier’s sisters (“April, Cheryl, and Me” 141). Cheryl’s death gives April a profound 

understanding of her sister’s pain and that of her people. From Cheryl’s journals, she discovers 

who her sister was and what she attempted to become. April finds out about Cheryl’s life over 

the previous years and that April has a nephew who, now that Cheryl is gone, will make her 

passing impossible.  

The journals that Cheryl left behind help April realize that to overcome the trauma she 

must accept her Metis heritage (Schaub 323). By accepting her past, she becomes empowered 
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to shape and cherish her Metis identity. Wiser and stronger, she takes responsibility for 

Cheryl’s son, and resolves to bring up Henry and provide him with a better self-image. With 

April’s recognition of Henry, her identification is complete. She says ‘MY PEOPLE, OUR 

PEOPLE,’ which finally lifts the denial from her spirit. April’s longing to reunite with her 

sister represents her need to find her self because her search for Cheryl is actually a search for 

April Raintree, symbolising Mosionier herself. She claims that ‘It is tragic that it had taken my 

sisters’ deaths to bring me to accept my identity’ (Mosionier “April” 142). She opens up a new 

identity space between the two authorised cultural poles. April’s final words enact a political 

affiliation and involvement with others in the shaping of the Metis future. She can live her life 

with an identity that has, as Creal claims, connection with her past but is open to the future 

with new possibilities (239). This ending is not romantic; it suggests there is struggle ahead, 

but there is a considerable step taken forward. 

To understand April and Cheryl’s constructed marginal identity, Michel Pecheux 

proposes his theory of the creation of three modes of subject (Lam 42-43). The good subject 

involves outside parties that freely define them without the subject’s consent. The bad subject 

refuses the image thrust upon him or her and defies the cultural formation that seeks to 

identify them. The third type of subject goes through a dis-identification: they acknowledge 

the presence of ideologies and their implications, and transform them into a more acceptable 

truth. Cheryl represents the bad subject who resists accepting the generalisations of her people 

and fights to the end of her strength. She succumbs when the image she constructs of the Metis 

people throughout her youth collapses. April, on the other hand, starts as a good subject who 

believes that the Metis are deplorable and are not worthy of compassion. Her strategy is to 

pass as white and eschew the discrimination against Indigenous/Metis people so as to enjoy 
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the privileges reserved solely for the mainstream society. After realising that she cannot 

escape her Native background, she becomes the third type of subject who can finally cherish 

her Metis heritage. 

The Raintree children invent different pasts: April a Western one and Cheryl an 

Aboriginal one. Both prove to be problematic since both girls’ identity-formation relies on a 

binary approach. They attempt to be purely one identity and try to destroy elements of the 

other culture. When individuals identify with one group, they immediately create and reinforce 

boundaries (Frideres 323). Both April and Cheryl end up being pathologized by the effects of 

stigmatizing racism which tore their family and identity apart. To handle the harm it causes, 

Nancy Fraser offers two approaches: (1) “affirmation” aims at re-estimating the disdained 

group identities by collecting common cultural pieces of art together. It, however, does not 

eliminate the group differences (2). “Transformation” attempts to modify the underlying 

solidified cultural structures by mapping the sources of injustice. This approach destabilizes 

the existing differences and blurs the line between group identities (359, 364), which seems to 

make it a more effective solution. 

*** 

Mosionier’s In Search of April Raintree affirms the relevance of the documentation of 

Native reality in order to render the dominant Euro-Canadian society cognizant of how the 

Colonisation of North America alienated its Indigenous peoples both from their land and from 

themselves. Aboriginal pieces of literature of the 1980s started to foster awareness of these 

destructive processes, and have been adopted as political tools to improve Aboriginal people’s 

rights. Reading about Native culture teaches the mainstream society to treat the Natives as 
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equal partners in the social matrix. Since the 1980s, Indigenous life-writings point to past 

injustices but often end with hope and determination to move towards a peaceful 

reconciliation with the non-Aboriginal society. 

Metis writers like Mosionier have disturbed the Western canon by revealing the mis-

presentations of their culture in Canadian literature and by claiming the right to their own 

voices and positions to speak from. They are motivated by the urge to reclaim their own 

voices (Egerer 34). The power of In Search of April Raintree is its success in explaining how 

racism feeds destructive processes of identification that lead to despair and alcohol (Fee 

“Deploying Identity” 225). It works towards social change not only through its didactic 

content but through its epistemological process. The Metis need to tell their truths, share their 

life stories, and dismantle the fossilized national collective myth. 
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4 1990s 

As we have seen in Chapter 3, significant improvements were made in the recognition of 

the uniqueness of the Metis identity formation in the 1980s. The complexities of this rich 

cultural heritage were finally acknowledged and were given credit for many of the Metis’ 

current handicaps. Metis social cohesion started to strengthen and their identification as a 

distinct nation was promoted. Nevertheless, perceiving Metis identity as a unified whole 

would be a mistake and would consolidate racial boundaries. We need to dig a little deeper to 

get a better picture of the constituents and the consequent complexity of Metis identity. 

Inquiries of various socially categorized identities traditionally focused on a single identity 

domain: feminists fought for women’s rights, people of colour for African-Americans’ rights, 

and homosexuals for the equal treatment of lesbians and gays. Differences stemming from 

social, ethnic, cultural, and sexual disparity were frequently neglected. The re-discovery of 

“Two-Spiritedness” in the 1990s is the result of the intersection of diverse theoretical domains, 

and roots in the endeavour of Postcolonialism, third-wave Feminism, as well as Gay Studies.  

 

4.1 Revival of Two-Spirits 

Postcolonialism focuses on the relationships between the Western world and many parts 

of the Middle-East, Asia, and Africa. Said, Spivak, and Bhabha explored what happened to 

people during and after Colonialism. Native Studies, though, have been addressed to more by 

a number of recent theoreticians, like James Clifford, Avtar Brah, or Neal McLeod, who focus 

on the tribal diasporic experience. The Diasporic Theory deals with identity, home, exile, 

heritage, and location, which are important both for Postcolonialism and Native studies; 
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notwithstanding, this theory has not developed enough to explore the diversity of Native 

experience. 

A similar oblivion occurred in the aspirations of first-wave Feminism. Although it was 

revolutionary in approach, it failed to address certain groups of women who diverge from the 

mainstream heterosexual, middle-class, white females. Many lesbians remained on the margin 

of the feminist civil rights struggles of the 1960s and 70s. Dissatisfied with their predicament, 

lesbians, together with women of colour and Aboriginal women shifted their attention from 

men to other women. From the 1980s on, feminists began to call for the recognition of 

differences that reside at the intersection of several identity domains such as ethnicity, race, or 

sexuality. The diversity of women within Women Studies surfaced with the Gay Liberation 

Movement (Yarbro-Bejarano 126).  

The Gay Liberation Movement of the 1980s urged lesbians and gays to engage in radical 

actions and counter societal shame with gay pride. It fought against master narratives 

depicting homosexuals as dangerous people who cannot be trusted. Counter-stories called for 

better accounts on how gay men behave, and portrayed them as engaging in activities other 

than sexual ones. They presented homosexual people as worthy of respect and so aimed to free 

their moral agency without oppressing other groups (H. L. Nelson 184-5). But again, the new 

movement concentrated on the mainstream homosexual individuals and forgot about the 

people of colour or of Native origin who often reported to feel marginalised from the LGBT 

community. 

The growing dissatisfaction contributed to the development of the Standpoint Theory 

(Adams and Phillis 273), which focuses on the personal implications of different social 
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locations within society. Researchers started exploring interconnections between gender and 

other social categories such as ethnicity and sexual orientation. The Standpoint Theory 

observes that the connection between an individual’s sense of self and their location at the 

intersection of two or more identity domains has a considerable impact on what they know and 

how they come to know it. It concerns with the various levels of people’s perceptions which 

varies from person to person. The collectiveness in perspectives, however, can be viewed in 

certain groups where they share common environments. Standpoints are multifaceted rather 

than essentializing. In Gender Trouble, Butler agrees that crucial information resides in the 

interconnection of two or more axes of power relations (4).  

The way lesbian experience differs from those of heterosexual women’s, so does Native 

homosexual experience from those of non-Native lesbian/gays. What Gender Theory studies 

about hetero-patriarchy as a cause of the sexual subjugation of women, and what Racial 

Theory analyses on racism as a cause of Euro-Western people’s Colonization of the Americas, 

in fact, intersect. Adams and Phillis perceive five potential differences in social locations: (1) 

degree of acceptance, (2) spiritual sanctions, (3) tribal histories providing (4) guidelines for 

different gender roles, and (5) inclusion within predominantly Euro-American lesbian/gay 

community (276). All these locations have a determining impact on the individual’s identity 

and social experience. In The History of Sexuality, Foucault claims that the modern racial state 

comes into being by producing “sex” as a quality of bodies and populations which are targeted 

as a method of enacting state power (150). This is how Eurocentric male racism and sexual 

conquest became key components of the genocide of the Native Americans. 

It was not until the Europeans took over North America that the Natives adopted the idea 

of gender roles. They did not have a set of rules that men and women had to abide by in order 
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to be considered “normal” member of their tribe (McKinney bipartisanreport.com). Since the 

colonizers settled down, there have been reports on Native American males who take up the 

culturally defined roles of women, doing women’s work, wearing women’s clothes, and often 

entering into sexual relationships with men (Lang 100). These male-bodied, gender-variant 

people were not considered men; rather, they were a separate or third gender, known as 

“berdache,” a French term describing a male Native homosexual partner. According to 

Morgensen, it cohered an object of knowledge that described a gender-transitive homosexual 

subject defined by male embodiment who received the recognition of Native societies. Will 

Roscoe defines the term as “a boy kept for unnatural purposes” in his groundbreaking book 

The Zuni Man-Woman (5). The Natives had their own terms to refer to this alternative gender: 

the Navajo called it “nàdleehí” (one who is transformed), among the Lakota it was “winkté” 

(indicative of a male who has a compulsion to behave as a female), and “hemaneh” (half man 

half woman) in Cheyenne, to name a few (McKinney http://bipartisanreport.com/). To replace 

“berdache” Native Americans recommended a new term “Two-Spirit” which is the English 

translation of the Ojibway term: “niizh manitoag” (Roscoe Changing 110).  

Originating in Winnipeg in 1990 at the Third Annual Intertribal Native American/First 

Nations Gay and Lesbian Conference, the term Two-Spirit was chosen to distance Native 

people from non-Natives, as well as from berdache or gay (Rainbow Resource Centre 

rainbowresourcecentre.org). Two-Spirit is an inclusive term that represents both men and 

women, whereas gay and lesbian already set up a division (Roscoe Changing 111). It 

exemplifies the inherent relationship between sexuality and cultural identity. Alex Wilson 

assets that the term “Two-Spirit” promotes the tenet that sexuality, gender, community, and 

spirituality are all interconnected for the Indigenous Americans (334). Moreover, unlike 
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berdache, Two-Spirit has been picked by the ones it serves to identify. While some use it to 

refer specifically to the cultural roles of individuals who embody both male and female spirits, 

Two-Spirit is also applied to describe Aboriginal people who identify as lesbians, gay, 

bisexual, transgender, or queer. Beaver argues: 

We believe there exists the spirits of both man and woman within. We look at ourselves 

as being very gifted. The Creator created very special beings when he created two-

spirited people. He gave certain individuals two-spirits. We’re a special people, and 

that’s been denied since contact with the Europeans. What heterosexuals achieve in 

marriage, we achieve within ourselves. (qtd. in Hammond 17) 

Curtis Harris adds that the Natives adopted “Two-Spirit” because 

It does encompass more traditions than any of the other terms that we have come across, 

and it is also fairly accurate reflection in terms of how most of our communities see us. 

[...] We started to use this term because we didn’t feel comfortable in many cases in 

simple defining ourselves by the colonizers’ culture which said that you were now going 

to be either gay or lesbian or bisexual. (156, 158) 

Before European contact, sexual and gender diversity was a natural aspect of life among 

most Indigenous peoples (Gilley 7). Gender was viewed as a spiritual calling and not 

determined by a person’s anatomy. Native ideas about gender did not employ the gender 

binary commonly found in European societies. Instead, male- and female-bodied persons had 

a myriad of gender roles. Families observed young children’s behaviour so that they could 

guide them towards a particular form of gendered socialization (Gilley 9).  

Lang differentiates four genders in many Native American cultures: man, woman, two-

spirit womanly males, and two-spirit manly females (103). The institution of the third or 

fourth gender, however, was less about sexuality and more about their special qualities that 
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could be incorporated into the life of the community. Were they then homosexuals? According 

to Western definitions of bodily sex, most were (Gilley 11). Yet, it is more accurate to say that 

they had sexual relationships with people of different genders. Besides, there were two-spirit 

males who had sexual relations with women or no sexual relationships at all. According to 

Indian Country Today, Native communities acknowledge not four but rather five different 

gender roles: female, male, two-spirit female, two-spirit male, transgender (McKinney 

http://bipartisanreport.com/). Lester Brown goes further and distinguishes six alternative 

gender styles: woman, man, not-man (biological woman who has some male roles), not-

woman (biological man with some female roles), lesbians, and gays (6). What thus becomes 

apparent is that Indigenous societies had an incredibly sophisticated way of viewing sexuality 

and how they fit into the individual’s social identity. 

Prior to the arrival of the Europeans in the Americas, difference had been highly prized 

in First Nations communities. Two-Spirits were regarded as gifted people by nature since they 

carried two spirits (male and female) and therefore were able to see both sides of everything. 

These individuals were looked upon and honoured since 

an ordinary male sees the world through male eyes, and an ordinary female sees the 

world through female eyes. However, a Two-Spirited person [...] will always see further. 

For this reason, many Two-Spirit people have become Medicine people, leaders and 

intermediaries between men and women, and between tribal communities and non-

Native people. (Tafoya 258) 

Gender diversity and same-sex relations had difficulty surviving amid the presence of the 

European Christian value system. Sexuality arose in settler society as a function of the bio-

politics of Colonization. Queering Native peoples became defined as primitive among 

European settlers. The bio-politics of Colonialism was created by the imposition of hetero-
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patriarchy and the hegemony of settler sexuality. Sexuality served to project colonial power, 

which was justified by highlighting signs of a primitive lack of differentiation between sexes. 

Linking savagery to sexual nature characterised European rule (Morgensen 31-7). The 

European settlement of Canada thus produced strongly gendered modes of control over Native 

people. Queer Natives became doubly oppressed for their Indigeneity and sexuality as well. 

The heterosexual gaze dictated how heterosexuals, homosexuals, or Two-Spirits should be 

seen. 

The new dominant culture exported their Puritanical norms (myths of damnation, or 

original sin) to the Indigene. Euro-Canadians applied their Cartesian definitions of gender to 

the Natives, which designated the purpose of two genders to procreation. Christian education 

in government-run boarding schools repressed Native spirituality and made Aboriginal queer 

identity invisible. Hetero-normative sexual ideologies created the impossibility of a socially 

recognized two-spirit role and destroyed alternative genders almost entirely. As a result of 

Christian ideas, gender variance and homosexuality have come to be seen as identical. Native 

Americans with alternative gender types were forced to dress and act according to newly 

designated gender roles (McKinney, my emphasis, bipartisanreport.com). Once they began to 

convert to Christianity, they accepted the ideologies of sinfulness of same-sex relations. By 

today the roles of two-spirit people have been lost, and they have come to see themselves as 

individuals who do not fit in the parameters of Indian identity. And the loss of gender identity 

does not only affect one generation but subsequent ones, too. 

Without negative stigma attached to Two-Spiritedness, there were no inner tribal 

incidents of retaliation or violence towards the chosen people simply due to a fact that 

individuals identified as the opposite or both genders (McKinney bipartisanreport.com). With 
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the new religious ideologies, though, many Natives started to adopt the homophobic attitudes 

of the dominant culture. Numerous non-gay Aboriginals see same-sex relations as something 

that did not exist historically and should not be recognized. If a man were recognized as 

homosexual, he would bring negative attention to his family. According to Gilley, there are 

three basic strategies of belonging people adopt. (1) Anxiety over homophobia motivates 

people to stay in the closet. Many choose to remain silent about their alternative gender or 

sexuality and decide to pass as heterosexual because of the “queer panic” coming from 

imported Western morals in conflict with Native values. Passing enables people to present 

themselves as an “appropriate” part of cultural entity. Since individuals strive for acceptance, 

they are willing to avoid certain parts of their identity. (2) The establishment of one’s own 

values arises from the acceptance of Native cultural value and rejection of Western ones. In 

other words, for these individuals their inherited traditional virtue is positively reinforced and 

strongly instilled in. (3) The third strategy is balancing the cultural standards of all cultures, 

which means the comprehension of Western dualism and Native ethics of non-interference 

with others’ affaires. These people find harmony in life easily and are motivated to take a 

broader look on all matters. 

Despite the growing gay activism since the Stonewall Riots of 1969, the Aboriginals see 

themselves as explicitly left out of the movement (Gilley 26). They have a unique location in 

the social landscape with experiences differing remarkably from those of the Euro-Canadian 

lesbians and gays.’ Many queer Natives experience prejudice, discrimination, and rejection 

within urban non-Aboriginal lesbian and gay subcultures. Some attempt to merge into the 

queer subculture, others return to their Native culture searching for role models. Queer Natives 

usually see themselves first as Native Americans/First Nations and only after that as gay. 
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Their sexual orientation is part of their identity but not as important as their cultural 

background (Lang 109-10).  

On the reservations not all people have internalized homophobia, though. Many have 

resisted since the tribal membership is more important than whom a person engages in sexual 

unions with. In Aboriginal cultures, people are valued for their contributions to their tribes, 

rather than for masculinity or femininity. They emphasize their Native traditions about 

spirituality and way of living through the establishment of Two Spirits. Given the flexibility of 

the term, more people feel a greater connection to their Indian identity today. There is a 

growing call for a return to traditional values and to challenge sexuality, sex, and gender 

essentialism. By returning to their reserve, queer Natives reconstruct a neo-traditional 

Indigenous culture (Wright et. al. 68). 

The renaissance of two-spirit people began in 1988 with a handful of people troubled by 

the lack of tolerance in their own Native community. More and more two-spirit organizations 

came into being across the U.S. and Canada. Two-spirit activism challenges settler 

Colonialism when it recalls legacies of resistance. Academics and activists celebrate Native 

people’s historic acceptance of sexuality and gender difference. Scholars like Craig Womack, 

Qwo-Li Driskill, Mark Rifkin or Bethany Schneider have created a more thoughtful 

scholarship which includes Native subjectivity. They are reconstructing interpretations of 

culturally specific sexualities and reaffirm alternative gender identities. Maurice Kenny’s 

essay “Tinselled Bucks” (1976) served as a call for arms to queer activists while Paula Gunn 

Allen’s essay “Lesbians in American Indian Cultures” (1981) called for the restoration of the 

place of gay and lesbian Native Americans in the community (williampercy.com). Gay/Two-

Spirit authors, like Gregory Scofield, have been making notable contributions to the queer 
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Native literary canon. They take sexuality seriously as a logic of colonial power and thus 

decolonize Native communities (Finley 33). It is vital to expose the hidden tools which make 

Native peoples estranged from their own communities. 

 

4.2 “Returning Home” in Gregory Scofield’s Thunder Through My Veins (1999) 

The problematics of the Natives’ estrangement from their own communities was 

addressed in a multitude of life-writings of the 1990s. The increased visibility of lesbians and 

gays on the political scene contributed to the emergence of new literary pieces which revisited 

the fading role of Two-Spirits and interpreted the rampant homophobia with a high degree of 

scepticism. Authors started to explore and analyse their personal roots, cultural background, 

gender, and sexual orientation and all the implications they have on their lives. Writing 

autobiographical novels again produced medicine to heal writers, readers, and communities. A 

tenacious identity quest got under way in order to neutralise and come to terms with queer 

identities.  

Numerous Indigenous writers used the power of narrative to heal themselves and their 

communities from the trauma colonial policies inflicted (Scofield Thunder 68). Such 

narratives can bring their parts of life into a purposeful whole. Converting the pain into text 

helps them understand the emotions it triggers and diminish the negative effects. William 

Herbert New states that in telling an autobiographical narrative a speaker posits him/herself as 

the subject of history. And writing history from the perspective of the subject belonging to a 

community of readers destabilises the unity of the subject of the dominant discourse. These 
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works unfold an epistemological process, a way of knowing through telling and reading, and a 

way of forming an identity through discourse (New 221). 

Scofield’s Thunder Through My Veins, addressing Two-Spiritedness and the discovery 

of Metis roots, has earned him both a national and an international readership. He is known for 

his unique writing style, which mingles oral storytelling, song, spoken word, and the Cree 

language. His poetry and his autobiography are taught at several university programs and his 

work has appeared in many anthologies of Native literature. He currently lives in Calgary and 

teaches identity narratives at the Alberta College of Art & Design. 

Scofield expanded the idea of Two-Spiritedness so that the term encompasses not only 

gender but the essence of humans. About third and fourth gender he asks:  

don’t we carry the spirits of our mother and our father, our grandmothers and 

grandfathers? Moreover, on a purely biological level, our gender appears to be 

determined by the X or Y chromosome. Then again, who really knows what sacred 

ceremony takes place within the womb? [...] I wondered are we all genetically built to be 

doo-dimers? And if so does this mean we’re all two-spirited? (Scofield “You Can 

Always” 160-1) 

Scofield used to refer to himself as a Two-Spirit for the varied gender roles he had taken up. 

Now he rather considers himself gay because he developed some doubts about his eligibility 

for the sacred role: ‘Until I fully understand the gifts I’ve been given, I’m grateful for the sight 

of my two eyes, the ability to create with my two hands. So again, does this make me two-

spirited? Perhaps. Perhaps not. [...] perhaps definition is really about interpretation’ (Scofield 

“You Can Always” 167). In Thunder Through My Veins, he engages in exploring the versatile 

segments of his identity as a potential two-spirited Metis man and in counteracting the sexual 

and racial stereotypes he encounters. 
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Scofield’s work must be understood within the complexities of overlapping identities 

that range from hard-fought security of his Metis identity through the process of coming out as 

a gay man to the discovery of his Jewish ancestry. He asserts that ‘most of my writing career 

has been punctuated by labels such as “angry,” “streetwise,” “Métis,” “gay” and “two-

spirited.” It seemed with each new book I was helped into yet another coat of identity 

(Scofield “You Can Always” 161). This labelling produces intrapersonal tension somewhat 

mitigated by the use of Cree Metis ontologies, which provides a constant theme in his work. 

Today he has become acutely conscious of himself as a gay and Metis man but will not allow 

the colour of his skin or his sexual orientation to limit who he should or should not be (David 

35).  

For a long time, Scofield did not think about writing as a career. He read many books by 

other Aboriginal authors but did not see himself as one of them. He thought he did not have 

the knowledge or direction to become a writer and that writing would bring any healing. 

Today, writing has become his best friend and confidant. He believes that writing about Metis 

reality is a powerful medicine since it not only educates non-Metis people, but also provides 

the Metis with a sense of pride in their culture (Scudeler 194). He realised the importance of 

books when he was looking for answers about his cultural origin and gender. Stories that were 

about Aboriginals or Metis, such as Laurence’s The Stone Angel (1964) or The Diviners 

(1974), were helpful tools in giving him the confidence to find his own voice (Richards 

januarymagazine.com). He believes that ‘the things that we do, the things that we say, the 

things that we create, ways of being, everything that is created under the human form I think 

of as medicine’ (Richards januarymagazine.com). Through writing he intends to function as a 

social worker who represents one small voice out of a community of powerful singers. Putting 
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the stories of those voices together becomes an entourage of sentiments about healing 

(Richards januarymagazine.com). He is a keeper of stories from history and passes them down 

in order to keep the Metis spirit alive. He argues that ‘it’s extremely important to view the 

Metis people as one of the founding peoples of Canada, and it’s important for people who are 

immigrating to Canada to know those founding histories of this country. Everyone in Canada 

should know those stories and know that this history is not relegated to the past’ (MacDonald 

290-1). 

Scofield shares his personal experiences hoping that any younger people coming out of 

the Native community or of a situation which triggered some trauma will be able to hold a 

book of inspiration in their hands (Richards januarymagazine.com). Thunder Through My 

Veins is the ‘whole story of my family. The whole history of denial. The whole history of 

Metis people. That’s all about politics and it’s all about histories of shame. Histories of denial. 

Histories of poverty and coming out of a disadvantaged environment’ (Richards 

januarymagazine.com). 

Apart from the assistance in self- and community healing, autobiography writing is a 

political act, too, which Scofield adopts to share current Metis struggles. He strives to resist 

the Natives and non-Natives’ sometimes one-dimensional views on the Metis people’s 

alternative gender roles, and same-sex relations. Together with Rita Joe, Basil Johnston, and 

Maracle, he engages himself in recording his story in order to reveal the diversity of cultures 

and gender experiences inherent in the Native population. 

Scofield’s autobiography scrutinises the author’s search for identity, meaning, and 

belonging from early poverty-filled childhood, separation from his parents to an adolescence 
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imbued with confusion about his Metis heritage. Scofield went through a difficult period while 

writing his autobiography, putting his memories down on paper and seeing them come to life 

via words. In the end, however, it served therapeutic as he realized that ‘all of this stuff was 

the past. That it was gone. That I had captured it and there it was. But I had the whole rest of 

my life to make new memories’ (Richards januarymagazine.com ). He adds that 

I’ve told my story to so many different people that over the years in telling my story it 

was almost very much like I was telling somebody else’s story, I was so completely 

disconnected to anything that was painful or anything that was difficult in my childhood. 

So the process of actually sitting down and writing it was very much taking ownership 

of the story (Richards januarymagazine.com). 

Thunder Through My Veins illustrates the importance of nurturing in the development of 

a child’s concept of self and the crucial role of women in sustaining Metis identity. Scofield’s 

life as a child is filled with turmoil from the beginning. His parents met in an unorthodox way: 

Scofield’s Metis mother worked for a wealthy family and his Euro-Canadian father was a 

“big-time con man” (Scofield Thunder 2). She helped him get rid of a suitcase filled with 

counterfeit money and, in return, he rescued her from prostitution. They got married, and she 

became pregnant soon afterwards. To avoid raising a baby on the run, she convinced him to 

turn himself in and he was sentenced to two years. Soon after that, she got back to her “high-

school sweetheart” Tommy (Scofield Thunder 4), and Scofield never saw his father again. 

Instead, he grew up surrounded by a number of ‘warrior women, hearing their songs of 

sisterhood and survival. I grew up singing beside them, and I carry their songs to this day’ 

(Scofield “You Can Always” 163). 

A deep bond develops between Scofield and his mother. Despite her poor health, she 

remains caring, supportive of his ambitions, and offers unconditional love. She remains a bona 
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fide open-minded woman who does not care about racial differences: ‘She was one of the 

most non-racist people I have ever known’ (Scofield Thunder 58). She teaches him that it is 

‘good to be angry, to understand the injustices done to people of colour, but also to remember 

that out of any struggle came determination and freedom’ (Scofield Thunder 58). As he 

admits, her generosity, loyalty, patience, strong will, and resolve reduplicate themselves in his 

own life (Scofield Thunder 187). Scofield’s love of literature is formulated owing to his 

mother’s caring nurture: ‘she spent hours reading and playing old records for me’ (Scofield 

Thunder 16). His fascination continues in his school’s library where he spends hours poring 

over books on the Canadian Aboriginals. Despite all the love he receives from her, their 

relationship goes sour when she marries Don, a bully, who constantly terrorizes his new 

family. Scofield can never feel safe at home again and cannot confide in his mother any more. 

Another influential woman in Scofield’s life is Aunt Georgie, who becomes the first 

person to unfold his Metis background: 

“I tink you must be an Awp-pee-tow-koosan, like me,” she concluded. “I see it, too, in 

your mama.” 

“What’s that?” 

“Dat’s a half-breed. Half dis and half dat.” 

“Half what?” I asked, afraid of the answer. 

“You know, half devil and half angel,” she teased. (Scofield Thunder 41-2) 

Georgie teaches him some elemental traditional Metis female occupations, such as doing 

beadwork and making moccasins. According to the Women of the Métis Nation, traditionally, 

Metis gender roles were well defined and women were equal partners in the development of 

their communities politically, socially, and economically (laa.gov.nl.ca). During the fur trade 

era, they worked beside men building buffalo pounds, scouting during the hunts, and skinning 
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meat. They prepared hides, made products, and sold goods. They acted as interpreters between 

European fur traders and local communities paving the way for the development of the fur 

trade in North America. They held the role of knowledge keepers, raised children, and 

provided for their families (Women of the Métis Nation laa.gov.nl.ca). Today one of the 

biggest challenges Metis women face is keeping the traditional knowledge alive. Georgie, 

being aware of the danger of loss of knowledge and recognizing the potential in Scofield to 

develop some traditional skills, spends a great deal of time teaching him Cree and old-time 

medicine. She tells him many stories about her childhood in northern Alberta and verbally 

adopts him as her son. Auntie instils in him that everything people do or say is considered 

medicine and that they need to be aware of their actions. Scofield receives a special 

knowledge about his Metis culture ‘that none of the other kids at school had’ (Scofield 

Thunder 44). This makes him feel proud and helps him cherish his Metis roots. 

Because his mother becomes hospitalized for lupus, a chronic disease caused by the 

inflammation of one or more parts of the body, Scofield spends most of his childhood years in 

foster homes. While some families take good care of him, others consider it a burden to have 

another mouth to feed and thus neglect the young boy’s basic needs. Being brought up without 

a safe familial background, he cannot build his identity for a long time. The steady presence of 

a caring mother cannot be substituted for with temporary indifferent foster parents. The still 

ongoing Harvard Grant Study, which follows 268 Harvard undergraduate men for seventy-five 

years to determine what factors contribute most strongly to human flourishing, has shown that 

there is a powerful correlation between the warmth of your relationship with your mother and 

a healthy, happy adulthood (Powell news.harvard.edu/). In Thunder Through My Veins, we 

can follow how destructive it is to grow up without a strong maternal pillar behind. Scofield 
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admits that there was a time when ‘My only clue to my identity was the mirror and books’ 

(Scofield Thunder 65). He is dislocated repeatedly and drops out of school several times. He 

struggles with substance abuse, poverty, and racism; and a sense of loss, alienation, and self-

hatred lead him to a sense of loneliness. Such neglect frequently contributes to Aboriginal 

victimization. Scofield’s interpretation of the circumstances he lives under is that his father did 

not want him, his mother’s partner Don hates him, his mother cannot be with him due to her 

poor health, and Aunty Sandra and Uncle Tim take him in only because he does not have 

another place to go to. He believes that his life is completely out of his control and he blames 

everyone for it (Scofield Thunder 81). In “You Can Always Count on the Anthropologist” he 

admits: 

My sense of masculinity, my own state of being male in the world, suffered a great deal. 

My fear of men was largely influenced by my mother and my aunties, an uneasy 

cohabitation of tyrant and loyalist, perpetrator and protector. It seemed appropriate to 

blame my vacant father, my abusive step-father and uncle for all the suffering. Men, or 

so I believed, were the epitome of everything wrong in the world. They could neither 

demonstrate love nor compassion, understanding nor acceptance. (163) 

The discovery of his Metis roots generates significant discomfort in Scofield. His 

cultural shame goes back to his grandfather’s denial of his Metis background. His grandfather 

used to keep it a secret partly because of the stigma associated with being Metis, and partly to 

shield his daughters from discrimination. He grew up in poverty “squatting” on Crown’s Land 

with little to be proud of. He kept his Native background secret even from his wife. Years later 

this silence over his origins deeply affects grown-up Scofield and becomes the catalyst for his 

self acceptance, love, artistic expression, and survival. Like Scofield’s grandfather, Don also 

denies his Native origin. His mother was a hereditary chief from northern British Columbia 
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whom he disowned together with her entire family. Don gets furious when Scofield calls him 

an Indian and makes no attempt to hide his dislike for him anymore: 

Don would march me downstairs, force me to pull my pants down, and spank me. But 

then he started to use belts or whatever else he could find, like coat hangers or pieces of 

wood. Still, when that wasn’t enough, he would hit me in the face or stomach. 

Sometimes he even through me down the stairs. He would march down after me, grab 

me by the scruff of the neck, and shake me until I went limp. Mom knew he was getting 

carried away and tried to stop him, but he would hit her, too. (Scofield Thunder 45) 

People with this kind of attitude of hiding and denying their Aboriginal identity are what Aunt 

Georgie and many call “apple:” red on the outside, white on the inside. 

The colonial interpretation of hybridity resulted in feelings of “double consciousness” 

triggering psychological challenges for the “hybrid” person, who suffers from exclusion from 

both mainstream and Native cultures. Cree relations consider the Metis Euro-Canadian, and 

the Euro-Canadians refuse to accept the Metis, believing that they are “dirty breeds” (Scofield 

Thunder 170). ‘I felt caught between two worlds and there was no place for me in either’ 

(Scofield Thunder 163). Like April and Cheryl from In Search of April Raintree, Scofield 

learns at school that ‘Louis Riel was crazy and a traitor to the Canadian government. The 

Métis weren’t Indians at all, but Frenchmen pretending to be Indians. They had no culture or 

language and nothing to be proud of. At least the Indians, no matter how ragged and poor, had 

an interesting culture’ (Scofield Thunder 64). 

When Scofield finally finds out about his Metis heritage from his grandfather’s sister-in 

law, he feels relief that the veil of mystery over his cultural background has been lifted, but 

disappointed at the same time, too, because they are not “pure” First Nations (Scofield 

Thunder 107). The demoralization of the Metis people at school leads him to the denial of his 
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Metis ancestry and to his initial identification as Cree. In order to look “more Indian,” ‘I dyed 

my hair black and spent every available minute in the sun. Thankfully, my skin had a bit of 

dark pigment and I was able to turn nut brown. The only thing I couldn’t change was the 

colour of my eyes. Oh, how I hated having grey eyes’ (Scofield Thunder 112). This 

metaphorical Indianness creates a commodified representation of the First Nations and thereby 

a false source of cultural knowledge. In “Syllogiatic Mixed Blood,” Owens claims that the 

simulation of full-bloodedness haunts the metanarrative bloodlines (93) and fixes the colonial 

other (99). He makes a crucial point about the dangers of simulation in erasing real Natives by 

setting up kitschy histories, films, and photos of people who never existed. 

Another significant problem related to indigenization efforts is authenticity, discussed in 

depth in Debating Authenticity: Concepts of Modernity in Anthropological Perspective (2012). 

The longing for authenticity, on an individual or collective level, connects the search for 

external expressions to internal orientations. The production of authenticity is a reformulation 

of cultural values within the ongoing modernity, impacted by globalization and contemporary 

transnational cultural flows. How meaning is produced in and through discourses about 

authenticity can only be understood ethnographically, and not as a simple category used to 

distinguish some behaviour.   

Beside his Metis heritage, Scofield’s alternative gender identification and homosexual 

orientation bring about further difficulties in his life. He first notices his queer interest when 

he has a crush on his teacher in grade seven: ‘Mr Barnes was the most handsome man I’d ever 

seen. He was six feet tall with wavy brown hair and big blue eyes. He was athletic, young, and 

he smiled and winked, which made everyone in class, especially the girls, giggle and blush. 

My insides felt like jelly by the time I got home’ (Scofield Thunder 57).  Scofield has got 
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some sexual thoughts about other boys, which brings him to believe that something is 

“horribly wrong” with him. Seeing a schoolmate, Sean, being singled out and teased for being 

gay and soft-spoken urges him to repress his queer feelings. Heterosexual normalcy forces him 

to choose between tolerated gender categories and fit his life within the straight-gay 

dichotomy. He pushes the thoughts of boys out of his head and looks at girls the way he is 

“supposed to.” Hiding one’s sexual orientation and/or gender identity from others, however, 

can be a confining and isolating experience. Still, many choose to remain closeted because 

they feel that it shields them from some of the bullying, rejection, violence, and 

discrimination. It gives a sense of security which can make it hard to see the small ways it 

takes a toll on one’s mental well-being. Gunman Omar Mateen, too, is said to have been a 

closeted homosexual who eventually murdered forty-nine people at a gay club in Orlando in 

2016. 

Scofield lives his life closeted until his first love experience during his hospitalization 

following his suicide attempt, spurred by the tension of existential hopelessness and fear of 

Don. He has to go to a treatment centre for disturbed youth where a youth-care worker named 

Michael takes advantage of Scofield’s vulnerable predicament and goes on dates with him. 

Michael approaches him as a gentle, kind, not threatening or intimidating person whose fake 

sincerity captures Scofield immediately (Scofield Thunder 99). He begins to feel comfortable 

and more secure in Michael’s presence. His mood changes for the better: he chatters, jokes 

and spends more time with the other residents of the centre. His attraction to Michael makes 

his “incarceration” easier (Scofield Thunder 99) and gives him hope in life again.  

An intimate evening together invigorates Scofield and gives him a false sense of a 

“dream come true.” He feels loved and starts writing poems about his feelings. Weeks later 
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another night spent together consolidates his belief that Michael cares about him and will take 

care of him. They go out for supper to a café where Scofield can see other men holding hands 

and kissing openly (Scofield Thunder 102). Meeting members of the gay community and 

discovering the regularity and naturalness of his own feelings opens up a new world for him. 

 Although the night goes perfectly well, the novelty of the experience scares Scofield. 

He gets confused about his desire for men and becomes ashamed again of his homoerotic 

feelings. He scratches, hits and bites himself, throws his love poems out, and wants to be 

invisible again. His evolving gender identity crumbles and leaves a big void behind. Michael 

avoids Scofield, too, and eventually disappears. It takes a long time for Scofield to get over 

this first manifestation of requited love. He feels that Michael violated the position of trust, 

scared him deeply, and shaped his image of gay men, considered to be predators, sexual 

perverts and pedophiles in Western stereotypes (Scofield Thunder 104). His bitter experience 

with Michael deepens Scofield’s belief that being gay is an ultimate curse in life and deepens 

his internalized homophobia. 

Internalized homophobia can be defined as the totality of negative feelings and attitudes 

that homosexuals display toward their own homosexual characteristics and those of others. 

Homophobic prejudice is often so pervasive that internalised homophobia is a common 

occurrence in the psychological development of gays and lesbians (Flebus and Montano 221). 

Almost all homosexuals adopt negative feelings about homosexuality at some point in the 

course of their cognitive development (Forstein 34). Therefore, internalized homophobia 

derives from learning and accepting, knowingly or unknowingly, those negative sentiments 

that are typical of the heterosexist environment. Paradoxically, in gays and lesbians, this 
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causes internalization of the social stigma and the rejection of their own sexual orientation 

(Flebus and Montano 225). 

Scofield’s already distorted self-image is worsened by another destructive relationship 

with Kevin whom he meets in Vancouver. Kevin is a polite and unassuming twenty-eight 

year-old man, and the two are on the same wave length immediately. They decide to move in 

together, and despite the financial hardships, Scofield is content with their life together. The 

initial pink cloud does not last long, though, as Kevin refuses to work, and they step on the 

slippery slope towards starvation. Kevin drinks constantly and is under the substance all the 

time. He exploits Scofield’s commitment to their relationship and threatens to leave him. It 

becomes more and more challenging to make ends meet. In his despair, Scofield decides to 

sell his body to earn some money, the same desperation as Campbell and Cheryl had. At the 

last moment, though, he changes his mind and, instead, takes a bottle of Tylenol and swallows 

as many pills as he can. He attempts to commit suicide for the second time (Scofield Thunder 

124). This time, though, after taking the pills, he realises that suicide is only a quick answer to 

a temporary problem, so he waves a taxi and goes to hospital. Just like Michael, Kevin, too, 

leaves deep wounds in Scofield, who feels used again. 

Although the two love affairs do not end well, they have great importance in terms of 

“sovereign erotics.” The concept of sovereign erotics, first articulated by Qwo-Li Dirskill in 

his 2011 collection of Two-Spirit literature, privileges the productive and dynamic potential of 

erotic pleasure. When combined with the idea of Indigenous interpretations of sovereignty, the 

erotic becomes a powerful and communal site of contestation. By re-inscribing individual 

pleasure in the pursuit of larger political and historical aims, the use of such sovereign erotics 
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confronts the hegemonic work of settler societies to regulate Native bodies and sexualities as 

part of the colonial project. 

Scofield keeps his relationships secret to avoid being tagged and rejected by people with 

intolerance of any queer behaviour. He gets to the point where he resolves to be “normal” and 

straight, to get married and have a family. He confesses that ‘my adolescent attraction towards 

men made me feel ashamed and disloyal. My body felt like a liability, my desires a muddled 

dichotomy of lust and loathing. The very thought of surrendering myself emotionally, 

spiritually or physically to another man filled me with panic’ (Scofield “You Can Always” 

163). It takes Scofield long to accept his gender identity and queer sexuality: the negative 

prophesies about his racial, gender, and sexual being lead him to identity conflicts, alcoholism 

and substance abuse. He fights insecurity caused by the stereotypical package coming with his 

Metis heritage and by the general condemnation of his sexual orientation throughout his 

adolescence. He often feels small, helpless, and rootless, and attempts suicide twice. He 

survives both, and they make him determined to find a solution to his uncertainty (Scofield 

Thunder 124).  

In retrospect he feels shame today for trying to hide his true self as a young man and 

feels sorry for people still doing the same: ‘so many Native people and people of colour, are at 

the mercy of a society that condones homophobia and racism, and so many of us go through 

life silently accepting those stereotypes, ultimately dying spiritless and shame-ridden’ 

(Scofield Thunder 74). By highlighting the struggles that gendered people face regarding their 

self-determination, postcolonial queer literary pieces, like Scofield’s, destabilize conventions 

of normalcy, tradition, and power. They put forward non-normative and non-Western 

conceptions of race, sexuality, and gender, where gay love exists on one end, and the Other on 
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the other end. Scofield believes that he could have been saved the feeling of insecurity had 

there been someone then to assure him that being gay was as normal as being right – or left-

handed (Scofield Thunder 175). It is pivotal to understand that difference is not a sickness or a 

curse. Scofield reckons that we should expose children to gay images, healthy relationships, 

and spirits that are now ‘forced to bend and conform to society’s expectations (Thunder 189). 

We should encourage people to think about their own prejudice and support LGBTQ people. 

The more we know about the causes and effects of homophobia, the better we understand and 

the less prejudiced the world will become. It will not happen overnight but by stopping 

remaining negative or neutral, we can make the lives of thousands much more bearable. 

Since his childhood, Scofield has been writing poems that allow him to express feelings 

he could not utter. He scribbled down poems and short stories as if a voice was whispering 

them in his ear. He wrote more and more, and realised that his writing could help not only him 

but many other fellow Natives without hope. Today he believes that the more stories about 

alcohol-torn homes, racism, abuse, and shame are shared, the less alone traumatised 

Aboriginals feel. He published numerous poetry collections including Love Medicine and One 

Song (1997), I Knew Two Métis Women (1999), or Singing Home the Bones (2005), which 

discuss his return home. 

For cultural reappropriation, Scofield receives inspiration from many Native writers 

whose works serve to foster healing, raise awareness, and thereby help their Native 

communities. Campbell was one of them, whose autobiography, Half-breed, as seen in 

Chapter 3, voices the Metis perspective and breaks down the collective silence of the Metis. 

At first, Scofield does not find the book meaningful: ‘I threw it in my knapsack, thinking, 

What could some half-breed woman possibly have to say?’ (Scofield Thunder 116). Only later 
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does he understand the significance Campbell’s book has for his life and essentially his career 

as a writer (Scofield Thunder 197). He hopes to offer his work to other young Metis writers in 

order to make them angry enough to share their own story. 

In Thunder Through my Veins, Scofield also mentions Howard Adams’s Prison of Grass 

(1975), which focuses on retelling certain key aspects of Canadian history from a Metis 

vantage point (178). Like Scofield, Adams initially hated his Metis heritage, but finally he 

realised that embracing his origin and writing about Metis history from a Native perspective 

would enable him to confront the personal pain of Colonization rather than escape it. His book 

has become a classic of revisionist history, which guides Scofield to comprehend the distorting 

nature of history books whitewashed with white supremacist ideologies. 

Another prominent figure that influences Scofield’s work is Tomson Highway (Scofield 

Thunder 178), a Cree Canadian playwright, novelist, pianist, and one of the country’s 

foremost voices in Aboriginal Theatre. As a source of inspiration, Scofield acknowledges The 

Rez Sisters, the first piece of the incomplete Rez Septology, which focuses on the dreams and 

fears of seven female Native characters. The play mingles the sometimes dark realities of life 

on an Indian reserve, which fills Scofield with productive anger. 

The last book praised in Scofield’s novel (Thunder 178) is Mosionier’s In Search of 

April Raintree, which we discussed in Chapter 4. It is a crucial literary and political piece, 

since it serves two transformative functions: healing Indigenous people and advancing social 

justice in settler society (Episkenew Taking 73); two aspects that are in the heart of Scofield’s 

autobiography, too. By documenting the suffering of Metis children, Mosionier and Scofield 

promote empathy and understanding among both Native communities and the larger public. 
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They showcase many of the social problems and raise awareness to create support for social 

justice initiatives.  

Apart from these books, a visit to Batoche, the most relevant Metis’ historic site where 

Riel was defeated in 1885, helps Scofield finally find a place of belonging:  

The importance that I had once placed on being Cree – a true and pure Indian – seemed 

to disappear with the sinking sun. Suddenly the colour of my eyes, hair, and skin seemed 

to belong to me, perfectly matching the prairie landscape that held such a dignified 

history. [...] Never again would I search for a place of belonging. This place, Batoche, 

would always be “home.” My home. (Scofield Thunder 166) 

Scofield reconstructs and regains his Metis and community origins as well as finally learns to 

cherish his unique heritage: 

a mixture of blood and history running through my veins. I am neither from one nation 

nor the other, but from a nation that has struggled to define itself in the pages of 

Canadian history, [...] I am neither victim nor oppressor. The choices I have made in my 

adult life are mine alone. I blame only myself for the shame, anger, pity, and success 

that I have allowed’ (Scofield Thunder xvi).  

By taking pride in being Metis, Scofield recreates Canadian history from a Metis perspective 

and contributes to healing Metis communities. Today he feels ashamed about once trying to 

cover up his cultural, gender, and sexual identities. He has come to realise that ‘my years of 

confusion and struggle, like most gay people’s, are rooted in society’s disapproval and fear of 

homosexuality which cultivates, as it has done for generations, internalized homophobia and 

self-hatred’ (Scofield Thunder 83). Finding his way into the gay community has liberated him; 

he can now identify with other homosexual people, share a common pride, and celebrate 

diversity. 
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*** 

Thunder Through My Veins is an ideologically attuned story, the history of Scofield’s 

family full of shame and poverty, which reveals the repercussions of Colonization. Similar 

autobiographies from the second half of the Twentieth Century have started to give voice to 

those who were silent for a long time, and have contributed to the rekindled pride in Two-

Spiritedness and the homosexuals’ final coming out. Scofield belongs to this new wave of 

Native writers who share their childhood and youth experiences in print to educate both Native 

and non-Native readers. His autobiography draws attention to the disadvantages he inherited 

as someone with a Metis heritage, often abandoned to the care of others and exposed to the 

threat of physical and mental abuse. 

Despite the hardships Scofield has gone through as a result of his dislocation, the lack of 

care, shame of Metis-ness and Two-Spiritedness, the ending of his book is positive: ‘The years 

of abandonment, abuse, alcoholism, and neglect had crippled me emotionally, had shaped my 

image of the world and myself. And yet somehow my spirit had survived’ (Scofield Thunder 

179). Reading about Canadian Native history since early childhood enlightened Scofield of the 

injustices his people have undergone since European Colonization, and the distorted images 

the settlers constructed about Indigenous people. Discovering the testimonies of some of the 

most acclaimed Native writers encouraged Scofield to put his own story in print, too, and 

apply it as a medicine for him and fellow Native youngsters. Through writing his 

autobiography, he could analyse his life and heal the wounds caused by repeated 

replacements, lack of loving care, and a brutal step-father. ‘My fear of abandonment is gone, 

and in its place lives the memory of two women whose love and support shaped my life’ 

(Scofield Thunder 197). 
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Instead of blaming the Euro-Canadians for his personal sufferings and misfortunes 

Scofield employs a new tone in his autobiography. He takes responsibility for his actions, 

undertakes his future, and stops pointing at others for his own suffering: ‘I find that it’s 

important to resist the temptation to climb up on a soapbox and start pointing my finger and 

saying, “you are the ones to blame.” What’s important, and what I think is responsible as a 

storyteller, is to say, we’re all responsible for this, and we need to be aware and educate 

ourselves and claim knowledge in order to change things (MacDonald 291). 

Expressing one’s personal trauma in writing has a strong therapeutic effect on the author 

and some of the readers who identify with the subject. For the reader recognizing the same 

misery in other people’s lives helps comprehend that they are not alone with their distress. ‘I 

hoped to challenge the Native community, to bring about awareness, perhaps even an 

understanding of the hate and homophobia within our own circles’ (Scofield Thunder 192). 

Scofield continues writing and hopes to become an inspiration for those trapped under similar 

circumstances. He asserts that the way to reconnect with the past of Metis culture is through 

stories which become the nexus of belonging, the medium of trans-generational memory, and 

the way of reconnecting to one’s lost identity (Duorak 196). Personal stories lay out the 

productive potential of daily embodied acts of resistance and reoirientation. 
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5 2000s 

Scofield’s candid report on his early identity quest from the 1990s represented a 

powerful move from racial and sexual invisibility. His autobiography discusses a new aspect 

of self-identification and fosters the public understanding of gay pride. In the 2000s, his 

literary successors followed his steps in attention-raising, and highlighting the historical, 

political, economic, and social roots of the Metis’ current challenges. They realized that 

beneficial changes and development could not occur without loosening the grip of constraints 

on their political, economic and cultural lives (Elias 225). A demand for the dilution of the 

power of Canadian Government in Aboriginal Affairs as well as for new relationships between 

Natives and non-Natives has emerged. In addition, a renewed need that Canada and some 

Canadian institutions give up some of their prerogatives in favor of Indigenous people was 

raised. 

 

5.1 Healing in Education 

As a result of growing public awareness and pressure, Canadian governments have 

become more sensitive to Native issues and regarded negotiation as the best way to respond to 

Aboriginal demands. Overt talks of assimilating the Native people have given way to 

accommodating them in the Canadian multicultural mosaic (Purich158). In the 2000s a 

number of significant court decisions improved the Metis’ political standing. In 2003 R v. 

Powley established the notion that contemporary Metis identity is linked to Metis 

communities; the court set out the basic means to identify Metis rights-holders, which includes 

self-identification, ancestral tie, and community acceptance. In 2006, the Labrador Metis 
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Nation v. Her Majesty in Right of Newfoundland and Labrador reaffirmed the existence of a 

historic and contemporary Metis community in Labrador. In the same year R v. Willison 

highlighted the relationship between the historic and contemporary Metis community, and thus 

offered connections between geography, identity, and law. Then in 2008, the significance of 

the case of Her Majesty the Queen v. William Neal Goodon lay in the identification of another 

Metis community in Manitoba as well as in expanding the understanding of their traditional 

territory. These court decisions were crucial to improving the Metis’s rights, and led to the 

recognition of the necessary inclusion of Aboriginal perspectives in public education. The 

Metis’ goal has become an economically self-reliant and culturally autonomous nation through 

authentic Aboriginal education in Canada. 

According to Gunn et al., the education of Aboriginal people has earned significant 

interest in Canada since the 2006 census, which indicated that individuals of Indigenous 

ancestry fell behind national averages in secondary and post-secondary completion rates, and 

this brings about a failure to meet the requirements necessary for successful entry into the 

Twenty-First-Century job market (324). In response to this ongoing crisis, a number of new 

theories have been posited, each pointing, among other factors, at the current mainstream 

educational system falling short of recognizing Aboriginal culture in their school curriculum. 

Leaving Metis history and localized Metis stories out of the school material has great 

influence on the (de)formation of Metis identities and low self-esteem. Beside the missing 

content in the national core curriculum, theories articulate that all levels of school groups 

(principals, teachers, and administrators) still actively mediate mainstream institutional norms, 

beliefs, and practices to the students, and thereby perpetuate the long-term impacts of military 

aggression, hostile settlement, and economic changes of Colonialism. 
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The Sense-Making Theory, developed by Karl Weick (1995), has been helpful in 

identifying micro-processes that were previously overlooked in school operation. It examines 

how individuals and groups mediate and reinterpret institutional norms through social 

interactions (Coburn 151). Foldy states, ‘When we make sense of something, we are a force in 

its creation, maintenance, and modification’ (350). Education is not culturally neutral; it is 

pervasively imbued with Western cultural values. Classroom structures, teaching strategies, 

assessment methods are all tailored to European manners of practice. When First Nations, 

Inuit, and Metis children attend mainstream schools, their unique needs are often not 

recognized. While Euro-Canadian education is individualistic and achievement-oriented, 

Aboriginal education is holistic and lifelong, which allows students to reflect on their 

relationship with themselves, one another, and the natural world. Their worldviews are based 

on respect of the balance of interdependence within oneself and the living environment. 

Within this balance are elements of the physical, emotional, spiritual, and mental teachings of 

previous generations (Saskatchewan Ministry of Education publications.gov.sk.ca). 

Apparently, there are numerous considerable differences between the European and 

Indigenous practices in education. By examining the processes of sense-making, we can 

provide a framework for understanding the inter-relation of contexts, interpretative schemata, 

and other policy actors across a policy system. It helps with uncovering how these elements 

impact the individual agency during implementation. 

Knowing the importance of Metis stories that reflect the way in which the Metis have 

developed and struggled to maintain their relationship with their communities and the 

environment, it is crucial to note that while ninety-two percent of elementary and ninety-six 

percent of the secondary schools in Canada have Aboriginal students, fifty-one percent of 
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elementary and forty-one percent of secondary schools offer no Aboriginal educational 

opportunities (Gallagher-Mackay et al. 2). This percentage is alarming, since one of the 

primary functions of education is to teach individuals about the culture of their society, and 

thereby prepare them to become successful members of it. The disregard of Native culture is 

the disregard of the Natives themselves, which impacts school completion. The current 

differences in school completion among Natives and non-Natives are better understood if we 

know their antecendents in residential schools. Once we grasp the historical context of 

education, we can develop a framework for effective policy formation, institutional changes, 

and community action.  

At the beginning of Colonization, Metis education was grounded within relational and 

communal priorities. Men raised their sons to be skillful hunters, fishers, and trappers, 

whereas women helped their daughters with developing sewing, bead and quill-making skills. 

If parents wanted their children to be taught in a school, they sent them to a boarding school 

(Canadian Council on Learning n. p.). This balanced Metis existence and passing of tradition 

changed with the institutionalized Western displacements. 

The earliest residential schools had their origin in pre-Confederation times. The overall 

pattern of missionary education, however, was not structurally organized until the second part 

of the Nineteenth Century. Before 1870, the missionaries’ major focus had been on the 

religious conversion of the Natives. In these early educational institutions, Aboriginal children 

were transformed rather than educated, which had a devastating impact both on their 

individual self-esteem and the Aboriginal culture as well. Metis kids were taught in one of the 

dominant languages within the context of either Anglophone or Francophone culture. The 
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powerful influences of the Church and the school enforced the Metis children to reject their 

old traditional values and their parents, too, which led to family disintegration. 

In 1879, Sir John A. Macdonald commissioned a report on U.S. Indian boarding schools 

in order to guide the design of Canadian “Industrial Schools for Indians and Half-breeds.” 

Until 1896, Metis students had been unofficially recruited. Their educational experiences were 

varied depending more on perceived identity than any formal legal classification. Metis who 

were identified as having much in common with their Indigenous relatives would be more 

negatively affected by residential schools than those Metis who identified more with their 

European relatives. Then the federal government decided that only Status Indians could be 

enrolled since it did not have the resources to extend schooling to all Metis and as it regarded 

them as “civilized” (Chartrand et al. 19). Formal education for Metis children became 

incredibly difficult because neither the federal nor provincial governments were willing to 

claim responsibility for their education. By 1910, the federal government excluded Metis and 

non-Status Indian children from schools. They were caught in a jurisdictional void, which was 

the first move to marginalize the Metis (National Aboriginal Health Organization 38). 

In Alberta, Metis children in rural and northern areas had little access to more than 

primary school until the 1950s. Similarly in Saskatchewan, any education was sporadic and in 

some locations it was literally non-existent. Although not legislated, some residential schools 

placed Metis children in their institutes to assist assimilation goals (Canadian Council on 

Learning n. p.). Although we do not know the exact number of the Metis children who 

attended residential schools, many schools had Metis pupils. They went there either because 

their families were poor and it was considered a charitable act, or they were identified as 

living the Indian mode of life (Chartrand et al. 19). Their maltreatment there left a long-lasting 
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impact on them and on the upcoming Metis generations. Children were removed from their 

homes and taught to disregard their culture, language, and spiritual beliefs in favor of the 

Euro-Canadian culture. Moreover, starvation, diseases, physical, mental, and sexual abuses 

were rampant in these boarding institutions.  

The Reid Report on education in northern Saskatchewan in 1939 and the Piercy Report 

in 1944 painted a grim picture of Metis education. Following the election of the Co-operative 

Commonwealth Federation (1944), Metis children were allowed to attend provincial schools. 

Nevertheless, it remained difficult to overcome the decades of poverty and neglect. The 

history of residential schools permeated the collective consciousness for generations, and it 

was only a few Metis students who graduated from high school. The shame and sense of 

worthlessness built up in the Native children led to low self-esteem and left considerable 

disadvantages vis-à-vis non-Native students. 

The quality of life of children is greatly determined by the well-being of their primary 

care-givers: their parents. Even today, many Aboriginal parents struggle with parenting, 

keeping their mental health, fighting addictive behaviors and domestic violence, which are 

direct consequences of the ways their parents were affected by Colonization (Ball 5). Mayer, 

too, lived in such conditions that she had to run away from her family for twenty-two years to 

escape violence. Many parents did not have any role models to follow, and still do not trust the 

educational system so they choose not to send their children to school. These students cannot 

relate positively to their parents’ experience and often fall behind their non-Native 

counterparts. 
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Today, the responsibility for Aboriginal/Metis education is left to the provinces, and 

sadly, the legacy of Colonization still continues to reside in Canadian school curricula. The 

completion rate of high school between Metis and non-Aboriginal students is still 

considerable. In 2012, seventy-seven percent of Metis students aged 18-44 completed the 

requirements for a high-school diploma compared to eighty-nine percent of non-Aboriginal 

completers. Upon completion, numerous Metis students complained that their elementary and 

secondary education did not prepare them to succeed against the academic rigor. They have 

weaker skills and are often incapable of meeting the requirements of mainstream universities 

(Bougie et al. statcan.gc.ca). A number of Native life-writings discuss this difficulty 

Aboriginal youth face after high school graduation. In Washing at the Creek, Frances Riviere 

admits that after graduating from high school, ‘University was the worst cultural and social 

shock of my entire life! […] I knew nothing about writing university grade papers or using the 

library. […] One small high school had not prepared me in any way for this. Neither had my 

parents’ (Riviere 200). Those Metis students who managed to finish school found that the 

skills acquired at university did not protect them from the racism they faced every day (Bougie 

et al. statcan.gc.ca). 

Metis students who dropped out reported school problems, lack of interest, and family 

and work-related reasons. Many lack the economic security and face extreme financial 

burdens. Dropping out is attributable to a complex process influenced by factors associated 

with students, families, school, and their communities (Bougie et al. statcan.gc.ca ). Education 

with a non-Native cultural basis cannot reinforce Aboriginal identity, which is the basis of the 

self-confidence necessary for the motivation for learning. Fundamental changes are needed to 

ensure that Aboriginal/Metis kids meet the standards and thus eliminate their marginalized 
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positions. Affirmation of the significance of remembering to reflect Metis realities and Metis 

relations to the wider world is highly important so that they become recorded for future 

generations. To that end, the new wave of Metis authors of the 2000s put a great emphasis on 

the importance of education. Steps towards decolonization help all Aboriginal learners resist 

factors that trigger educational crisis. The recognition of Colonialism as operating within the 

post-secondary education system creates opportunities to move towards decolonization 

strategies. Today educational outcomes for Native children are gradually improving (Ball 8) 

although it is partly owing to the growing birthrate of Aboriginal people. The educational 

attainment statistics do not match the population increases (Gunn et al. 325).  

By developing innovative social inclusion strategies to improve the educational 

attainment of Native people, we can reduce their poverty and increase their economic well-

being. High school completion is a major predictor of future transitions to employment and 

increasing labor market participation. By pursuing secondary and higher education, the Metis 

will eventually reduce the employment gap existing between Natives and non-Natives. 

According to Gunn et al, high school completion rates improve where there is a culture of 

community, a strong school-based commitment to address specific students’ needs, where 

schools can rally greater community involvement in education, where there are strong peer 

influences and social networks that can positively affect school experiences, and where 

schools find ways to enhance student interest for learning (Gunn et al. 328). Students need 

‘someone who is not going to give upon them or allow them to be distracted from school; that 

there is someone who knows them and is available to them throughout the school year; and 

that caring adults want them to learn, do the work, attend class regularly, be on time, express 

frustration constructively, stay in school, and succeed’ (Christenson and Thurlow 38). It is 
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crucial to start with a personal focus when addressing Aboriginal students’ needs. A school 

with a personalized approach and with a commitment to student success will give young 

Natives a better chance of making an academic achievement. Moreover, Aboriginal 

stakeholders (parents, Elders, and community members) need to be involved in consultations 

about stand-alone courses. Native students need to perceive the positive contributions made by 

Indigenous people so curricula need to be modified in a way to reflect Native culture, history, 

learning and assessing styles. Integrating Aboriginal knowledge into public education is 

beneficial both for students and for teachers as well by engaging participants in a relational 

understanding about the similarities and differences between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal 

worldviews. Intercultural approach in education helps promote mutual understanding among 

students by comparing and assessing the characteristics of certain cultures. If we only see the 

differences, we segregate groups from one another, if we only focus on the similarities, 

individuals and groups lose their identities. Gordon Oakes adds that ‘co-existence between 

modern education and tradition and between aboriginal and non-aboriginal people was the 

way forward’ (Chiose mail.google.com ). These changes would address systematic barriers 

and racism, which prevent the success of Native students. Anti-racist education equips 

students, parents, and teachers, too, with the tools needed to address discrimination and 

contribute to building a society that includes all people (Saskatchewan Ministry of Education, 

publications.gov.sk.ca). Metis literature which reflects the Metis’ needs and offers solutions 

will expadite the luminal stage of education and will help make people, both Natives and non-

Natives, face the urgency of intervention. 

 In order that we invest in education for Aboriginal children successfully, Ball 

recommends the following measures to be taken. It is critical to create a scheduled system for 
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disaggregated collection of information about First Nations, Inuit, and Metis children’s health 

context upon which to base programming decisions. Then we need to invest in high quality 

research assessing long-term outcomes of key programs. Once the results are attained, we 

need to monitor the extent to which Canada is honoring its commitments to Aboriginal 

children. Besides, we should enhance the opportunities for Native students and families to 

community-fitting early learning, as well as offer culturally-based services, in other words 

provide a framework to alter the patterns established by earlier forms of education. Post-

secondary institutions should offer Aboriginal student services such as peer mentoring or 

teacher advisement to respond to student needs. In 1995, the Royal Commission of the 

Aboriginal Peoples proposed that a scholarship fund be established for Metis students who do 

not have access to financial support (publications.gc.ca). Several organizations have partnered 

with Native institutions to improve Indigenous services. The Gabriel Dumont Institute 

established a Metis-operated post-secondary program in order to prepare Metis students for the 

future. And finally, inter-sectoral coordination (federal, provincial, territorial agencies) should 

explore the potential for maximizing the impact of educational programs. Metis authors who 

get familiar with these potential solutions for the betterment of their nation complement them 

with their own personal standpoint and contribute to reaching a larger audience. 

Teachers who are in direct contact with First Nations, Inuit, and Metis children need to 

be prepared to change their approaches to conventional teaching. Although Aboriginal 

educational programs began in the late 1960s and early 1970s in Canada, a focus on 

Aboriginal education is relatively new to mainstream teacher education programs. Some 

programs have a mandatory course on Native education, others do not. According to Deer, the 

biggest challenges for some of the teachers concerning the implementation of Aboriginal 
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perspective in education are their lack of knowledge, classroom resources, racist attitudes of 

students, administrators’ lukewarm support for integration, and incompatibility between 

school structures and Aboriginal cultural values. Non-Aboriginal teachers often employ 

piecemeal approaches to Aboriginal integration, which were occasionally used in their work. 

With their inconsistency, they allow the curriculum to remain assimilationist. This 

uncommitted exploration of Aboriginal culture should be avoided (Deer 205). In 2010, the 

Association of Canadian Deans of Education made a commitment to supporting the goals of 

the Accord on Indigenous Education, aimed at promoting initiatives which support the 

cooperation of all Canadian teacher educational programs for better quality Aboriginal teacher 

education (Vetter and Blimkie 180). Many faculties of education, authorities, and provincial 

ministers have developed opportunities for professional development which can facilitate the 

expansion of knowledge necessary to integrate Aboriginal perspectives into their 

teaching.What Metis literature can do to consolidate the efforts of teachers and teaching 

programs is to continue educating Natives and non-Natives by sharing and spreading the Metis 

experience. 

 

5.2 Re-Kindling Metis Pride in Herb Belcourt’s Walking in the Woods (2006) 

 In the 2000s, in alignment with the improvements of the Canadian Educational Policy, 

the theme of education, its shortcomings, and the urgent need of its correction found its way 

into Metis literature. Beside the constantly growing body of Metis poetry, a number of new 

life-writings by Metis authors enriched the emerging Metis literary canon and reflected the 

new thematic pattern. They continued the combat against social marginalization, launched by 
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the Metis authors of earlier decades, but a new direction gradually took shape. Narratives 

recognizing the importance of healing through education for the benefit of future generations 

of Metis youth outweighed the literary works which named the culprits responsible for the 

injustices committed against their Nation. 

Mosionier, author of In Search of April Raintree, wrote her fictional memoir In the 

Shadow of Evil (2000) to show her central character’s successful tackle of her childhood 

struggles, and portray a life-changing murder mystery. Since both of Mosionier’s novels are 

filled with fictional elements, she decides to become candid about her family background, 

molestation, foster life, rape, and complicated romances in Come Walk with Me, A Memoir 

(2009). Although Cariou is not a self-declared Metis writer since he was brought up as a non-

Aboriginal person, I meant to mention his autobiography, Lake of the Prairies (2002), too, as 

he has often been referred to as a “Metis writer” in the national media for his belated 

discovery of some of his Metis origin. In his book he attempts to find out where he really 

comes from. Mayer’s Cries from a Metis Heart (2007) follows her struggles to be recognized 

as a Metis woman, mother, and academic and shows that struggle from the Metis people’s 

perspective. Frances Riviere depicts her Metis upbringing and recognizes the key role of 

education in becoming self-dependent in her autobiography Washing at the Creek (2008).  

The Metis writer whose autobiography best exemplifies the new thematic pattern of the 

2000s in Metis life-writing is Herb Belcourt (1931-   ), a successful entrepreneur, 

philanthropist, activist, and a strong believer in the value of education. He has dedicated years 

to helping Aboriginal youth move ahead in life and achieve their post-secondary dreams 

(Landry nait.ca). He is a model for many young Natives in showing the strength of 

perseverance and faith in himself. Frits Pannekoek, describes him as ‘one of the warmest 
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people you will ever meet who is interested in everyone and everything around him and he’s 

particularly interested in people who are trying to move ahead. He’s interested when people 

need help and he’s always there to try to encourage, nurture, and push a little in the nicest 

possible way’ (Kelland 1).  Belcourt has proved to be a leader, role model, and successful 

businessman. His talent and dedication have been awarded with numerous formal recognitions 

such as the Queen’s Silver Jubilee Medal for Community Service in 1977, the Premier’s 

Leadership Annual from the Province of Alberta in 1999, the National Aboriginal 

Achievement Award in 2006, and the Order of Canada in 2010.  

At the age of seventy-five, inspired by his father’s stories, his own struggle with cancer 

and a serious heart condition, Belcourt resolved to write his autobiography Walking in the 

Woods, and thereby become one of those Metis authors who have enriched the constantly 

growing body of work on Metis family history. He offers his personal development and tale of 

triumph to help his people realize their dreams. ‘I want to leave something behind to assist 

young people, particularly young Native people, because it is their world coming up’ 

(Belcourt 20).  

Belcourt charts his childhood in a log cabin in Lac Ste. Anne and reflects on his joys and 

sorrows of his life with honesty and humor. He describes Metis story-telling, fur buying 

traditions, and the history on one of Canada’s oldest Metis communities. He shares his road to 

becoming a successful businessman who has invested his money and energy in improving the 

Metis’s economic circumstances. He speaks about the loss of Metis land in western Canada 

and the consequences of interracial misunderstandings. He becomes candid about his love for 

his country and his concerns about its future. 
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Belcourt’s autobiography, encompassing seventy-five years, comprises sixteen chapters 

addressing themes of Metis family life, career building, and child rearing, complemented by 

pictures, maps, letters, and personal accounts by other family members. In his introduction 

Belcourt describes his recent walk in the woods to discover traces of his family farm where he 

spent his childhood. ‘My wife and I wanted to know more about where [the Belcourts] came 

from and who we were’ (Belcourt 169). Along the walk he shares his opinion about Metis 

history, his own accomplishments, and the causes he dedicated his life to. This walk helps him 

rediscover the knowledge of healing in the woods and find something that has never been lost. 

He believes that looking back at your past, culture, and heritage will show you the trail for 

your future (Belcourt 192). 

The Belcourt story begins in western Canada with the friendship of Joseph Belcourt and 

Catherine L’Hirondelle, Herb’s great-great-great grandparents in the Nineteenth Century. 

Some descendants decided to sign Treaty 6, others claimed Metis scrip at Lac Ste. Anne and 

St Albert after the Northwest Rebellion of 1885. Belcourt’s family ends up in Lac Ste. Anne 

where he is born in 1931 as the eldest of ten children. He describes his home as a place of 

happy family life where there is always laughter, good company, storytelling, fiddle music, 

and the food they need. In this world, the neighbors help one another, share everything, and 

maintain a full support system. In their first houses, the Belcourts live in Spartan conditions: 

they have no electricity or natural gas. Nevertheless, the Metis shrewdness helps them find 

alternative ways to substitute for everything they miss. They keep a big garden for vegetables 

and have a dozen cows for milking. They pick berries, get partridges, and snare rabbits. They 

often eat dried fish, meat, bannock, and lots of oatmeal porridge for breakfast.  
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The Belcourt parents take good care of their kids and, in alignment with the good old 

teachings of Metis families, they prepare them for a life of hard work. Belcourt’s mother 

Florence is a short and slim woman who works hard to fend for her family; she patches and 

sews everything around the house that needs to be fixed. She puts a lot of value on cleanliness 

at home and puts her daughters to work to keep the family going. They make food and 

clothing, and keep the house in order. Florence never speaks Cree in the company of her 

children because she remembers vividly how hard it was not to be able to speak English at 

school when she was young.  

Belcourt’s father Wilfred is a dominant and intelligent person who spends his whole life 

making a living. He starts as a farm laborer, and later builds a career as a successful fur buyer. 

As he does not have a license to hunt, the game wardens are always after him. His fur business 

does well, though, and he becomes the owner of the first Model-T Ford in Lac Ste. Anne. He 

puts his sons to work after school so they never have the time for teenage fun. In “Belcourt 

Gives Metis a New Lease on Life” (2006), Belcourt admits that he has never been a child or a 

teenager because it was always all about work (Kelland 1). He regrets that his parents did not 

allow their children to participate in family conversations the way children are encouraged to 

do so today. He believes that exchanging ideas at home and animating the youth to express 

themselves are vital to develop good conversational skills (Belcourt 43-44). Despite the strict 

parental rules, Belcourt appreciates his loving upbringing and gives credit to his father and 

mother for his developed strong work ethic (Kelland 1).  

The education of the Belcourt children is on and off on account that it is difficult to find 

teachers for small schools like theirs during the Second World War. When Belcourt is finally 

back at school, he does not learn anything about Metis history, fur trade, Louis Riel, or Gabriel 
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Dumont. It is all about European history (Belcourt 55). Belcourt remembers other kids calling 

the Metis half-breeds, which makes Belcourt feel dirty. ‘I was ashamed of my heritage. Why? 

I just don’t know. I guess because I felt dirty in the eyes of others. We were all known as 

“half-breeds,” and maybe it was the word I didn’t like’ (Belcourt 56). He feels caught between 

two worlds. This negative outlook on his Aboriginal heritage changes with time, though. As 

he matures, his Metis identity consolidates and he he realizes the double advantage of his 

Metis roots: knowing both the Aboriginal and the European cultures can be used to his own 

convenience (Belcourt 191). By 1958, he convinces himself that feeling ashamed of his 

culture makes no sense: ‘This is stupid. This is me. Accept me for who I am. If you don’t, it is 

your loss, and not mine’ (Belcourt 56). 

Looking back on his life, Belcourt recalls some racism and obstacles he faced as an 

individual with noticeable external Metis traits. He recounts his disappointment when he has 

to go from bank to bank in Edmonton to receive a loan of twenty-five thousand dollars for the 

launch of his company. He is repeatedly declined until the last attempt when he is finally 

guaranteed the money. His negative experiences opened his eyes to the existing racial 

injustices and forcified his determination to promote his culture with all his means. He advises 

young Metis to ‘Be proud of who you are and where you come from. Never be ashamed of 

your culture or family background. Every culture has something worthwhile to offer to the 

world’ (Belcourt 185). He promotes a unified and proud Metis nation that has to stick strongly 

together since governments, as an oppressive policy, divide Native people deliberately to rule 

over them. He believes that governments manipulate Indigenous people to take advantage of 

their vulnerable conditions without upsetting them: [governments are] ‘throwing a carrot here, 

and another carrot there, a little piece of meat on the bone here, and another piece there. They 
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do this to keep people happy for a while – or to keep them fighting with one another’ 

(Belcourt 190).  

Because he feels ashamed that he is older than the other kids at school, and because in 

the 1940s it was natural to go to work as soon as teens were able to, Belcourt leaves Lac Ste. 

Anne at the age of fifteen with a bus ticket and ten dollars in his pocket. From this point on, he 

engages himself in charting the events of his life that played a crucial role in rendering him a 

successful business man. He showcases that the Metis can reach their goals with hard work, 

and discipline, even if they come from families with modest circumstances. 

 Instead of following his father in the fur trade, he starts working for a lumber company 

where he is accommodated in deplorable conditions. The shock solidifies his determination to 

move on, and so he applies for a position at a coal-mining community. When he has saved 

enough, he switches jobs to work as a lineman at a telephone company. After years of hard 

work in the logging camp, coal mines, and power lines, he employs his “can-do” attitude and 

starts his own business, following his father’s advice: “Save your money and work for 

yourself,” he said, “or you will be carrying a lunch pail for another man for the rest of your 

life” (Belcourt 65). From his saved money, he starts Herb’s upholstery in 1957, repairs chairs, 

and then he ventures on new businesses to generate more profit. He forms the Mutual Phone 

Line Servicing Ltd to build telephone lines from property to property for farming clients in 

Darwell. Five years later, he creates the prosperous Belcourt Construction to set up new power 

lines. As he grows more experienced, he relishes the challenge of starting new independent 

businesses and the ability that he can yield improvement in peoples’ lives. Everything he 

touches turns into “gold.” He builds a theatre to bring first-run independent movies to 

Sherwood Park, he opens an English pub, and affordable housing developments. Some of his 
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businesses become successful, others do not, but he always keeps the need of the community a 

priority. 

Consequently, Belcourt concentrates all his energy on rehabilitating struggling 

communities. In cooperation with his cousin Orval Belcourt and lawyer Georges Brosseau, 

one of his biggest accomplishments is the Canative Housing Corporation, a non-for-profit 

organization that aims at assisting Native people in a myriad different ways. Between 1971 

and 2005, they purchased a hundred and seventy-nine homes in Edmonton and forty-nine in 

Calgary and rented them to Metis people at realistic but affordable rates. They not only build 

homes, though, they help build lives, too. They combine entrepreneurial expertise with 

generosity to ensure that Aboriginal Albertans get access to all kinds of additional services. 

They start a food cooperative so tenants can buy food at wholesale prices; they introduce 

noon-hour volley-ball games and organize baseball teams. They create an urban life skill 

course for women who do not work outside their home. They purchase a school bus to pick up 

children from school, open a daycare centre, and organize a Teen Time to provide recreation 

for adolescents. Belcourt’s wish is ‘to live in a Canada that has overcome the profound racial 

discrimination that afflicted the Métis people of the West in the 1960s and 1970s. I want 

future generations of Canadians –of all backgrounds- to be free of the rural and urban poverty 

of those years, too’ (Belcourt 101). 

Walking in the Woods serves a didactic purpose with the intention of bringing positive 

changes in the lives of the Metis immediately and in the long-run, too. It not only prescribes 

the core role of education in investing in future generations, but it also educates how to gain 

success and be caring parents. Metis strength lies in unity and cohesion in their communities. 

This principle is both a traditional belief and a current doctrine (Shore and Barkwell). In order 
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to keep this entity strong, and their culture alive, the Metis need to adopt some powerful 

strategies. Sealey has developed the following schemes to do so. A cultural group must have 

several unifying elements, it needs to replace its members as they die, and have good methods 

of communication. It must also have a shared set of goals, exert some degree of control over 

its members, provide an opportunity for role differentiation, and have qualified people 

designated for role assignment. Finally, a cultural group needs to concern itself with the 

process of socializing its young, enable them to acquire the necessary skills to cope in the 

dominant society, and develop within itself a system of rewards by which its outstanding 

members can be honored (“Ethnicity” 110-115). Belcourt agrees with many of these strategies 

and promotes the idea of educating Metis youth. He is a strong believer in the value of 

education: ‘Education is a powerful tool for eliminating poverty. If you have the will to 

succeed, you will find a way’ (Belcourt 187). In his autobiography, he provides the youth of 

future generations with advice to be proud, happy, and successful. He suggests that by keeping 

determined, by following their dreams, and not giving up, they can find the right path to self-

esteem and dignity. He encourages Metis high school students to pursue post-secondary 

education and prove that they can move ahead successfully. Belcourt claims that 

When I think about what I achieved without an education, I always imagine what I 

might have done if I had had one! So many young people leave school before they have 

proven themselves. You have to be strong, and determined, to stay on the path. Make 

that promise to yourself – nobody else. If you take that step, and complete your 

education, you will have succeeded on your own. You will gain an enormous amount of 

satisfaction – and no drug can give you the high that comes with that kind of 

satisfaction. (Belcourt 187) 

The huge debts incurred by Metis students in pursuit of  post-secondary education has 

debilitating effects to the Metis youth and scares them from going to large programs. Belcourt 
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is cognizant of the obstacles originating from poverty so when he liquidates the Canative 

Housing in 2001, he resolves to transfer his assets to another non-profit corporation, the 

Belcourt Brosseau Métis Awards Foundation. With his new initiative, he strives to support the 

educational ambitions of Metis youth by financing educational scholarships. Belcourt and 

Brosseau have donated thirteen million dollars to the Edmonton Community Foundation to 

help Metis Albertans achieve self-sufficiency and skills development. In an interview, 

Belcourt claimed that ‘It is important to encourage young people to get an education. I always 

felt strongly about that. Education was key, and I knew it’ (Landry nait.ca ). These awards are 

directed exclusively at Metis students because other Native groups get financial assistance. 

Metis people do not get “sweet tweet” so ‘we felt that it was something we had to do for Metis 

people’ (Kelland 1). The awards are granted to students who excel academically, demonstrate 

financial need, and are involved in the Aboriginal community (Grebinski 14). They get one 

step closer to achieving their academic goals and receive a university degree. Brosseau states 

that ‘over ninety-three per cent of the recipients graduated from their programs’ (Morris 

thefreelibrary.com ), which is a tremendously positive statistic. 

By giving large endowments for scholarships to Edmonton’s post-secondary 

universities, Belcourt invests in the future of young Metis people. Such human investments 

pay off: according to the Aboriginal Learning Knowledge Centre, employment rates for Metis 

aged 25-54 increased by 4 to 75 per cent and the income of Metis increased by about 2,600 

Canadian Dollars. There is a strong correlation between poverty and education as well as 

education and income, which Belcourt recognized early. His contribution to the reconstruction 

of Metis pride did not remain without acknowledgement: it has been honored by NorQuest 

College by naming its auditorium in Belcourt’s honor. In the future Belcourt and his business 
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associates plan to expand the financial base by partnering with corporations in the community, 

by getting the provincial and federal governments more involved, as well as developing an 

alumni association of graduates who could contribute to the funding too (Morris 

thefreelibrary.com). With sensitive education, generations of the future can rebuild Metis 

dignity. Sealey predicts that  

As young people study together in school, play together in the streets and in the 

community clubs, and work together in the business world, the prejudices and biases of 

parents towards members of other ethnic groups will gradually dissipate within the 

young. Each new generation will be ever more tolerant than the last and intermarriage 

across racial and ethnic lines will increase dramatically. (Sealey “Ethnicity” 116) 

Belcourt’s constant quest for community healing is well-founded in his loving 

upbringing and his strong work ethic. Equipped with a proud Metis sense of identity, he 

created an autobiography which is free of the cultural uncertainty and identity conflicts 

characteristic of earlier Metis life-writings. His short childhood shame of his Metis heritage 

was soon replaced by a strong pride in his culture. His carefully managed life represents a new 

motif and provides example for other Native people. Belcourt’s objective of writing his life 

story was no longer about personal healing, or recovery from a trauma. Empowered by his 

cultural confidence and success in his career, he sought to inspire and help those in need.  

Narrowing the gap between skilled-professional Aboriginal workers and mainstream 

Canadian workers has begun, but the gap still exists and there is still work to be done 

(National Aboriginal Health Organization n. p.). Belcourt continues to serve his community: 

he is on the board of Aboriginal Counseling Services, a member of the Aboriginal Advisory 

Committee for Child, Family and Community Research in Alberta, and an Aboriginal Advisor 

to the Commanding Officer at “K” Division for the Royal Canadian Mounted Police. He 
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wishes that both the Alberta government and the federal government would do more to protect 

the environment. Furthermore, he yearns for a future where Metis and First Nations people 

would serve in the House of Commons, Senate, and every provincial government in the 

country (Belcourt 127). He has set up goals which he wants to achieve during his lifetime: (1) 

match the funds in the Belcourt Brosseau Metis Award, (2) ensure that Native people work 

together to achieve justice, and (3) see that people take care of Canada (Belcourt 190-191). 

Beside describing his efforts to lift the Metis youth, Belcourt becomes candid about the 

struggles he and his second wife Lesley go through to ensure their adopted kids and 

grandchildren’s healthy upbringing. Because they cannot have children, they decide to adopt 

Jolene (4) and Colin (6) who are of Blackfoot ancestry. Before they arrive in Belcourt’s home, 

they were placed in ten other foster families, and not without a reason. They suffer from Fetal 

Alcohol Spectrum Disorder (FASD), which can be detected in a person whose mother drank a 

considerable amount of alcohol during pregnancy. Many people with FASD have poor 

adaptive skills and do not see the consequences of their actions. Treatment is possible but 

Jolene and Colin are diagnosed too late. They also suffer from Reactive Attachment Disorder 

(RAD), which is characterized by a behavior that is inappropriate in most social contexts. 

Children need sensitive and responsive caregivers to develop secure attachment, which Jolene 

and Colin cannot form. He has stealing problems and she suffers from such an extreme 

dysgraphia that she cannot function at school. Belcourt and Lesley leverage their resources to 

enrich their adopted children’s lives but as they grow older they drift to alcohol. When Colin 

meets his biological family, he chooses to stay with his father. Jolene, struggling with 

alcoholism, becomes pregnant and gives birth to Amethyst and later to Azlan who also suffer 

from FASD. Belcourt and Lesley receive their grandchildren’s legal guardianship and custody.  
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This time they have a completely different attitude to the disease. While earlier they 

were advised to be strict with their adopted children, now they provide a gentle and loving 

family environment with strong guidelines for their grandchildren. With early intervention, 

specialists, and school behavioral programs they can help raise their grandchildren’s self-

esteem. Belcourt and Lesley share their struggle with the readers intending to help other 

Canadians understand the importance of informing their children of the dangers of alcohol and 

drugs, not only to them but to their unborn children, too. They need to be open about the 

slippery slope of alcoholism and addiction because children do not know about the 

consequences of drinking and drug abuse. Belcourt again articulates the power of education in 

raising healthy children in a prejudice-free world (Belcourt 162). 

Walking in the Woods is an autobiography with a didactic function focusing on what 

Belcourt considers valuable to mention about his life from his perspective: ‘I have told this 

story as honestly as I could, from my own perspective, the way I remember it’ (Belcourt 21). 

Nevertheless, his autobiography not only is about his perception of Canadian history and 

actualities but also is a compendium of opinionated views of his family members. His brothers 

and sisters as well as Victoria Belcourt, the granddaughter of Joseph Belcourt, give an insight 

into how they see the fur trade, life in the city for the Metis, and how much the family sticks 

together. Lesley is also asked to capture the flavor of life at Lac Ste. Anne in the late 1930s 

and early 1940s about her husband’s family. By giving more than one perspective, Belcourt 

presents a less biased description of events he experienced. His autobiography serves as 

another testimony of Metis reality and a recommended prescription for Aboriginal destitution. 

*** 
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 Walking in the Woods is Herb Belcourt’s life story which provides a picture of his 

evolving identity and his road to success. It continues the tradition of earlier Metis life-

writings in referring to the historical injustices which led to current discrimination against 

Metis people and to their economic handicap in relation to non-Aboriginal Canadians. 

Belcourt names some of the insults and offences committed against his people which 

contributed to the Metis’s gradual loss of social standing. He confesses what it feels like to be 

rejected by both Aboriginal and Euro-Canadian cultures, to be called “apple,” and to be 

singled out at school for his racial background. In the meantime, he seeks to give insights into 

the beauty and colorfulness of Metis culture.  

Belcourt’s autobiography sets a new tone to Metis life-writings by giving a new vantage 

point on the escape from the often disadvantaged Metis reality. It shows the reader a life path 

that helps overcome the difficulties stemming from economic disparities between Metis and 

non-Aboriginal Canadians. Belcourt posits education, awareness-raising, and life-long 

learning in the focus of long-term healing. He saw problems and he went out to change them. 

Having been given insight into the roots of problems, young Native writers followed his 

footsteps and advocate his views. Kinew upholds that ‘A generation ago, education had been 

the tool of oppression used to hold us down. Now it was the tool of empowerment, and we are 

using it to lift ourselves up’ (150). Belcourt believes that children need a gentle but consistent 

upbringing, a safe home, a feeling of love and care, as well as challenges at school to stay on 

the track and eventually reach their goals. By giving young Metis the financial assistance to 

get into a post-secondary program, he eliminates the biggest obstacle they face. 

Belcourt’s support of Metis families and youth has contributed to the growing success of 

Metis Albertans and other Metis scattered throughout the country. His autobiography serves as 
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a first-hand account of his efforts to ameliorate the Metis’ well-being and of his hope in 

upcoming generations. As the longevity of a culture lends validity to its existence and 

provides assurance for the future stability for cultural adherents (Friesen and Friesen 51), he 

demonstrates the importance of restoring Metis pride. He speaks honestly about his struggles 

in his private life with the intention of assisting others struggling with the same difficulties. At 

the age of seventy-five, he remains optimistic, is still active, and has turned to be a role model 

for many Metis youngsters. 
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6 2010s 

Metis role models and philanthropists, like Belcourt, and their written self-expressions 

are highly in need for future generations of Metis youth. Education is a field that undoubtedly 

can yield positive changes, within a relatively short period of time, in Metis’ lives scarred by 

marginalization, residential schools, 60s Scoop, and racism. Poverty, unemployment, 

substance and drug abuse can definitely be reduced with specialized and personalized care. 

Prompt intervention is crucial since there is still considerable divergence between Native and 

non-Native schooling completion and employability. Moreover, the current state of Aboriginal 

mental well-being reflects further disparities which give cause for concern. 

 

6.1 Metis Mental Well-Being 

In the past few decades, mental health and well-being have been receiving increasing 

attention as an area of concern for many Aboriginal people who have suffered a uniquely 

devastating set of traumas throughout Canada’s history. As a group, they continue to be 

socially and economically marginalized. Consequently, alcoholism, violence, and feelings of 

demoralization are the most commonly experienced mental illnesses in Indigenous 

communities. Their social circumstances of living often predetermine their future well-being 

and how they can cope with life challenges. The social determinants of health are becoming an 

established way of framing health inequalities. People who live in extreme poverty, in 

conditions of stress, who are lengthily unemployed or discriminated against face greater health 

difficulties than those who live in more security and under more comfortable circumstances 

(S. Nelson 1).  
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In accordance with the sociological concerns, numerous Native authors of the 2010s 

discuss the currents state of being of their communities and relate them to the maltreatment of 

previous generations. They analyze the dysfunctional behavior of people who seemingly are 

intact of racism. Kinew’s brother, for instance, suffered from depression and committed 

suicide since his father, “educated” in a boarding school, had become unable to give him the 

emotional support he needed (Kinew 39). A great deal of Native authors do sociological 

research on the well-being of Indigenous people and include their results in their literary 

narratives to raise awareness to the social determinants of health. 

 The World Health Organization defines the social determinants of health as ‘a state of 

well-being in which every individual realizes his or her own potential, can cope with the 

normal stresses in life, can work productively and fruitfully, and is able to make a contribution 

to her or his community’ (who.int). These determinants are shaped by wider forces such as 

economics, social policies, and politics. How comfortably people live, and how much they can 

socialize and interact with others have a considerable effect on their well-being. In addition, 

inclusion, agency, and control are instrumental in terms of developing good mental health (S. 

Nelson 9). Reading and Wien identify three levels of social determinants of health: (1) 

proximal, such as the physical environment or employment, (2) intermediate, including health 

care or community infrastructure, and (3) distal, like institutional, economic, or political 

factors. Distal factors shape both intermediate and proximal determinants (20). For Aboriginal 

people, Colonialism, racism, social exclusion, and repression act as distal determinants 

influencing the other two levels. 

In the past, determinants of health, like the lack of disease or the infant mortality rate 

were considered reflective of a more bio-medical approach to the health of people than mental 
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well-being. Obesity or high-blood pressure, however, are weak predictors of mental health. 

Another factor that defined the wellness of people, then, was economic. People with financial 

independence were regarded as successful individuals lacking anything crucial for a happy 

life. Nevertheless, high Gross Domestic Product does not necessarily reflect a high standard of 

living. Today, nearly all health professionals agree that a broader idea of the health involves 

inter-connected health determinants, such as historical, societal, and environmental impacts 

(Dyck naho.ca). Accordingly, Native life-writings continue examining the historical events 

and policies that stripped the Aboriginals of their fundamental rights. They put the social 

dynamics under scrutiny to unfold covert racism and to present the economic consequences of 

environmental exploitation. 

Following the researchers’ results, Native authors have pointed out that violence carried 

out as part of colonial policy has a tendency to last beyond the generation during which it 

occurred and the cumulative impact of trauma continues to have consequences for subsequent 

generations. The concept of “historical” or “intergenerational” trauma can apply to all 

colonized people. It emerged from the need to address accumulative traumatic experiences 

that compound disability and dysfunction over time (Gone “Redressing”). It was first 

employed in reference to Holocaust survivors, then Marie Yellow Horse Brave Heart, and 

later Eduardo and Bonnie Duran utilised it in their research of Aboriginal traumatic 

experience. 

Historic trauma has got three criteria: (1) many people in the community experienced it, 

(2) the event generated high level of distress, and (3) the event was perpetuated by outsiders 

with a destructive intent (Evans-Campbell 317). It affects the individual (physical or mental 

health problems), family (impaired communication and stress around parenting), and 
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community (alcoholism, internalised racism) as well. It has physical, economic, cultural, 

social, and psychological consequences to the Natives’ well-being. It comes with learned 

helplessness which affects motivation, cognition, and emotion, too (Wesley-Esquimaux and 

Smolewski 66). The elusive nature of historic trauma is that it is transmitted through 

generations: ‘Someone born in the twentieth century does not remember the suffering of his or 

her ancestors; what he or she carries are the ‘images of ourselves and of our external 

environment (that) are shaped by memories that are passed on by legions of men and women 

we have never known and never shall meet’ (Neal 202). The experience of this collective 

trauma manifests itself as an underlying influence on the success rate of Aboriginal people. 

Their struggle with housing, child care, and support system often derives from historical and 

unresolved traumatic experiences within their families, communities, and the nation as a 

whole (Procyk and Crowe n. p.).  

To explain this easy identification of the individuals with groups, Carl Jung established 

the concept of “collective unconscious.”  The collective unconscious is part of the psyche 

which can be negatively distinguished from a personal unconscious by the fact that it does not 

owe its existence to personal experience. While the personal unconscious is made up of 

contents which have, at one time, been conscious, but have disappeared from the 

consciousness through having been forgotten or repressed, the contents of the collective 

unconscious have never been in the conscious but owe its existence exclusively to heredity. 

The contents of the collective unconscious are made up of archetypes, which indicate the 

existence of definite forms in the psyche. Jung articulates that the psyche of a group, or the 

collective psyche, can easily overwhelm the individual’s psyche, especially if the group is 

large. In fact, the larger the group is, the more readily the individual would get lost in it, and if 
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a group is collectively traumatised, the individual has high chances to suffer from the same 

trauma. Consequently, their cure usually spans more than one generation. 

 For Canada’s Aboriginal people, Colonialism is considered a social determinant of 

health. The First Nations, Inuit, and Metis’ health has been impacted by colonial policies that 

contributed to their displacement, marginalization, and the perpetuation of stereotypes about 

Aboriginality. The trauma at residential schools, already built upon earlier forms of injustice, 

continues to build upon contemporary ones. It is cumulative with the abuse becoming 

internalized, leading to a sense of shame that is transmitted through generations (Aguiar and 

Halseth 7). Colonialism has limited the Natives’ natural resources, and opportunities, and thus 

made it more difficult to maintain their health. The oppression of Canada’s Native population 

resulted in social inequalities, which are the source of numerous mental health problems, 

which Duran and Duran describe as a “soul wound” (24). This soul wound manifests itself 

differently with individual symptoms such as anxiety, depression, grief, addiction, and self-

destructive behaviors. 

Historical trauma is not the only stressor that keeps reappearing in Native literature. First 

Nations, the Inuit, and the Metis continue to suffer from a less overt disturbance. Over the last 

few decades, there has been an abundance of research on how Aboriginal people experience 

an array of social issues including poverty, poor housing conditions, child welfare 

intervention, homelessness, and high rates of mental health problems. Genetic predisposition, 

unhealthy lifestyle, different value sets, geographic isolation have done little to assist us in 

understanding this phenomenon. While it is easy to recognize the impact of oppression or the 

needs of interpersonal trauma, we sometimes fail to see the impact of “insidious trauma” 

experienced by numerous Indigenous peoples.  
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Insidious trauma stems from living societies, where stigma and discrimination against 

certain groups are part of the fabric of their everyday life. The media constantly draws a 

negative picture of the current lives, living conditions, and mental state of Aboriginal peoples 

that has a strong effect on the First Nations, the Inuit, and the Metis people. The negative 

outcomes facing Indigenous people seem to receive more attention than their resiliency, which 

contributes to both overt and subtle forms of discrimination (L. Douglas 

opendoorsnh.blogspot.ca). Mainstream Canadians receive a pre-filtered image of the Natives 

and thus tend to misinterpret Indigenous living conditions. Kinew stresses in an interview ‘My 

people aren’t understood by the rest of Canada. And it’s not because Canadians are bad 

people. Canadians are good people. Canadians are open hearts and open minds. It’s just the 

question of the information not getting through’ (Wab Kinew on Strombo youtube.com). 

Everyday racism might be as familiar to some people as background noise, and Native peoples 

are often not cognizant of that. It is familiar and recurring with repetitiveness that involves 

largely accepted socialized attitudes and behaviours, which, over time, have come to be 

viewed as “normal” and are therefore unremarked (Essed 3). Our early socialization 

experiences structure how we look at the world in permanent ways (Andersen 33). In his 

autobiography, Kinew states that “dirty,” “dumb,” and “lazy” ‘are the sort of things I heard 

from friends, coaches, and teachers – people I considered to be on my side. The things I heard 

and endured from people who were not my friends were worse’ (54). A growing dysfunction 

arises from fighting battles every day. Racism and discrimination intensify the impact of a 

direct trauma by allowing the oppression of a people. This insidious trauma becomes 

normalised to the point that the group does not see how social conditions continue to oppress 
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them (Menzies 41). Kirmayer agrees that many forms of violence against Natives are 

structural or implicit and so remain hidden in autobiographical accounts (27). 

Historical and insidious traumas are central components in the determination of the 

mental well-being of the Metis people. Hence, Metis authors place a priority on the impacts of 

Colonization, the effects of racism on their lives, as well as on how the lack of Metis rights has 

shaped their mental health. At the same time, they articulate the important role of education in 

molding public perception and the necessity of specific data of research on their role in 

founding Canada. The main determinant, though, is the continuum of past to future, which has 

become the mission of numerous Metis life-writers.  

Interrupting and dissolving the intergenerational transmission of trauma requires 

approaches aimed at not only treating the symptoms, but also the rebuilding of individual, 

family, and community lives as well. The Metis will need to re-establish pride through 

“culture as treatment” (Gone “Redressing”). Owing to a set of changes in Canadian Aboriginal 

policy, measures have already been taken to improve the Metis’s mental wellness. It partly 

comes from the growing correctional documentation of the violence committed against the 

Metis Nation. Recording the damage the Colonization of North America has done to the lives 

of the colonized is central. Disharmony and imbalance within the Metis culture can be healed 

provided their strength is regained through truth and reconciliation, which generates resilience 

to bounce back from life challenges in a positive way. Moreover, significant political, social, 

and economic changes have been enacted in the Metis’ lives. Section 35 of the Constitution 

Act of 1982, the case of R v. Powley in 2003, or the 2013 court decision finding that the 

federal government failed to follow through on a promise to implement the land grant 

provision set out for the Metis over 140 years ago in the Manitoba Act are all milestone events 
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in the lives of the Metis Nation. The Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada in 2015 

informs all Canadians about the institutional injustices carried out against First Nations, Inuit, 

and Metis students in residential schools. It hopes to guide Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal 

people in a process of reconciliation and a renewed relationship. These landmark events have 

a great importance since wellness after violence is strongly linked to the presence of social 

justice. 

Since the 1970s, the Metis have adopted many ways to transcend oppression, to preserve 

their dignity, and to regain their mental well-being. They tell stories from life-affirming 

perspectives and publish personal accounts of history. Sharing testimonials mitigate the 

tension grown out of marginalization (L. Smith) and add to the growing body of correctional 

documentation that aims at straightening public perception. Writing stories helps create a 

liminal space, which offers an escape from the Cartesian duality and the European polarized 

thinking. Many Metis find this space in a variety of locations, such as in Metis community 

agencies, Native treatment centres, historic sites in Winnipeg, or in other Metis communities 

(Cathy Richardson 66). The experience of being a “whole” rather than “parts” strengthens the 

psychological wellness of the Metis. As discussed in Chapter 5, awards, grants, and 

scholarships facilitate the academic achievements of Metis youth. The city has become a 

venue for creative development of Aboriginal cultures, including the Metis. There is a strong 

sense of cultural vitality and the Metis have evident confidence in their ability to retain their 

cultural identity through life-writing.  

Pursuing higher education has become the leading aspiration of urban Aboriginal people 

today. They recognize it as a path to a good career not only for themselves but for future 

generations, too. Those who have already completed a university program say that the greatest 
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impact of higher education is its help to empower them, in part, by expanding their knowledge 

of their Native heritage. They claim to have a better understanding of their Indigenous culture 

and believe that this knowledge has contributed positively to their lives. Today seven out of 

ten urban Aboriginal people say they are proud to be Canadians, demonstrating that 

Indigenous and Canadian pride can be complementary, not necessarily exclusive (Urban 

Aboriginal 4 ). 

In the 2010s, Aboriginal academics and authors continue expanding their scope of 

research and publishing their critical and creative pieces in order to deconstruct the Imperial 

canon, to raise awareness to historical malpractices against Indigenous people, and to sensitize 

non-Natives to the contemporary challenges of the Natives. Academics, like Brenda 

Macdougall, Nicole St-Onge, and Carolyn Podruchny go beyond the concern with race and 

ethnicity and offer new ways of thinking about Metis identity in Contour of a People (2012). 

LaRocque, Joanne Arnott, Joan Crate, Marilyn Dumont, and Scofield keep enriching Metis 

poetry. Metis playwrights such as Marie Clement or Ian Ross examine issues of assimilation 

but also themes of “moose on the road,” “dogs wearing nail polish,” or “odometer checks.” 

Native poetry has recently dominated Native literature but some authors, like Raymond 

Tremblay, engage in life-writing in pursuit of mental sanity. 

 

6.2 Path to Recovery in Raymond Tremblay’s Riding the Tides of Life (2010) 

Raymond Tremblay is a Metis social worker and writer who has devoted his life to 

helping the poor, guiding the disadvantaged, and supporting the homeless. He has worked in 

children’s aid and mental health settings, as well as for the Shepherds of Good Hope, an 
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organisation assisting the homeless in Ottawa for many years. He has always published papers 

in a variety of professional magazines and journals, but an unexpected curveball in his life 

sidetracked him to the field of creative writing in1998.  

Tremblay is a Franco-Ontarian of Metis origin, raised in Timmins, Northern Ontario, as 

the youngest child of a French-speaking Roman Catholic family. In 2010, he decided to share 

his personal story of recovery from Bipolar Disorder to promote the public understanding of 

the illness he developed in the 1990s, as a result of cumulative stress stemming from 

simultaneous traumas in his personal life. As a healing tool, he has increasingly engaged in 

writing poetry and prose in his spare time. Since 1993 he has published twenty-five collections 

of poetry, several novels, and booklets. He received a number of awards including the 

Distinguished Service Award in 1985, the Appreciation Award in 1992, or the Reach for 

Excellence Award in 1998 for his work of assistance with municipalities in Eastern Ontario. 

In order to share with his readers how he successfully coped with his manic-depressive 

illness, Tremblay adopts the form of fictional memoir. Unlike autobiographies, a memoir 

recalls only moments or events, public or private, which took place in the subject’s life. It has 

a narrowed focus: it tells one or more stories from a life, such as cornerstone events from the 

author’s life. As a fictional memoir, Tremblay takes the liberty of mixing the fictional with his 

truth and intentionally blurs certain names and events. ‘The book is a mirror reflection of what 

I personally experienced during the third and last phase of my Bipolar Disorder, and all of the 

characters symbolically represent different people I met in my own life (Interview n. p.). With 

his memoir, he intends to educate the public, especially the Metis youth, about the symptoms, 

the dangers, the treatment of, and rehabilitation from mental health problems. Riding the Tides 

of Life is an absorbing read with a didactic purpose. As Chris Paci quotes one of Tremblay’s 
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characters about the book: ‘It’s an easy read right on the target’ (17). Sharing his story was 

therapeutic and assisted Tremblay with tackling and fighting his mental health problem. It 

facilitated the understanding and de-stigmatization of the disorder for a better self-care. 

Tremblay’s Metis culture was an aspect never discussed within either his immediate or 

extended family until the 1990s. That was an unrecognized void in his life for a long time. 

Riding the Tides of Life gave him the opportunity to dig up more information and shed light on 

the peculiarities of his Metis background for himself and others. In 2010, Tremblay was not 

yet ready emotionally to put his own personal story down on paper with original names and 

places; instead, he chose to write his memoir in the fictional form. Moreover, he believes that, 

from an educative point of view, a fictional story is more intriguing than a récit factually 

listing his life events in chronological order. He writes from a third-person’s perspective 

which allows him to distance himself from the recounted events and give a more objective 

recollection. The forty-nine chapters of the book are occasionally interrupted by Tremblay’s 

poems related to the discussed events of the chapters they appear in. They are mostly written 

in English which is sometimes alternated by French to give an idea of what Michif, the Metis’ 

distinct language, is like. The novel covers three years focusing on the main character’s mental 

recovery. 

Tremblay’s memoir starts with jubilant twenty-nine year-old Greta paddling in her canoe 

in the middle of the night to admire the stars in the sky. To comply with a sudden impulse, she 

gives a call to her brother to share her nightly admiration. She is a successful Metis bookstore 

owner selling New Age paraphernalia and Aboriginal items. On the surface she seems to have 

a balanced life: prosperous career, supportive family, caring friends, and understanding 

colleagues but deep down she has a lot to deal with. Her life takes an unexpected curveball 
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due to some unprocessed past tragedies: her mother passed away when she was only six, her 

father, the main pillar in her life, also died when she was twenty-one, and her husband passed 

away in a car accident two years earlier. She swept her growing depression under the rug and 

tried to move on enjoying a reckless life. 

Traumatic incidents, like that of Greta’s, can temporarily overwhelm our ability to make 

sense of them or to integrate them into the experience of our own life. If it happens, the 

subconscious mind cannot put the trauma in the past until it is dealt with in the present. David 

Hosier claims that unprocessed distressing memories can give rise to a number of unpleasant 

symptoms, such as fear, anger, or panic (childhoodtraumarecovery.com). Flashbacks and 

memories experienced by the adult survivor are intense and dreadfully real. If a memory is 

extremely distressing, it overwhelms the brain preventing it from smoothly integrating the 

memory alongside other memories. Such memories can remain unprocessed for years or even 

for decades. A person who is traumatized cannot alter their conscious actions without 

addressing their subconscious drives. If a traumatic material remains in the subconscious 

mind, it will always have control. The unpleasant memory gets stored with associated 

unpleasant emotions, which, in turn, can easily be activated by seemingly unrelated life events 

(Hosier childhoodtraumarecovery.com). 

Unprocessed traumas take control over Greta’s life, too, and all of a sudden, the 

otherwise kind-hearted and tranquil business woman becomes impatient and mistrustful with 

family, friends, colleagues, and customers. She starts taking cash from her store till and goes 

on a spending spree in Toronto. She plunges into a dubious relationship that ends disastrously 

leaving Greta in great indignation. She recklessly gives away money for friends and charity, 

goes dancing and drinking at least four or five times a week, and experiments with substance. 
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She accuses her store staff of stealing money and Mary, her manager, of bankrupting her 

business. She threatens to get rid of anyone who prevents her from becoming a world-

renowned business woman and even becomes physically abusive with Mary (Tremblay Riding 

53). 

Greta develops the classical symptoms of the manic phase of Bipolar Disorder (BD). BD 

is a mood disorder that is marked by dramatic changes in mood, energy, and behaviour. People 

suffering from BD alternate between episodes of mania and depression. BD can lead to such 

impulsive behaviour that it can have serious and long-lasting consequences for the individual 

and his or her family. The mood disturbances are severe enough to affect the person’s ability 

to function. Although there is still a lot to find out about the causes of the illness, scientists 

agree that it is caused by the interplay of many factors: genes play a strong role, and 

environmental factors are involved, too. In BD, biological aptitude is frequently reinforced by 

environmental stressors. There are only a few diseases that are truly genetically determined. 

Neuroendocrinologist Robert Sapolsky claims that ‘Genes may influence the readiness with 

which an organism will deal with an environmental challenge’ (Zeigeist, dir. Peter Joseph). 

The dichotomy of nature vs. nurture is false and dangerous as it suggests that we cannot 

change it. Richard Wilkinson agrees that ‘genes are not just things that make us behave in a 

particular way regardless of environment. Genes give us different ways of responding to our 

environment (Zeigeist, dir. Peter Joseph). 

Going through stressful life experiences, either positive or negative, can increase the risk 

for BD. Stressful events are varied, and what might cause stress to one individual might not so 

to another. In addition to grief over the death of a loved one or childhood trauma, covert 

racism, stereotypical portrayal, and cultural stigmas all build up stress in individuals, families, 
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and communities. Tremblay’s BD surfaced three times in the 1990s with the last one ending 

with months of hospitalization. Illnesses and substance abuse in the family, the overwhelming 

demands of becoming the Chairman of the Ontario College of Social Workers, and his genetic 

predisposition to mental illnesses led to the total take-over of BD in 1998.  

Tremblay is not the only one in the family struggling with mental health problems: his 

paternal uncle had been hospitalized in a psychiatric hospital for most of his adult years, and a 

fairly large number of his relatives struggled with affective disorders (depression, mania), 

alcoholism, drug dependency, and gambling. One of his nieces was a victim of several sexual 

assaults and a teen pregnancy.  Family hardships like these did not give a reason to voluntarily 

seek help in those years. Such problems were often swept under the rug, totally ignored, or 

simply endured (Interview n. p.). Tremblay’s family has been exposed to an unfriendly and 

intolerant environment that created insidious trauma with different manifestations. 

Being aware of the social stigmas attached to BD, Tremblay first attempted to cover up 

the symptoms of the illness completely. His initial denial aggravated his disease, so soon it 

became impossible to hide it: 

I became excessively reckless, impulsive, and agitated; I lacked judgement, my thoughts 

were disorganised, my speech was rapid and incoherent at times, I gave large sums of money 

to individuals I barely knew, I couldn’t bring undertaken tasks to proper closure, I felt 

invincible, I felt totally elated most of the time, I didn’t require much sleep to regain my 

energy, I became delusional and I even experienced hallucinations. (Tremblay “Breaking”) 

It is crucial to diagnose and treat the disease, or it can significantly worsen. Manic 

episodes may become frequent and more severe without treatment over time. With therapy, 

though, people can live a healthy and productive life. 
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Like Tremblay, Greta denies the symptoms of her illness for a while. Her manic phase, 

however, soon leads to the necessary intervention of friends who resolve to involve the police. 

Greta becomes hospitalised at a psychiatric hospital for months. She is overly agitated, 

sometimes aggressive, and has delusions. She is given a heavy dose of medication to sedate 

her, and then her treatment begins. BD is usually treated with medication and psychotherapy, 

used alone or in combination with other treatments. Greta starts taking valproic acid and 

consults with doctors and social workers on a regular basis. She keeps a journal, which is ‘an 

excellent way of keeping track of your emotions, your interests, your achievements and your 

plans’ (Tremblay Riding 79).  

With the doctors’ assistance and the support of her family and friends, her health 

improves soon and she stops posing any threat to herself or others. She apologises to everyone 

she insulted while she was ill, and Mary, in response to her superior’s sign of regret, also 

drops the charges. Greta’s quick recovery reflects Tremblay’s success to fight BD back over 

the course of only a couple of months. He has been taking medication, and since 1998, he has 

not experienced any relapses. He stuck to his treatment, familiarised himself with the disorder, 

paid attention to warning signs, exercised regularly, and avoided alcohol, and drugs. To 

overcome his fear of stigmas attached to his illness and become sincere about his mental 

health problem took him more than ten years. His perseverance helped him stay on the track, 

though, and printing his experience with BD empowers a great number of Native and non-

Native readers suffering from the same illness. 

Similarly to Tremblay’s family’s efforts to cover their mental health problems, his 

Aboriginal background was an issue never discussed at home until the early 1990s. It was 

always taken for granted; it was considered a fact no one found worthwhile to talk about and, 
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as a result, became somewhat lost. Being unaware of one’s cultural background often creates a 

void in one’s identification process. Besides, cultural awareness is the foundation of 

communication and it means the ability of comprehending the values and beliefs of the culture 

we live in. It becomes central when we have to interact with people from other cultures in 

order to avoid misinterpretations stemming from the projection of behavioral rules on people 

from other cultures. It is crucial to build cultural competence and develop the ability to respect 

and appreciate diversity.  

In Tremblay’s family, it was his niece who first got intrigued by her forgotten roots and 

started researching the family’s Metis heritage. She inspired Tremblay to follow her footsteps 

and unearth further information. ‘Not by choice but probably because my family never knew 

about its Aboriginal roots, this was no surprise to other Metis as well since we were 

considered to be an invisible minority by our Canadian society. Writing this book gave me an 

opportunity of shedding further light on my Metis background’ (Interview n. p.).  

“Aboriginality” emerges from and is sustained by forms of life that exist at the 

confluence of historical currents and contemporary forces. Metis identity is nurtured within 

families and communities, and it is also imposed by the larger cultural surroundings. Many 

Metis are engaged in re-articulating themselves in ways that honour their ancestors, maintain 

links with crucial values, and respond to the exigencies of the world (Kirmayer et al. 25). 

Tremblay does his own research about his Aboriginal roots, and shares his Metis pride grown 

out of his emerging awareness. In his memoir, he craftily weaves information about Metis 

culture, values, and art into his story. Greta, for instance, purchases lots of handmade 

handicrafts from Metis people living in Ottawa to encourage them to express creatively 

(Tremblay Riding 6). Those Aboriginal supplies are very popular, and they deplete fast. 
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Another occasion is when Greta goes out for dinner: to accessorise herself, she selects beaded 

Aboriginal jewellery made by her cousin. Thirdly, she keeps the flag of the Metis Nation of 

Ontario over her fireplace. She is a proud Metis striving to maintain Metis traditions: ‘it’s my 

Métis friends who taught me how to use my shotgun. Believe me. They’re excellent 

sharpshooters and hunters’ (Tremblay Riding 124). On another occasion, she talks about her 

sash inherited from her mother: ‘It’s a key symbol of our Métis community and we take great 

pride in wearing it around our midsection. During the cold winter months, we use it as a scarf 

and, in the old days it was often used by the voyageurs as a rope’ (Tremblay Riding 182). 

Greta credits her fishing successes to her Metis heritage and skills. When she volunteers in the 

pediatrics department at the local hospital, she tells the children stories about her favourite 

wild animals as well as about Riel (Tremblay Riding 188). And finally, about her Metis 

background, she explains that ‘my mother’s ancestors were Indians. My father was not an 

Indian, so I have mixed blood in my veins. It’s as if I was half Indian and half white. But I 

consider myself to be one hundred percent Métis’ (Tremblay Riding 190). 

After being released from the hospital, Greta continues her self-medication and gives 

herself time to regain her full strength: she relaxes a lot, stays away from alcohol, and joins a 

mutual support group of the outpatient clinic. She regularly meets a social worker, Jeanette, 

who gradually brings Greta back to reality and makes her face the unprocessed bereavement of 

her past. She realises that she has not grieved for her father and husband’s deaths and needs 

time to process them. She has a persistent feeling of guilt that she needs to let go. Jeanette 

slowly convinces her that her deceased husband’s accident was not her fault and that she 

should stop blaming herself: ‘I believe you and Julie are right. I can’t hold myself responsible 

for my husband’s death. I also want you to know that I’ve never blamed the truck driver. The 
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accident was beyond his control. I’ll never forget the night when he came to the funeral home. 

He felt so sorry and he looked so sad’ (Tremblay Riding 107). 

 To foster her recovery, her Metis friend Julie moves in with her to keep her company 

and share the housekeeping chores. She is another pillar in Greta’s life, who is always there 

for her friend. Julie is a social, compassionate, intelligent, and inquisitive person who 

recognizes her friend’s needs. She is the one who encourages Greta to talk about her 

disturbing feelings to a professional. Her guidance and the help of some good-willed people in 

Greta’s life redound her swift mental healing. 

After recovering entirely, Greta feels inclined to reciprocate the support she received 

during her rehabilitation and begins to volunteer in programs aiming at helping people in need. 

She starts working at the soup kitchen of the Shepherds of Good Hope, where Tremblay also 

served, and prepares supper for the men living in the shelter. They come from various 

backgrounds and different age groups. Many residents suffer from mental illnesses, and 

remind her of what she has experienced with BD. This charitable activity keeps her occupied, 

gives her self-confidence, and helps her discover a dormant side of hers. Owing to her own 

mental health problems, she is aware how hard it is to voluntarily seek help when one is in 

trouble. She knows that in order to offer help we need to be able to accept it as well. She 

writes in her diary: ‘I truly admire individuals who have the guts and the humility to seek 

assistance when they are in need of it. Thanks to the support that I’ve been receiving from so 

many individuals, I feel that my self-esteem is gradually coming back’ (Tremblay Riding 106).  

She finds so much gratification from her involvement with work for the shelter that 

when she notices a posted job announcement for a frontline worker at the shelter, she does not 
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hesitate to apply and she gets selected. While remaining busy at the shelter she provides 

assistance in private too: (1) she gives a job at her store to a woman who was discharged from 

the psychiatric ward for affective disorder, (2) she delivers a Christmas hamper to a family 

whose apartment was broken into before the holiday season, (3) and she resuscitates a shelter 

resident who fell from his bunk bed and lost consciousness. Greta learns a lot about healing 

and grows fond of her job. She volunteers again in the pediatric department where she was a 

patient. Her good-willed efforts pay off and she can return the help she was offered during her 

hospitalisation. She is invited to join the Shepherds’ public relations committee, and gives 

numerous presentations about mental health problems to students at high school, colleges, 

universities, to social agencies, churches, and government departments. She makes radio and 

television appearances and gives interviews to the local press when fundraising events are 

held. As a result of her work, the Shepherds of Good Hope’s profile improves, and donations 

offered to the organisation begin to rise (Tremblay Riding 192-3). As Greta recovers through 

helping others so does Tremblay through charting his steps of recovery in his fictional 

memoir. 

Another source of healing for Greta is Dr. Walter Drover, a member of the Shepherd’s 

board of directors, whom she meets after her discharge from the hospital. The unfolding of 

their love follows a slow pace so that they can come to know each other and protect 

themselves from disappointment. As they spend more and more time together, their friendship 

slowly turns into a romance. They respect each other for their perseverance, strength, and 

professional commitment to their work. They bring the best out of each other. Walter becomes 

Greta’s soulmate and teaches her to ‘ride the tides of life’ (Tremblay Riding 203). 
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By the end of the novel, Greta transforms from a mentally ill person to a strong and 

confident woman who manages to take control of her life again. Not only can she take care of 

herself but she starts helping others suffering from various despairs. Through her example, 

Tremblay proves that there is hope and an escape from mental problems. With courage and 

determination as well as with professional help, obstacles loosen up and become easier to 

overcome. As for the preservation of Metis cultural heritage, by reconstructing Canadian 

history, emphasizing traditional Metis values, and fostering Metis self-expression, the Metis 

can re-establish a proud nation again. 

*** 

Riding the Tides of Life is Tremblay’s story of perseverance, social commitment, and 

love. It discusses his personal need to find a piece of mind through sharing his experience with 

BD. Apart from healing, the objective of Tremblay’s book is to help young people, especially 

the Metis, stand up from their illness and encourage them to ask for professional help. In 2010, 

he was not ready yet, though, to write his story in the “tell it like it is” style. He turned to 

fiction and wrote it ‘in a way that people wouldn’t recognize me’ (Interview n. p.). He 

addressed real life persons and places with fictional names and built a story around Greta, his 

fictional self. 

Tremblay’s story reflects the thematic change of Metis life-writings published since the 

1990s. He does not write about past transgressions, current problems, or the uncertain future 

of the Metis community. He praises his cultural background with pride, and galvanizes Metis 

people to express creatively. He intends to educate people about mental health problems and 
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to eliminate the stigmas attached to them. He hopes that his memoir will foster better 

understanding of the disease and help many find comfort. 

Riding the Tides of Life also gives insight into some current phenomena burdening some 

present-day Metis communities. Historical trauma continues taking its toll generations later 

and insidious trauma takes effect often without the Natives’ noticing it. These traumas have a 

tremendous impact on the Aboriginal people of today causing all sorts of mental health 

problems. The media disseminates myriad of stories about alcoholism, drug abuse, 

homelessness, and high suicide rate within Canada’s Native population but we are often 

unaware of the anxiety, affective disorders, or mania still ravaging Indigenous communities. 

Sixty-six year-old Tremblay, empowered by his successful recovery, Metis cultural pride, and 

the recent improvements in government policies related to Canadian Aboriginal affaires, 

created Greta, his fictional self, and her story of full recovery from BD. 

Tremblay’s story reveals the impacts of these harmful mental health problems affecting 

one’s daily personal and social functioning. Stress left unprocessed might lead to the flare-up 

of severe illnesses like BD. Furthermore, denial only worsens the disease and delays the 

proper treatment of BD, which is otherwise curable. These are the dynamics that Greta has to 

deal with and get over with. She not only recovers quickly, but gets inspired to help others 

suffering from similar problems. She emphasizes the importance of medical, psychological, 

and emotional support in rehabilitation. 

Riding the Tides of Life presents the pertinacious battle of a Metis social worker who 

was brought up in a loving family surrounded by twelve other siblings, who received good 

education, and still went through challenges of a serious mental disease. Today, being 
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someone of Metis origin entails less and less stigma and more and more pride. Numerous 

forms of assistance for cultural revitalisation are available, and social inclusion is highly 

promoted. Although historic and insidious traumas are still taking their toll, there is a growing 

awareness of their heavy weight on Natives, and Aboriginal people learn progressively how to 

escape the vicious circle of the colonial heritage. 
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Conclusion 

In my dissertation, I explored recurring thematic patterns in Metis life-writings between 

their genesis in the 1970s and today. I sought to unearth the central subject matters of Metis 

self-representation and their gradual trajectory, influenced by the intellectual movements of 

that period. I sought answers to questions, such as what events triggered the emergence of 

Metis literature, what impacts it had on literary criticism, on Metis people, and non-Aboriginal 

public. Although the Metis have produced a huge body of literature in various literary genres, 

I limited my analysis to autobiographical novels, which reflect community concerns through 

personal stories. I applied theoretical concepts such as hybridity, identity formation, gender, 

cultural reclamation, and mental well-being in the Canadian context. I drew on the governing 

conceptions of Postcolonial Theory, Queer Theory, Indigenous Studies, Cultural Studies, and 

Sociology. The reason for my interdisciplinary analysis, encompassing literary approach, 

psychological, and social inquiry, is to showcase the complexities of Metis experience and the 

interconnectedness of these study fields. 

I order to reinforce my point of analysis, I first examined the genesis, the evolution, and 

the current meaning of “Metis-ness” in Chapter 1. During their long history, the Metis of 

Canada have earned a unique place in the Canadian multicultural mosaic. They came alive 

owing to the mixed marriages of Colonization and the subsequent political, economic, and 

social mechanisms that governed the colonizer/colonized dichotomy. Over the course of their 

combat for self-determination, the Metis developed remarkable arts, a distinct language, and 

their particular crafts that have been maintained throughout centuries. They established their 

tradition of jiggle dance and fiddle music, and expanded their artistic expression through their 

floral beadwork and their most emblematic symbol, the sash. The Metis have played an 
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important role in the Canadian history demonstrating ingenuity in their distinct lifestyles, and 

creating political, religious, and social structures, as well as unique trade systems. 

Early exploration and trading in the New World gave way to a system of administrators 

and other authorities committed to the colonial power and its produced knowledge regarding 

the Colonial Subject. With the coming of the supremacist notions on racial purity and white 

superiority, the Metis’ experience as a people changed: they were forced into relationships in 

which they were made to feel inferior. Western colonial administrators set out to impose 

categorizations and their subsequent material consequences on the Indigenous populations. 

The colonial authorities invested, with an increasing intensity, in the Colonial Discourse of the 

“West.” They created an impenetrable line between the Euro-Canadians and the Natives 

whose relationships gave birth to the Metis Nation.   

 In Chapter 2, I looked into the development of the genre of autobiography and the 

trajectory of the perception of the literary subject as an agent. I discussed the revolutionary 

trends of Postcolonialism which changed the ruling epistemology of the Twentieth Century. 

The emerging Native literature created space for the first Metis self-expressions. The 

appearance of the first Metis literary voices had an enormous significance as the Metis’ place 

in Canadian literature, in harmony with the Canadian assimilation policy, had been marginal. 

They never received major roles, and as side characters, they embodied the negative 

stereotypes that had been fossilized during Colonialism. From the 1970s on, though, as part of 

the larger Native political movements and owing to the contemporary intellectual tendencies 

worldwide, Metis political activism has awakened. The Metis started to indicate the severe 

extent of their dispossession and make their voice of dissatisfaction heard through arts, and 
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literature. They began to tailor their way in the Canadian canon through prose, poetry, and 

drama.  

 Metis life-writings showcase the Metis perspective on the whitewashed Canadian 

history and politics. They function as individual testimonies, local truths, and micro narratives 

that seek to deconstruct and correct the national collective myth created to fossilize Western 

ideologies. The emerging Euro-Canadian authorities defined the appropriate forms and images 

of social activity and the individual and collective identity. They regulated every aspect of the 

social, cultural, economic, and political life. Metis life-writings break down this Eurocentric 

arrogance and portray life stories that were invisible for the non-Aboriginal population of 

Canada. They show the other side of the dichotomy and correct the colonial stereotypization. 

Metis authors challenge the traditional forms of life-writings and experiment with alternative 

patterns that represent their unique cultural experience better. They address themes which 

reveal their cultural peculiarities, the problematics of their self-identification, as well as their 

traumatic past, marginalized present, and optimistic future.  

In Chapter 2, I look at the Metis’ political advocacy in the 1970s, so as to portray their 

counter-attack on their forced marginality in Canadian literature and to articulate the 

multilayered facets of this discursive resistance. Their first mission was to terminate their 

invisibility and identify themselves vis-à-vis the rest of the Canadian society. The first Metis 

life-writers put an emphasis on the Metis past, and the devastating consequences of colonial 

policies. The cruelty of boarding schools and the colorful palette of Canada’s assimilation 

strategies were finally to be revealed. Metis writers set their goal to enlighten the mainstream 

society of the existence of their culture, and of the complexity of the Metis identity. The 

concept of hybridity and its applicability to the Metis experience have generated numerous 
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polemics. Postcolonial ideas about a Third Space between cultures and the creativity arising 

from the fusion of Aboriginal and Euro-Canadian cultures first yielded a seemingly valid 

disclosure of the shared Metis experience. Soon, alternative theories refuted the idea of duality 

of the Metis identity and the supposed hybrid nature of Metis-ness. The Metis of Canada argue 

that their culture, although grown out of the amalgamation of Native and European trading 

interactions, is a distinct one representing an autonomous entity. Instead of a fragmented 

experience, the Metis celebrate a unified community pursuing the same political and land 

rights. 

The autobiography I selected to analyze from the 1970s is Campbell’s Half-breed which 

ignited the birth of Aboriginal literature and changed the non-Aboriginal literary criticism in 

Canada. Her novel charts her life struggles as a Metis woman, which reflects the hardships of 

many in her community. She explains what it is like to be Metis in Canadian society and what 

difficulties she had to face and overcome to arrive at where she is today. Half-breed gives an 

account of a personal Metis experience and earned a place in the high school curriculum to 

educate Natives and non-Natives of an alternative history. Despite her negative experiences, 

Campbell keeps her faith in the future of Metis youth attending post-gradual educational 

programs, speaking out for their rights, and revitalizing their culture. They will thereby set 

themselves free of the restrictive boundaries of the prevailing Aboriginal stereotypes. Like 

Campbell, Maracle and Jane Willis unfolded the story of many Natives during those times. 

They pursue to tell their stories and earn the appreciation of their unique culture. They gave 

the first reverberating reflections on the destruction of centuries of European Colonization on 

the Aborigines’ lives and have inspired younger generations of Indigenous authors to re-

inscribe the Canadian narrative. 
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The idea of Metis hybridity, its disputability, and the Metis experience kept their 

thematic centrality in Metis life-writings of the upcoming decades. Authors continued 

exploring what their Metis background meant for them, brought into their lives, and what 

impacts it had on their everyday existence. The theme of hybridity, or the very nature of 

Metis-ness, however, became supplemented by additional motifs representing the 

psychological peculiarity of the Metis identity. Writers became analytical about their 

hardships of identifying themselves, and started scrutinizing the causes leading to their 

identity confusion, low self-esteem, and high suicide rates. They unearthed some of the causes 

of their shattered Metis identity. 

As a result of the lack of basic understanding of the conditions influencing Metis 

identity formation, little focus had been placed on its research. Colonisation destroyed the 

social and cultural structures of the Metis people by creating clear “colour lines” determining 

the racial superiority of the Euro-Canadians and the inferiority of the Natives. Racial 

stigmatisation first triggered individual anguish and then multigenerational trauma which 

accumulated over time. The residential schools and the “60s Scoop” taught Metis children to 

believe in “white supremacy” and stripped them of the skills of socializing the next 

generation. A large number of Metis people ended up being totally dysfunctional and unable 

to pass their Native culture down to their children. They often come to perceive themselves as 

they believe others see them. Today, innumerable Metis people accept this fiction as they 

mistakenly feel empowered face-to-face the mainstream society. 

Owing to the political, economic, and social changes in Canada’s Natives’ lives, a 

thorough examination of the contructedness of Metis identity was carried out in the 1980s. 

Numerous Metis authors discovered a tool in sharing their personal life stories for identity 
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rehabilitation. Depicting their identity struggles is highly beneficial for everyone in their 

community, but especially for those Metis who had little access to their culture. These 

narratives transmit cultural thought, teach lessons, share histories, and celebrate culture; they 

help Metis people heal from the atrocious remnants of Colonialism.  Metis identity search and 

reparation have complemented the autobiographical examinations of Metis-ness as a socio-

political category. Authors like Tyman and Mosionier have shaken the Western canon by 

disclosing the consequences of the dislocations of the 60s Scoop on Aboriginal identity. 

Children growing up with suppressed identity and abuse experienced psychological and 

emotional problems. These experiences produced tremendous obstacles to the development of 

a strong and healthy sense of identity. Feelings of not belonging to either mainstream or 

Aboriginal society can create barriers to reaching socio-economic equity. 

Mosionier’s In Search of April Raintree explains how racism fuels destructive processes 

of identification that leads to despair and alcohol. It explores the problematics of racial passing 

and the inescapability from one’s cultural background. Mosionier’s story explores racial 

shame that necessitates putting greater emphasis on the importance of cultural acceptance and 

pride in the process of a healthy identity formation. In Search of April Raintree works towards 

social change not only through its didactic content but through its epistemological process. It 

exposes the pathology of Colonialism as it is experienced by the colonized. Like Campbell’s 

Half-breed, it has been used as a teaching text in junior and senior high schools as well as for 

university courses. 

As we move ahead in time to the 1990s, we perceive a new theme in Metis life-writings 

following the rediscovery of Two-Spiritedness; a movement that marked a return to Native 

American traditions that historically recognized more than two genders. Two-Spirit is a term 
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that describes “third-gender” people and unites the LGBTQ Native community. In the 1990s 

they started to retrieve their traditional recognition in Aboriginal societies. Unlike the 

dichotomies of male-female, man-woman, or gay-lesbian, Two-Spirit is an inclusive term 

representing both men and women with various gender roles. It demonstrates the inherent 

relationship between sexuality and cultural identity, and promotes the tenet that sexuality, 

gender, community, and spirituality are all interconnected for the Indigenous peoples. Gender 

diversity and same-sex relations had difficulty surviving amid the unforgiving disapproval of 

European condemnation. The settlers defined queer Native people as primitive and imposed 

hetero-patriarchy and the hegemony of settler sexuality. Sexuality served to reinforce colonial 

power by highlighting signs of a “primitive” lack of differentiation between sexes/genders. 

The European settlement of Canada produced strongly gendered modes of control over Native 

people. Queer Natives became doubly oppressed for their Indigeneity, and sexuality as well.  

With the renaissance of Two-Spirit people since 1988, Gay/Two-Spirit authors, like 

Scofield, have been making notable contributions to the queer Native literary canon. The 

themes of self-acceptance and returning home is evident in Scofield’s writings. Like his 

literary elders, he grounds the subject matter of racial shame and defiance, but his taking 

sexuality as the logic of colonial power is vital in showing how homophobia makes Native 

peoples estranged from their own communities and has the potential of decolonizing Native 

populations. Scofield’s Thunder Through My Veins portrays the struggles of his family, full of 

shame and poverty and showcases the repercussions of Colonization on Metis lives. His 

autobiography draws attention to the disadvantages he experienced as someone with a Metis 

heritage, and the stigmas stemming from his Two-Spiritedness, which forced false identity on 

him in his youth. Scofield gained power from prior Metis autobiographers like Campbell and 
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Mosionier, and gave voice to Two-Spirits closeted for too long. His autobiography has 

become a medicine for him and for fellow Native youngsters not by pointing at the 

mainstream society and accusing it of his personal misfortunes, but instead by admitting that 

coloniser and colonised are all responsible for the present predicament of the Metis. They need 

to educate themselves to claim knowledge in order to change things. 

In the 2000s, some significant Supreme Court decisions improved the Metis’ political 

standing with the expansion of Metis rights, which equally contributed to and resulted in a 

shift in the tone of Metis life-writings. They led to the recognition of the importance of the 

inclusion of Aboriginal perspectives in public education which is a crucial component of the 

approximation to an economically self-reliant and culturally autonomous Metis community. 

The demoralizing impact of Colonization still continues to take effect through Canadian 

school curricula. Education is not culturally neutral; it is imbued with Western values and 

ideology. Aboriginal students’ dropout rate from high school is three/four times higher than 

non-Aboriginals’ which brings about their failure to meet the requirements to enter the job 

market successfully. Education with a non-Native cultural basis cannot reinforce Aboriginal 

identity. However, by improving the school curriculum, preparing teachers for multicultural 

education, and providing them with the right teaching material, we can better the educational 

attainment of Native people, reduce their poverty, and increase their economic well-being.  

Numerous Metis life-writings from that period portray the improved lives of their 

authors as a result of better education, including Belcourt’s Walking in the Woods which 

presents his life-story detailing his outlook on the importance of education in terms of Metis 

cultural reappropriation and economic advancement, and charts his versatile investments in 

paving the Metis’ road to success. His autobiography continues the tradition of earlier Metis 
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life-writings in reviewing the historical injustices which led to the current discrimination 

against Metis people and to their economic handicap compared to non-Aboriginal Canadians. 

Belcourt’s book, however, gives a new vantage point on the potential escape from the pitfalls 

of Metis reality. It drafts a life path that has overcome the difficulties stemming from 

economic disparities between Metis and non-Aboriginal Canadians. Belcourt posits education, 

awareness-raising, and life-long learning in the focus of long-term healing. His autobiography 

serves as an example to ameliorate the Metis well-being and foreshadows the coming progress 

in the lives of future generations. 

From the 2010s, I have found only one autobiographical novel by Metis authors, which I 

analyzed in Chapter 6. Tremblay’s Riding the Tides of Life reflects the long-term 

consequences of Colonialism on mental health. The mental well-being of the Natives has 

earned increased attention as a result of the high rates of suicide, alcoholism, violence, and 

feelings of demoralization in Indigenous communities. The concept of historical or 

intergenerational trauma has surfaced as a consequence of accumulative traumatic experiences 

that compound disability and dysfunction over time. Another source of distress: the insidious 

trauma takes effect in societies where stigma and discrimination against certain groups are part 

of the fabric of their everyday life. To dissolve the intergenerational and insidious traumas, it 

is not enough to treat the symptoms but we also need to rebuild the lives of individuals, 

families, and communities. The growing correctional documentation of the violence 

committed against the Metis helps promote Metis culture and foster the experience of being a 

whole.  

Cultural and social empowerment is in the centre of Tremblay’s fictional memoir. It 

aims at healing its author and helping young people, especially the Metis, stand up from the 
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desperation, originating from their mental illnesses and ask for professional help. His fictional 

memoir follows the footsteps of Scofield and Belcourt in their eschewal of highlighting past 

injustices, current problems, or the uncertain future of the Metis community. Similarly, 

Tremblay chooses to praise his cultural background with pride, and seeks to galvanize Metis 

people to express creatively. Rather than teaching non-Native people about the discrepancies 

between the official Canadian and alterNative Aboriginal histories, he attempts to reach the 

Metis youth with the matter of a severe but curable disorder. He sets out his memoir to foster a 

better understanding of BD and to help many find comfort. Under the surface, it gives insight 

into some current phenomena burdening some present Metis communities: historical trauma 

takes its toll generations later and insidious trauma is embedded within the cultural discourse 

and is socially sanctioned. 

Having dissected five decades of Metis life-writings, we can conclude that there are a 

number of governing themes that re-emerge in them as prime foci. Although with various 

depths, Metis life-writers tend to highlight the distinctiveness of their culture, scrutinize the 

consequences of the European Colonization of North America, and articulate the impacts it 

left on the Aboriginal people. They frequently set it as a goal to do justice by naming the 

perpetrators and listing their crime committed against Native people. They often have an 

accusatory tone that intends to tell their truth and work towards reconciliation. Metis life-

writers often stress their personal experience of Metis-ness and the detriments derived from it. 

Besides, they gravitate to give an account of a number of further unfavourable aspects related 

to their gender and sexuality which, combined with their Native background, put them in a 

doubly oppressed position. Campbell, Maracle, and Mosionier started writing to give voice to 
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the voiceless during an era which did not yet recognize the Metis as an official Aboriginal 

people. 

Over the course of the five decades discussed, though, there has been a noticeable 

change in the thematic patterns of these Metis life-writings. The accusatory tone has been 

slowly replaced with a solution-seeking and problem-solving one. Instead of highlighting the 

causes of the Metis’ recent hardships, more emphasis is placed on the betterment of the Metis’ 

prevailing position. There has been a gradual detachment from the centrality of the pernicious 

remnants of Colonization; Metis authors have started to explore other aspects of life. Scofield 

opened up about his Two-Spiritedness, Belcourt contemplated the long-term benefits of a 

restructured public education, and Riviere examined her complex relationship with her father. 

While Mayer revisited the theme of Metis struggles to be recognized as a Metis woman, 

mother and academic, Mosionier penned a crime story with flashbacks of her troubled past in 

In the Shadow of Evil. Raymond Tremblay moved even further from the central themes of 

earlier Metis life-writings and dwelled on the stigmas attached to BD. His discussion only 

barely touches his Metis roots. 

The didactic function of Metis life-writings is twofold. First, they seek to reach non-

Aboriginal people and show them the Canadian history from the Metis perspective. By 

charting the injustices committed against them throughout centuries, they demonstrate that 

their current social and economic handicap is rooted in colonization policies rather than 

distinctive racial traits. Secondly, Metis life-writings aim at providing help for the Metis 

people by disclosing the social constructedness of their identities. Through reading these 

autobiographies, the Metis people can gain strength and re-appropriate their culture. 
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As for ideological function, Metis life-writings have interrupted and deconstructed 

Western ideologies that determined the national collective myth, founded upon the ruling 

Eurocentric mindset. Colonial discourse sought to justify the European Colonization and the 

supposed racial superiority of the Caucasian people. It set up binary concepts that placed the 

settlers on the top and the Natives at the bottom of the hierarchy. The emerging Metis 

literature strives to overturn these ideologies and reconstruct Metis identities. 

Aesthetically, three major trends can be conceived in Metis life-writings. First, they have 

a tendency to borrow English language, i.e. the colonizers’ language to subvert the 

Imperialistic ideologies by reaching Native and non-Native readers respectively. Their English 

is sometimes intentionally broken, though, to better express their community experience. More 

recently, Metis authors have started to employ words from Michif and other Native languages 

to give an insight into the richness of their linguistic heritage. Second, Metis autobiographies 

differ from those of the Euro-Canadians’ since Metis autobiographical pieces highlight 

communal experience and concerns as opposed to the Euro-Canadian emphasis on 

individualistic achievements. Through their life-writings, the Metis reinvent their identity, 

which is communal in nature. They sometimes use other voices to complement their own 

perspectives as Belcourt does in Walking in the Woods. Third, Metis authors have hybridized 

the genre of autobiography to invent fictional forms for the expression of their complex 

identity. In their works, they often combine theories with poetry and anecdotes, fed from their 

roots in oral traditions.  

The constantly emerging Metis life-writings have been reaching a growing readership 

and exerting a positive impact on the lives of the Metis. Campbell’s Half-breed and 

Mosionier’s In Search of April Raintree have already become parts of the Canadian high 
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school curriculum. Scofield’s Thunder Through My Veins managed its way to the reading lists 

of numerous university programs of Aboriginal Studies. Owing to the publication of his 

autobiography, Belcourt’s life and activism are not only known in Alberta any more, but 

nationwide, too. Tremblay’s Riding the Tides of Life has gained recognition in Ontario and 

contributed to the local Metis representations. They all have helped rebuild Metis identity, 

cultural pride, and foster higher self-esteem.  

With its significant body of life-writings, the rapidly growing Metis literature still 

represents a relatively small part of the Canadian canon, but its sudden emergence marks an 

unprecedented interruption in the previously governing white supremacist literary selection. 

Many pieces of the growing Metis literature have received or have been short-listed for an 

array of literary awards. This is not only the indication of the quality of their work, but also of 

the fact that the wider Canadian literary community has paid increasing attention to Aboriginal 

writers. From the 1990s on, more and more literary anthologies, such as All My Relations 

(King 1990), Writing the Circle (Perreault and Vence 1990), Native Writers and Canadian 

Literature (New 1990), and An Anthology of Canadian Native Literature in English (Moses 

and Goldie 1992) include Metis pieces.  

Metis writers have inventively gathered roots, relations as their work has developed in 

range, depth, and style. Although much remains to be explored about Metis writing and there 

is still a long way to go, young Metis autobiographers feel empowered by previous 

generations of Aboriginal authors to talk back. They create a discourse that counters 

dehumanizing romanticizations of the lost Metis and offer cultural signifiers, such as 

language, song, and dance which should guide us about how we should understand the 

category of Metis. They have a tendency to pick up the major themes of the pioneers of Metis 
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life-writings, such as racism, rootlessness, and poverty, but they complement them with their 

own interpretations. Shaped by the intellectual movements of the second half of the Twentieth 

and beginning of the Twenty-First Centuries, this new generation of Metis writers create a 

new tradition of Metis literature that will fully flourish in the years to come. 
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